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Context of Open Science
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Open access has emerged from the need to make scholarly communication freely
available to the scientific community and not hidden behind a paywall. One significant
catalyst of the initiative was Plan S, which mandates open access to publications result-
ing from projects funded by major European financial institutions within cOAlition S [1].
Although initiatives promoting open access have increased the accessibility of scientific
literature, progress in scientific communication as a whole has been limited, with most
other research outputs remaining inaccessible. The European Union Council has called on
member states to support policies towards a non-profit, open access scholarly publishing
model, encouraging the development of national open access policies which will promote
equitable and sustainable scholarly publishing under open licences and apply FAIR (Find-
able, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reproducible) principles to research data [2]. The
development of the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) created a perfect environment
for hosting and processing research data, where researchers can publish, find, and re-use
data, tools, and services [3]. Open science initiatives also focus on involving the public in
scientific processes through citizen science, reforming evaluation and reward systems, and
establishing appropriate research infrastructures and related services. Sharing all outputs
in the earliest stages of research, including research data, software, protocols, methods, etc.,
is the basis for the accelerated development of responsible science.

Recognizing the importance of open access early on, Croatia joined the initiative by
developing the freely accessible Croatian scientific bibliography, CROSBI, in 1997, followed
by several other projects, including the establishment of the HRČAK repository, which
houses more than 450 Croatian OA journals, with over 90% in diamond open access, and
the DABAR national infrastructure with over 120 institutional repositories [4]. Although
national open science policies have not yet been adopted, the Croatian Open Science Cloud
Initiative (HR-OOZ) was launched as a part of EOSC in 2021 to develop a modern scholarly
system in Croatia based on open science that aligns with European research standards
and initiatives [5]. Nine years ago, we launched an international conference on scholarly
communication in the context of open science called PUBMET, which has continued to
be held at the University of Zadar, becoming one of the major conferences on open acess
that brings together researchers, editors, publishers, librarians, policymakers, experts in
scientific communication, and educators.

The PUBMET2022 conference1 gathered 120 in-person and 300 online participants
over the course of three days and provided a platform for the discussion of the most current
topics in open science and the trends shaping the development of scientific communication.
The conference featured six invited lectures, sixteen short talks, ten workshops, a poster
session, and three panel discussions on various topics related to open science. From the
conference, ten submissions were carefully selected and peer reviewed for publication in
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this Special Issue of Publications. They cover various topics, such as the landscape of schol-
arly book publishing, crowdfunding initiatives for publishing open access monographs
by European universities, the role of universities and public libraries in promoting citizen
science in Europe, open tools (for self-archiving and assessing the potential of green open
access, automatic XML extraction, and e-book formatting), the promotion of open science
within NI4OS-Europe and NOSCIs initiatives, the GoTriple open science platform for social
sciences and humanities, the promotion of openness and transparency guidelines across
journals, and mechanisms of information diffusion within academic institutions using the
information space model.

These papers provide valuable insight into the initiatives and tools that promote open
science, which will help readers to understand the complexity of open access and its wide
impact on different aspects, not only on the openess of research data and tools, but also on
the increase in the quality and transparency of scientific communication, the development
of governmental policies, the inclusion of the community, and the promotion of equity,
diversity and sustainability. The information presented in this Special Issue will be also
of great help to institutions, organizations and policy makers, giving them an overview
of successfully implemented guidelines, platforms, and tools for promoting open science,
which can be of use in the development of their own open science infrastructure and
national open access policies.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.

Notes

1 PUBMET2022 was organized by the University of Zadar Department of Information Sciences, Rud̄er Bošković Institute, Croatian
Association for Scholarly Communication, University of Zagreb School of Medicine, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotech-
nology and Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, and University of Rijeka Faculty of Medicine, under the auspices of the
Croatian Ministry of Science and Education, NI4OS-Europe, OpenAIRE, EASE, OPERAS and SPARC Europe.
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Abstract: The Horizon 2020 project National Initiatives for Open Science in Europe—NI4OS Europe
supports the development of the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) by integrating 15 countries
in Southeast Europe into the governance structure of this new pan-European research environ-
ment. Through a qualitative secondary analysis of the data collected during the project, the paper
focuses on the main instrument developed by the project with the aim of enabling the integra-
tion of the partner countries in the EOSC—a network of national Open Science Cloud Initiatives
(NOSCIs)—and explains how the concept of NOSCI and a wide range of related activities, tools,
services, and resources foster research and open scholarly communication. The paper has three main
sections: the first identifies challenges to scholarly communication in Southeast Europe, the second
describes the methodology used to deal with these challenges revolving around the concept of NOSCI,
whereas the third presents a set of indicators to track the change generated by project actions and
discusses the impact of this methodology and project outputs in the area of scholarly communication.

Keywords: European Open Science Cloud; NI4OS-Europe; National Open Science Cloud Initiatives;
Open Science; national policies; Southeast Europe; scholarly communication

1. Introduction

National Open Science Cloud Initiatives (NOSCIs) are national-level coalitions of
Open Science stakeholders that seek to facilitate the integration of EU Member States and
Associated Countries in the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC). Their establishment
is associated with the acceleration of Open Science (OS) transformation and consequent
scholarly communication optimisation worldwide. The purpose of this paper is to shed
light on the contribution of the “National Initiatives for Open Science in Europe—NI4OS
Europe” project in building NOSCIs [1] in 15 countries of Southeast Europe (Albania,
Armenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cypris, Georgia, Greece, Hungary,
Moldova, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia, https://ni4os.eu
/partners/, accessed on 2 September 2022) and its impact on all aspects of scholarly
communication.

We consider scholarly communication to be defined as the process in which scien-
tists share views and findings regarding their subject of research, contributing thus to
the progress of peer-reviewed scientific knowledge worldwide. Closely linked to the
research cycle, it is generally considered to include three distinct stages. According to
Graham [2], it is a system that involves (a) the informal communication within scientific
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networks—where research and idea flows are generated, (b) the initial public dissemina-
tion of research results—such as in preprints and conferences and finally (c) the formal
publication of research output so that it is available to scientists and the public—mainly in
scientific journals.

Technological developments of the last two decades, especially high capacity, linked
networks and advanced electronic tools and services have brought major changes in
all stages of scholarly communication and increased expectations for better and more
open science. Research workflows nowadays reflect the great variety of sources and
means, including distinct yet interdependent phases (discovery, analysis, writing, publi-
cation, outreach, assessment) [3], and scientists mostly publish in primary sources online
(e.g., in working papers, preprints, reports, theses and dissertations, journals, monographs,
conference proceedings and patents according to Das, 2015 [4]). Scholarly communities
as a whole, i.e., scientists, universities and their libraries, publishers, government bodies,
research councils, funders, as well as readers [2], have a vital impact on the scholarly
communication system regarding new alternatives in access, publishing and evaluation
of research content. They are responsible for creating the conditions for bibliodiversity,
that is, the diversity in services, funding and evaluation mechanisms [5]. Taking this into
account, their role is crucial in order to achieve the transition to open access and open sci-
ence and the “accommodation of the different workflows, languages, publication outputs,
and research topics that support the needs and epistemic pluralism of different research
communities” [5]. The diversification of the concept of scholarly communication and its
high importance is also reflected in the EOSC Portal data model, where Scholarly Commu-
nication is a subcategory of Sharing and Discovery and is further divided into Analysis,
Assessment, Discovery, Outreach, Preparation, Publication, Writing and Other [6].

The relationship between EOSC and scholarly communication is reciprocal and multi-
dimensional. EOSC should facilitate a shift from the “current state of the art towards an
Open Science scholarly communication ecosystem that is based on incentives and facilitates
Open Science principles and practices in performing and sharing science” [7]. At the same
time, scholarly communication on the EOSC vision and services can support the further
widening of OS in Europe, the engagement of research communities in EOSC and the
broader use of its services. It is therefore important to highlight even more the existing links
between EOSC and scholarly communication, by addressing the whole spectrum of EOSC
priorities and aims at all levels (policy, governance, users, technical issues). The complexity
of the EOSC universe often does not allow scholarly communities to immediately observe
and understand the benefits of EOSC. Their further engagement in the EOSC discourse will
certainly enrich the OS discussion in Europe.

As already mentioned, the project National Initiatives for Open Science in Europe—NI4OS
Europe works towards widening OS and EOSC in Southeast Europe. It is one of the four EOSC
Regional Projects and is part of the INFRAEOSC-05 Collaboration (https://ec.europa.eu/info/
funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/infraeosc-05-2018-
2019). The project was launched in September 2019 and will end in February 2023 (more details:
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/857645; project website: https://ni4os.eu – accessed on 6
September 2022). It supports the development of the EOSC by contributing to its portfolio of
services and the establishment of NOSCIs, engaging national and regional research communities
of Southeast Europe in the EOSC governance, strengthening Open Science (OS) practices and
promoting the FAIR principles [8].

This paper highlights the scholarly communication perspective and demonstrates how
approaches, instruments, services and tools developed during the project help to establish
sustainable and networked local environments for research and open scholarly communi-
cation in terms understandable to its main target audience—the research community. The
presented analysis may as well be useful to policy-makers in other regions and especially
in developing countries. The region of Southeast Europe is marked by a great diversity of
local contexts, due to which the project team had to devise flexible solutions that could
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be replicated in various environments. This gives to the project findings (challenges and
solutions) a higher value, as wider OS and EOSC communities can benefit from them.

The paper has three main sections: the first describes the data and methodology used
to deal with the challenges revolving around the concept of NOSCI in the target area,
the second identifies challenges to scholarly communication in Southeast Europe at the
regional level, whereas the third presents a set of indicators to track the change generated
by project actions and discusses the impact of this methodology and project outputs in the
area of scholarly communication.

2. Data and Methodology

The paper uses a qualitative secondary analysis to show whether the solutions offered
by the project have an impact on scholarly communication. It does not involve original
research. The following data collected during the project, using various methods, are
reused in this paper:

• Information about Open Science stakeholders in the region, collected during the
NI4OS-Europe landscaping activity (expert survey) [9];

• Country sheets analysis: report from the EOSC Executive Board Working Group (WG)
Landscape (expert survey) [10];

• Survey data collected in the autumn of 2019 for the NI4OS-Europe landscaping study
(survey) [11];

• Analysis of Open Science policies in the region and across Europe (desk analysis) [1];
• Project partners’ reports about NOSCI development (expert survey).

Publicly available statistical data provided by EUROSTAT and the World Bank are
also used.

Based on these sources of information, and primarily the stakeholder information and
the survey data, direct and indirect challenges to scholarly communication were identified.
Desk analysis is used to explain the project’s response to these challenges provided through
the overarching concept of NOSCI. The analysis is entirely focused on the regional level
and is limited to the challenges that are specific to the region of Southeast Europe and those
that are shared by the countries involved in the project. Challenges present in individual
countries go beyond the scope of this paper. The reason for this lies in the fact that the
project has not dealt with each country as an isolated case study but has rather sought to
devise more general solutions that are locally applicable.

To measure the impact of the response, we introduce a set of indicators derived
from the identified challenges. In the process of defining the indicators for this study,
the indicators for monitoring EOSC readiness [12] and NOSCI establishment [1,13] were
analysed. Keeping in mind that these indicators are intended for monitoring at the national
level and do not always apply to scholarly communication, it was necessary to select those
that are relevant for scholarly communication and adjust them to regional-level monitoring.
The mapping between the indicators defined for this study and the NI4OS-Europe Blueprint
metrics [13] and EOSC readiness indicators [12] is shown in Table 5.

The analysis follows the challenge—response—impact matrix, which is reflected in
the structure of the paper.

3. Landscaping

3.1. Remarks on the Landscaping Survey and Regional Challenges

The challenges to scholarly communication in the NI4OS-Europe partner countries
were identified at the regional level and are based on the data collected during the landscap-
ing activity at the beginning of the project. The data include the literature data, information
provided by national experts, and, most importantly, the data collected in a survey con-
ducted in the autumn of 2019, which also provided an input to the EOSC Secretariat’s
Landscape Activity The five INFRAEOSC-5b projects conducted landscaping activities
in a coordinated manner and their inputs were eventually aggregated and analysed in a
study commissioned by the EOSC Secretariat [14]. This initial mapping of the existing
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Open Science (OS) initiatives, infrastructures, services, policies, stakeholders and topics in
each of the partner countries at the beginning of the project [11], which helped to shape
further actions, serves as the starting point for the identification of challenges to scholarly
communication in our analysis. The relevance of information collected on this occasion for
the present analysis is best illustrated by the fact that 61.2% (30 out of 49) of the questions in
the landscaping questionnaire for stakeholders performing research. The survey included
five questionnaires—one for each stakeholder group. In this paper, we are focusing on the
main actors of scholarly communications—those who perform research. More information
about the stakeholder groups and the structure of the survey: [11] were directly related to
scholarly communication. Table 1 summarises the topics covered by the questionnaire and
indicates their relation to scholarly communication.

Table 1. Topics covered in the questionnaire for research performing stakeholders: relation to
scholarly communication.

Main Topic Specific Topics Relation to Scholarly Communication No. of Questions

General 4 + 1

Profile of the organization domain and size 3
content and rights Direct/Publication 1

Funding criteria Indirect 2
user support (for services) Indirect 1

Policies

institutional Direct/Discovery, Outreach, Publication,
Assessment 1

infrastructure roadmap Indirect 1 + 1

OS compliance Direct/Discovery, Outreach, Publication,
Assessment 1

research assessment Direct/Assessment 1 + 2

Infrastructure
for OS Direct/Discovery, Outreach, Publication 1

needs and preferences Indirect 1

Services needs and preferences Indirect 1

Open Science
training Direct/Skills and competencies 3

publication repositories Direct/Discovery, Outreach, Publication 1 + 6
data repositories Direct/Discovery, Outreach, Publication 1 + 7

FAIR
awareness Direct/Analysis, Preparation, Writing,

Discovery, Outreach, Publication 1

implementation Direct/Analysis, Preparation, Writing,
Discovery, Outreach, Publication 3

support Direct/Skills and competences 1

EOSC awareness Indirect 2 + 2

The “direct” relation means that a question refers to one or more stages of scholarly
communication, policies, infrastructure, services, skills and competencies for scholarly
communication, or the assessment of research outputs. For example, the investment in a
FAIR-compliant repository creates a channel for the dissemination of research outputs. The
subcategories of scholarly communication from the EOSC portal [6] are used in the table to
describe more precisely the direct relation. The “indirect” relation means that the subject of
a question has an indirect impact on scholarly communication, e.g., the main purpose of the
user support for services is not necessarily to improve scholarly communication; however,
it may not only have such an effect, but it is very likely that researchers will see it as being
in the service of scholarly communication. This “scholcomm-centric” perspective among
researchers is reflected in the responses to the question “What do you expect from EOSC?”,
which predominantly referred to concepts directly related to scholarly communication
(Table 2) This open-ended question was answered by less than 40% of the respondents. The
respondents could mention as many concepts as they wished, and some even provided
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descriptive answers. Their answers were analysed to extract distinct concepts, which
were further normalised. Only the concepts mentioned more than five times are shown in
the table.

Table 2. Researchers’ expectations from EOSC: survey results.

Concept Mentions

access 62
data 44

services 27
support 16
training 15

computing resources and services 15
sharing 13

collaboration 10
Open Science 10

research outputs 10
Open Access 9
repositories 9
information 8

infrastructure 7
integration 6
networking 6
publications 6

resources 6
guidance 5

Open Data 5
research support 5
standardisation 5

Southeast Europe is a highly diversified region in political, social and economic
terms, which determine the research environment and also have an indirect impact on
scholarly communication.

Accordingly, the NI4OS-Europe project team had to take into account some overall
challenges related to this broader social and political context. Over the past three decades,
the region has witnessed turbulent changes. Out of the 15 partner countries, 9 were part
of 2 federations that no longer exist—USSR (Armenia, Georgia, Moldova) and the for-
mer Yugoslavia (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia,
Slovenia). Eight countries (Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Montenegro, North Mace-
donia, Romania, Slovenia) became members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO), four of them (Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania) had previously belonged to
the opposing military alliance (Treaty of Warsaw). Thirteen partner countries have expe-
rienced major political transformations as a result of the collapse of communism. Three
decades ago, only Greece was a member of the European Union. In the meantime, the
EU has been extended to include six more partner countries (Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus,
Hungary, Romania, Slovenia) [15]. Finally, the political and military conflicts that accompa-
nied the break-up of Yugoslavia disrupted the research environment in the Balkans and it
took 15 years to recover research collaboration to the level before the conflicts [16]. This
broader socio-political and historical context will not be discussed further, but it has to be
taken into consideration, as it largely explains infrastructural fragmentation and the lack of
collaboration towards developing, for example, regionally coordinated publishing services
or aggregators.

In the following sections we provide some additional insights on the challenges identified
through our landscaping activity that are of particular interest for scholarly communities.
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3.2. The Place of Open Science in the Research Governance Systems

Among other things, the success of initiatives and policies is related to the position of
the authority or body behind them to impose relevant regulations and mobilise various
stakeholders and research communities. In most countries in the region, regulations relating
to OS were adopted by ministries responsible for education, science and research. OS may
also be included in a national digital agenda. In Hungary, the Ministry of Innovation and
Technology is responsible for OS, while in Georgia, OS policy development is coordinated
by the Shota Rustaveli National Science Foundation. Since 2019, research activities in Greece
are under the responsibility of the Ministry of Development and Investment while at the
same time a general framework for open science is included in the Digital Transformation
Strategy 2020–2025 of the Ministry of Digital Governance. It is noteworthy that in Cyprus
OS policy-related activities are supported by OpenAIRE, whereas in Armenia the policy is
developed within an Erasmus+ project [8].

The question inevitably arises whether individual ministries or funders are well-
positioned to cover all relevant topics in policies and ensure their wide implementation.
This is also a challenge for scholarly communication because policies and funding relating
to Open Science developed by a single ministry may not address all relevant aspects of
scholarly communication. On the other hand, involving all relevant ministries, funders
and stakeholders in the policy development and implementation process may be difficult
to coordinate.

3.3. Different Policy Traditions

Although the landscaping survey addressed various levels (national, institutional)
and aspects of policies (open access to publications and research data, sharing software
under free licences, the preservation of scientific information, information and data security,
rules regarding repositories, publishing platforms, FAIR principles, intellectual property
rights, access to services and terms of use), the responses were inconsistent, especially as
regards institutional policies [11]. Additional efforts were made to refine the data through
an expert survey [1,8].

In the autumn of 2019, most countries did not have a national OS policy. The ex-
isting policies mostly addressed publications. Some also mentioned research data, but
very few discussed the FAIR dimension of them. This suggests a rather conservative per-
ception of scholarly communication as being limited to communicating research through
publications only.

In most countries it was possible to find some documents addressing OS explicitly or
individual aspects of OS implicitly. These documents took various formats (platform, strat-
egy, agenda, plan) and approaches (mandating vs. recommending), while the documents
were adopted by different bodies. Due to this, devising a single model for the alignment of
policies with OS principles would be ineffective.

3.4. Non-EU Countries Are Less Integrated in European Open Science Networks

Throughout the NI4OS-Europe project, participation of the partner countries in the so-
called “EOSC pillars” (consortia, associations or networks contributing to the development
of EOSC) has been monitored as an indicator of progress towards EOSC integration. The list
of the “pillars” is as follows: OpenAIRE (OpenAIRE—Open Access Infrastructure for Re-
search in Europe) is a European infrastructure for Open Science: https://www.openaire.eu,
accessed on 20 July 2022); European Grid Infrastructure (EGI, which seeks to provide
access to high-throughput computing resources in Europe using grid computing tech-
niques: https://www.egi.eu, accessed on 20 July 2022); Research Data Alliance (RDA, a
research community organisation striving to facilitate open data sharing at a global level,
founded in 2013 by the European Commission, the American National Science Foundation
and National Institute of Standards and Technology, and the Australian Department of
Innovation; it relies on a network of national RDA nodes: https://www.rd-alliance.org/,
accessed on 20 July 2022); and GÉANT (Gigabit Research and Education Network, which is
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a pan-European network connecting national research and education networks (NRENs)
across Europe: https://geant.org/, accessed on 20 July 2022). The list has been limited
to the “ones that are relevant for the majority of the NI4OS-Europe countries” [1]. In
line with the focus of this study, we will use the term “Open Science networks” and
extend the list to include a number of organisations, initiatives or European Research
Infrastructure Consortia (ERICs) involved in EOSC-related projects and the development
of infrastructure, services, tools, guidelines and best practice relevant for open scholarly
communication. These are EUDAT (European Collaborative Data Infrastructure, which
is a European infrastructure that integrates data services and resources supporting re-
search: https://www.eudat.eu/ accessed on 20 July 2022); National Research Infrastructure
Roadmap (https://www.esfri.eu/national-roadmaps, accessed on 20 July 2022); CESSDA
(Consortium of European Social Science Data Archives, which is a European Research
Infrastructure Consortium that offers data services to the social sciences by bringing to-
gether social science data archives across Europe: https://www.cessda.eu/, accessed on
20 July 2022); DARIAH (Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities,
which is a European Research Infrastructure Consortium that supports digitally-enabled
research and teaching across the arts and humanities: https://www.dariah.eu/, accessed
on 20 July 2022); EIFL (Electronic Information for Libraries, which is a not-for-profit or-
ganization supporting libraries in developing and transition economy countries to gain
access to knowledge: https://www.eifl.net/, accessed on 20 July 2022); CLARIN (Com-
mon LAnguage Resources and Technology INfrastructure, which is an ERIC offering
language data, language technology data processing and expertise to the research com-
munity: https://www.clarin.eu/, accessed on 20 July 2022); and OPERAS (a European
Research Infrastructure dedicated to open scholarly communication in the social sciences
and humanities: https://www.operas-eu.org/ accessed on 20 July 2022). Involvement in
such networks offers to participants various opportunities (e.g., to participate in projects
and training; qualify for technical support; have access to infrastructure, tools and services,
data and guidelines; and exchange information, etc.).

Figure 1 shows the NI4OS-Europe partner countries represented in each network at the
beginning of the project, in the autumn of 2019 (light grey indicates pending initiatives to join
a particular network. In all four cases, the initiatives were successful). It is apparent that the
non-EU countries are considerably less involved in the activities of the selected networks. We did
not investigate the reasons for this, and we can merely speculate that they may include the lack
of familiarity with the networks, the lack of interest among relevant stakeholders at the national
level, the lack of funds to pay participation fees (where required), etc.

Figure 1. Participation of the NI4OS-Europe partner countries in European Open Science networks.
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Poor involvement with international OS networks bears risks, such as infrastructure
obsolescence or investment in unsustainable tools and services that are not compliant with
standards. This may have negative effects on scholarly communication, especially in the
long term. Local stakeholders may stay behind major developments in this area, such as
the development of Open Access book publishing platforms, efforts to create multilingual
controlled vocabularies, discussions about research evaluation, etc.

3.5. Varying Structure of OS Stakeholders across Countries

The mapping of OS stakeholders in the partner countries was part of the landscaping
action at the beginning of the project [11]. The data were provided by the project partners
after the stakeholder groups had been defined. This was done in two steps: the project
partners provided either a preliminary list of the stakeholders or just the numbers per
group; the project partners were incited to revise the preliminary lists or to provide a list
with contact information (if they had previously provided only numbers). The stakeholder
map was made based on the data collected in the second step. The main purpose of this
action was identifying institutions, infrastructures and services to be targeted by project
activities and, in particular, providing input for the model of national OS initiatives and
the EOSC Landscape Activity [14].

Five stakeholder groups were defined:

1. Funders and policymakers—FUND (the actors who fund research and, most com-
monly, shape research-related policies;

2. Those who perform research—CREATE (research performing organisations and re-
searchers);

3. Those who perform research—SUPPORT (repositories, research infrastructures,
e-infrastructures, service providers, libraries);

4. Those who “consume” research—CONSUME (SMEs and citizens);
5. OS facilitators (including OS initiatives)—FACILITATE (international nodes, coordinators).

Table 3 shows the number of stakeholders per group identified in the partner countries.
The completeness and reliability of the data may be disputed, as it is possible that the
project partners were more familiar with a particular group of stakeholders or failed to
identify others. In addition, there are some differences between the initial input and the
final map, e.g., there are no members of the FUND group for Croatia in the final map,
whereas during the initial data collection there were two. Similarly, there are no SUPPORT
stakeholders for Montenegro in the final map, whereas there were 10 during the initial
data collection. We assume that the data in the map are more accurate because during the
initial data collection some partners provided just numbers. However, all project partners
are organisations that are expected to have a good insight into the local situation and it is
reasonable to assume that the data provided by them do not significantly deviate from the
actual situation.

It is interesting that Cyprus and Greece have considerably more research funders
and policy makers than the other countries, which may suggest less centralised research
systems. Slovenia has the greatest number of EOSC facilitators (EOSC Working Group rep-
resentatives, CESSDA representatives, etc.), which reflects its presence in various European
networks. Apart from researchers, the SUPPORT group is the most directly relevant for
scholarly communication, as it includes stakeholders who provide and maintain infras-
tructure (repositories, publishing platforms, e-infrastructure) and provide relevant services
(metadata creation, PID assignment, dissemination, etc.), as well as training. If this group
is insufficiently represented in a country, there is a risk that infrastructure development
and skills will lag even if relevant policies are in place and funding is sufficient.
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Table 3. Open Science stakeholders in the NI4OS-Europe partner countries.

Country Fund Create Support Consume Facilitate

Albania 2 14 3 0 0
Armenia 4 23 0 1 0

Bosnia & Herzegovina 3 11 10 6 1
Bulgaria 3 17 8 5 3
Croatia 0 54 15 3 0
Cyprus 20 32 13 7 0
Georgia 1 14 4 1 0
Greece 15 58 48 11 8

Hungary 6 52 28 4 8
Moldova 3 46 30 2 5

Montenegro 1 5 0 6 0
N. Macedonia 4 21 4 3 0

Romania 6 27 33 24 2
Serbia 4 106 17 10 3

Slovenia 6 63 43 4 16

3.6. Varying Levels of Available Funding

Investment in research development in the NI4OS-Europe partner countries is gen-
erally lower than in the rest of Europe, and this is primarily due to their lower economic
performance. While most EU members among the partner countries belong to High Income
Economies according to the World Bank ranking [17], the associated countries mostly fall
into the group of Upper-Middle-Income Economies. Table 4 presents the research and
development expenditure in the countries in the region, which is considerably lower than
in the EU: in all partner countries it is below the EU average (2.2% of GDP) and only
in Slovenia is it close to the EU average [18]. EU members among the partner countries
were more actively involved in Horizon 2020 projects and they, accordingly, received more
funds [19].

Table 4. NI4OS-Europe partner countries in 2019: World Bank Country Ranking, research and
development expenditure (percent of GDP) and the net contribution in Horizon 2020.

Category Country
World Bank Country

Ranking Income

Research and
Development

Expenditure (%
of GDP)

Net EU
Contributionin
Horizon 2020

(Million EUR)

EU members

Bulgaria UM 0.83236998 161.25
Croatia H 1.08105004 137.97
Cyprus H 0.71463001 319.47
Greece H 1.27566004 1710.82

Hungary H 1.47736001 371.13
Romania H 0.47832 300.69
Slovenia H 2.04703999 379.85

Non-EU members

Albania UM no data 5.79
Armenia UM 0.17854001 4.20
Georgia UM 0.28468001 8.71
Moldova LM 0.23672 7.36

Bosnia & Herzegovina UM 0.19264001 8.72
Montenegro UM 0.36328 4.62

N. Macedonia UM 0.36783001 14.80
Serbia UM 0.88666999 134.85

Sources: World Bank; Horizon Dashboard. LM—Low-middle-income. UM—Upper-middle-income. H—High
income. GDP—Gross Domestic Product. EU—European Union.

The size and structure of funding for scholarly communication in individual countries
are difficult to estimate. This topic was beyond the scope of the NI4OS-Europe landscaping
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activity. On the qualitative level, it is important to mention that the survey data reveal that
in all countries in the region publicly funded institutions provide funding and technical
support for repositories and journal publishing platforms. In Bulgaria, Croatia, Romania,
Serbia and Slovenia, national funders provide subsidies for scholarly journals, but only in
Croatia and Slovenia is support provided only to Open Access journals [20].

3.7. The Lack of Information across the Region

At the beginning of the project, there were no curated national or regional registries
offering information about relevant institutional stakeholders, nor were there any standard-
ised and curated national or regional registries of services relevant for OS. The information
provided by international registries, such as OpenDOAR, re3data, FAIRSharing, etc. was
incomplete. The most reliable source of information about OS policies were the OpenAIRE
country pages, for the countries involved in OpenAIRE. Due to this, it was impossible
to verify the information about infrastructure and policies collected in the landscaping
survey [11].

The lack of information is also a serious challenge for scholarly communication.
It makes it difficult to identify potential partners, which may discourage collaboration.
Additionally, there is a risk of effort duplication, instead of replicating or sharing sustainable
solutions developed within the region.

3.8. The Lack of Incentives for Open Science

Two sources of information about incentives for OS were used: the landscaping survey
data (questions about institutions’ internal rules and the aspects taken into account when
evaluating researchers) and an expert survey presenting four case studies—Croatia, Greece,
Serbia and Slovenia [8].

The responses to the question about internal rules for OS-related topics (intellectual
property rights, open-source software, publishing platforms, article and processing charges)
suggest that in most institutions across the region, OS practices were encouraged. However,
the data are inconsistent with the findings of the expert survey and we will not analyse them
further. As far as research evaluation is concerned, the survey data show that publications
were identified as the most important parameter for researcher evaluation in the NI4OS-
Europe partner countries. On the other hand, data sharing, software, OS and OA, social
outreach, knowledge transfer, and citizen science were recognised as little to moderately
important. The radar diagram of Figure 2 is based on the responses to the question “Which
of these aspects are taken into account most when evaluating researchers?” provided
by researchers and representatives of research performing organisations (CREATE). The
respondents were expected to assess 14 options (13 options presented in the diagram
and “Other”) as not important, little important, moderately important, important, or very
important. The responses were translated into numerical values and an average value
was calculated.

In brief, throughout the region, there were hardly any incentives for Open Science ac-
tivities beyond policy encouragement. This lack of incentives did not encourage innovation
in scholarly communication and it can be argued that it undermined the development and
sustainability of emerging platforms and initiatives.
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Figure 2. The importance of various parameters in research evaluation (survey data).

3.9. Uneven Infrastructure Development

The project did not deal specifically with the infrastructure for scholarly communi-
cation. It covered generic (cloud computing, data archiving and discovery services, etc.)
and thematic services, as well as repositories [21]. In line with the inclusive definition of
scholarly communication, all these services support various phases of scholarly communi-
cation (discovery, analysis, and partly publication). However, publishing platforms and
services for writing, outreach, and assessment were beyond the scope of the project, though
some of them (journal publishing platforms and e-learning resources) were captured in the
landscaping analysis. As the comprehensive service catalogues are yet to be developed
and the survey data are often inconsistent—which may reflect poor awareness and a lack
of interest—we do not have sufficient data for a detailed analysis of the infrastructure in
the region. Still, some immediately observable facts clearly demonstrate that access to the
infrastructure relevant for scholarly communication varies across countries. Although it
is apparent that, for example, thematic services for archaeology and heritage research are
more developed in Greece and Cyprus than in other countries in the region, we will not try
to make any conclusions based on the distribution of thematic services mainly because it
was impossible to assess their availability to various research communities in a country
and, accordingly, their impact.

The NI4OS-Europe partner countries that are members of the European Union and
are involved in various European networks have better access to shared, international
infrastructures than the Associated Countries, though this gap has been mitigated through
projects aiming to establish pan-European infrastructures (Grid computing infrastructure,
OpenAIRE services, etc.) [1].

The integration of repositories with OpenAIRE could be another indicator of infrastruc-
ture development. In order to be harvested by OpenAIRE, repositories have to meet certain
technical requirements. A small number of repositories from a country may suggest either
that there are no repositories, that the existing repositories are not interoperable, or that
there is a lack of awareness about the importance of interoperability with infrastructures,
such as OpenAIRE. Croatia and Serbia had the largest number of publication repositories
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integrated with OpenAIRE. At the same time, there were five countries (Albania, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Georgia, Montenegro, and Romania) that had no repositories harvested
by OpenAIRE. It is noteworthy that Croatia had the greatest number of repositories thanks
to a publicly funded national repository infrastructure [22].

In the landscaping analysis, data repositories were discussed separately from pub-
lication repositories. A small number of data repositories were identified in the survey
(14), five of which were in Greece and three were in Slovenia. The data repository registry
re3data (https://www.re3data.org/, accessed on 26 July 2022) listed data repositories from
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Greece, Hungary, Romania and Slovenia. However, one
of the repositories was incorrectly associated with Bosnia and Herzegovina, instead of
Serbia [11].

Poorly developed infrastructure can not only limit the visibility of local research but
can also discourage research communities from adopting open practices.

3.10. Undeveloped Training for Open Science

The question about the training and support provided by institutions was strongly
focused on various aspects of scholarly communication (repositories, research data, pub-
lishing platforms, persistent identifiers, licences, article and book processing charges,
intellectual property rights, open-source software, open educational resources and open
practices). The survey results have so far been analysed in various contexts using the full
range of data for all countries and all stakeholder groups [8,23]. It was concluded that
institutions in the NI4OS-Europe partner countries mostly provided training in intellectual
property rights and copyright (47%) and repositories (40%), while only 26% provided
training in research data management—publishing of open data, FAIR, RDM plans, data
protection, data curation, and long-term preservation, as shown in Figure 3. According
to the survey data, 22–38% (depending on the topic) of the respondents did not plan to
provide support or training [8]. The number of responses collected per country varied and
doing the analysis for individual countries did not make sense.

 

Figure 3. Training and support provided by libraries, e-infrastructures, research infrastructures and
service providers (survey data).

If we limit the analysis to the SUPPORT group, which includes stakeholders whose
mission is related to support and training (libraries, e-infrastructures, research infrastruc-
tures and service providers), the share of those who did not plan to organise training is
somewhat smaller (8–37%). However, the percentage of those who did not know whether
their institutions offered training was not insignificant (5–13%). It is also alarming that for
most topics less than half of the respondents from the SUPPORT group provided training.
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Unfortunately, we may only speculate about the reasons for the fairly low training
and support offer because this issue was not covered by the survey.

3.11. Linguistic Diversity

More than 10 different languages, none of which is considered a major European
language, are spoken in the NI4OS-Europe partner countries. Five different alphabets
are used, which made it difficult to find or identify information in the local languages on
institutional websites and analyse policies and services.

In most countries in the region, English is not so widely used in research communities
as in other regions of Europe. In practice, this means that the efficiency of training provided
in English may be limited. The reusability of materials in local languages is also limited and
can be achieved only in some clusters (Greece and Cyprus, Romania and Moldova, among
Slavic-speaking partner countries). This is also a challenge in scholarly communication,
especially in those disciplines where local languages are predominantly used.

4. National Open Science Cloud Initiatives

EOSC constitutes a major ambition in the European Open Science policy, being a
federated ecosystem of research infrastructures, e-infrastructures and services that allow
the scientific community to share and process publicly funded research results and data
across borders and scientific domains. Having the researchers in its core, early enough it
was understood that efficient ways needed to be found to engage with researchers and
scholarly communities, and clearly convey the message of the whole new possibilities
provided by EOSC initiative to the production of research and innovation. Within its scope
and ambitions, the EOSC reinforces Open Science, Open Innovation and Open to the world
policies and fosters best practices of global data findability and accessibility (FAIR data);
helps researchers to get their data skills recognised and rewarded; helps to address issues
of access and copyright (IPR) and data subject privacy; allows easier replicability of results
and limit data wastage; and it contributes to clarification of the funding model for data
generation and preservation, reducing rent-seeking and priming the market for innovative
research services.

EOSC stakeholders and related projects had to answer the question of how to promote
and support the implementation of the above not only at an overall European level but
within their countries and their national research ecosystems. For NI4OS-Europe, an
additional difficulty has been posed by the region itself. Acting in an area with high
diversity and various OS maturity levels, the implementation of the above cannot take place
in a homogenised way. Out of this need, the concept of the National Open Science Cloud
Initiatives (NOSCIs) has been developed in response to the specific traits and challenges in
the targeted region, based on complex and multilayered analyses of stakeholders, policies
and local contexts [1]. NOSCIs can be considered as a coalition of national organisations that
have a prominent role and interest in the EOSC and have as their main aim the promotion
of synergies at the national level, and the optimisation/articulation of their participation
in European and global challenges in this field of Open Science. Similar to scholarly
communication, NOSCIs are inclusive and require the involvement of stakeholders from
across the research lifecycle. Connecting them at the national level provides not only a
testbed for the formulation of OS policies but also a forum for knowledge dissemination
and sharing.

To support the establishment of the NOSCIs, the NI4OS-Europe project proposed
the Blueprint [1]. This is a holistic framework, inspired by Open Science models and
guidelines. It includes modular workflows, a set of indicators and operational aspects
for facilitating the establishment, governance and operation of the national initiatives. It
adopts an agile approach, as national initiatives can have different formats of organisation
and levels of maturity—the NI4OS-Europe Blueprint can be seen as a general “best-case
scenario” guideline that gives to countries or to national initiatives maximum flexibility,
while making sure that all aspects important to them are addressed.
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As part of the Blueprint, a simplified five-step methodology for the establishment
of the NOSCIs was introduced, presented in Figure 4. For the purposes of this paper, it
may be interesting to highlight its structured yet inclusive approach, which proportionally
addresses several aspects of the research workflow phases in scholarly communication:
discovery, analysis, writing, publication, outreach and assessment.

Figure 4. A blueprint of the five-step set-up methodology for the NOSCIs.

As in any solid start of an endeavour of this size involving various actors with diverse
capacities, an essential first step is to identify local EOSC & OS stakeholders and their
roles and in turn design and establish proper communication workflows between them. A
landscape review on available (e-)infrastructures and training should follow to create a deep
understanding of the current status and bring all stakeholders up to date and on the same
path. Communication among different parties is important, therefore regular meetings
should be planned. To ensure the sustainability of the whole endeavour, communication
and engagement of relevant government officials are crucial elements, which should be
confirmed right from the beginning. Last but not least, reaching out to the wider public
to communicate the status and goals of Open Science Cloud in the country; informing the
public of EOSC updates will advance synergies at the national level and strengthen links to
the EOSC. Organising events targeted at the wider public will introduce the NOSCI (even
if still under formation) to all Open Science Cloud-related national communities (users,
developers, infrastructure providers, funding agencies, related public bodies, industry, etc.).

In addition to the organisational, operational and governance aspects, the Blueprint
stresses the important role that policies play in the sharing and promotion of research
outputs. In fact, it is important that OS policies support a free flow of knowledge and
data and overall access via the Internet, starting from the three main outputs of research:
literature, data and software. This approach to the various research outputs, together with
the way infrastructures and services are offered and the framework on research assessment
and capacity building through skills and training, are or should be important elements in
any national OS strategy.

5. Impact

The various landscaping activities in relation to EOSC have revealed the different
levels of Open Science and EOSC readiness across European Countries. These efforts
have been carried out at two levels, by the INFRAEOSC-5 projects through the dedicated
thematic task force and by the Landscaping Task Force of the EOSC Executive Board
(which was part of the previous governance phase of EOSC before the establishment
of the Association. Landscape Working Group|EOSCSecretariat. Retrieved 22 October
2020, from https://www.eoscsecretariat.eu/working-groups/landscape-working-group).
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The landscaping has been one of the very first activities for the projects and significantly
contributed to the creation of strong collaborative links among them. The outcomes of the
landscaping activities soon sparked a discussion among EOSC stakeholders and EOSC
supporting projects about the necessity of having an accurate understanding of the status
of EOSC readiness in each country and about the methodology and steps that are needed
to measure it. This is important not only to understand the starting point for setting
up national initiatives supporting EOSC but also to monitor within each Member State
both the progress of EOSC as a whole, as well as particular aspects of it, with scholarly
communication being one of them.

It is in this frame that the NI4OS-Europe project presented its Blueprint, including an
indicative set of metrics that may be used for the assessment of the status and progress of
the NOSCI in the region, which is in line with the EOSC Readiness Indicators identified by
the former Landscaping Task Force. The NI4OS-Europe indicators have not been created to
specifically measure aspects of scholarly communication but rather have a broader scope
and can be predominantly used as a guide to complement the establishment and operation
of a NOSCI.

Building on this previous work on indicators, the current paper delivers a contribution
in relation to scholarly communication at three levels. First, it highlights a subset of
indicators of interest for measuring activities in scholarly communication. They are derived
from the NI4OS Blueprint metrics and are listed in the “Indicator” column in Table 5.
Then, it does a parallel mapping between the scholcomm-related indicators and the NI4OS-
Europe Blueprint and the EOSC Readiness Indicators. Finally, it establishes a relation
between the proposed indicators relevant for scholarly communication and a number
of OS-related challenges identified in the region. To the best of our knowledge, Table 5
provides the first attempt to map and adjust existing indicators in relation to challenges
in scholarly communication. In the creation of the blueprint metrics, their reusability
potential has been a major criterion from the outset. Now, this selection process in relation
to scholarly communication further increases their reproducibility.

Table 5. The challenges to scholarly communication in the NI4OS-Europe countries and the mapping
between the impact indicators for scholarly communication and the NI4OS-Europe Blueprint metrics
and EOSC readiness indicators.

Challenge Indicator
Mapping with NI4OS-Europe

Blueprint Metrics
Mapping with EOSC
Readiness Indicators

Different position of OS in various
research governance systems

NOSCIs established 1.a.1. NOSCI
established

National initiative in
place/planned

1.b.1. Form of
organisation

Different policy traditions Open Science policies are in place
1.d.3. National/Institutional

policies around
Open Science

OS/FAIR policies supported/
monitored/ planned

Non-EU countries are less
integrated in

European OS networks

Membership in EOSC and major
European OS networks

4b. Metrics concerning
membership in international

bodies/fora:
4.b.1. EOSC Association

participation

Integration in the EU bodies

4.b.2. EOSC pillars participation
4.b.3.Other

Varying structure of OS
stakeholders across countries

Multistakeholder representation
in the NOSCIs

1.c.1 Membership: number
of organizations

National initiative in
place/planned

1.c.2 Membership: type
of organisations Stakeholders involved
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Table 5. Cont.

Challenge Indicator
Mapping with NI4OS-Europe

Blueprint Metrics
Mapping with EOSC
Readiness Indicators

Varying levels of
available funding

Funding for scholcomm
infrastructure and activities is

addressed in OS policies

4.a.1. National Fund for OS/OSC
in place/ planned

National initiative in
place/planned Funding

4.a.2. Funding: national
OSC project

4.a.3. Funding: International and
European OSC Projects Specific funding programmes

Lack of information across the
region

New sources of information
created

2.c.3. National Open Science
portal N/A

Lack of incentives for Open
Science

Incentives for OS are included in
policies

1.d.3. National/Institutional
policies around Open

Science

OS/FAIR policies
supported/monitored/

planned—Incentives

Uneven infrastructure
development

Improved infrastructure
2.a.1. Number and Type of

infrastructures
2.a.2. Access policies in place

Architecture indicators
National (regional) registry or

other federation
mechanisms for data in

place/planned
National (regional) dataset

catalogue(s) in place/planned
National PID Policy

Improved access to infrastructure 2.b.1. Number of services offered
2.b.2. Enrolled services

Regional registry

2.c.1. National (regional) registry
or other federation mechanisms

for data in
place/planned

2.b.6. FAIR-enabling services

User satisfaction
Data usage

Interoperability
API usage

Undeveloped training for Open
Science (landscaping data)

Training and skills
resources created

C. Training & Skills
3.a. Community Metrics

3.a.1 National/
regional curricula in

place/planned

National/regional curricula in
place/planned

Training and skills and
programmes implemented

3.a.2. Basic training available for
researchers and

research support staff (e.g.,
National Competence centres

Basic
training available for researchers

and research support staff

3.a.3. Number of trained people
per year

3.a.4. Number of training material
People trained per year

Linguistic diversity Relevant information is made
available in local languages

N/A because NOSCI indicators
are applied at the national level,
while this is a regional challenge

N/A

The following passages briefly summarize the status of the scholcomm-related indica-
tors in SEE. Although a progress from the initial stage is obvious for all identified challenges,
some issues cannot be resolved at the regional level and the final success depends on the
actions taken by national initiatives [24].

The establishment of 15 NOSCIs in SEE, one of NI4OS-Europe project outputs, is char-
acterized by multistakeholder governance models and forms, such as task forces, consortia,
and national projects. Their role is considered prominent concerning the development
of open science ecosystems, especially the EOSC vision, and they consequently have a
remarkable impact in the research environment and scholarly communication.

In this context, the formation of national and institutional OS policies becomes a
priority. Interested stakeholders join forces to manage OS as a national issue and agree on
a common framework by signing a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). The newly
developed national and institutional OS policies explicitly address various aspects of OS,
also encompassing incentives for open science activities.

The non-EU countries are encouraged and decisively supported to extend their partic-
ipation in OS initiatives and networks. The adoption of best practices recommended by
NI4OS-Europe improves their scholarly environment and makes them achieve compliance
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with the EOSC Rules of Participation. In particular, the partner countries are encouraged to
join the EOSC Association.

Furthermore, in order to promote capacity building for scholarly communication, OS
policies address the issue of raising funds from sources of various levels. The ultimate goal
is thus to absorb a share from the national budget and to take advantage of all possible
opportunities in European and international funding programs. It is important to note
that partner countries, including non-EU members, are now included in Europe’s strategic
plans and Horizon Europe’s Working Programs (e.g., European Commission, Directorate-
General for Research and Innovation, Strategic foresight in the Western Balkans: recovery
on the horizon, Publications Office of the European Union, 2021, https://data.europa.eu
/doi/10.2777/202437 and European Commission, Directorate-General for Research and
Innovation, Commission Implementing Decision C (2022)2975, Horizon Europe Work
Programme 2021–2022. Widening participation and strengthening the European Research
Area, 10 May 2022. https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:c1f95e49-d11b-
11ec-a95f-01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DOC_12&format=PDF, accessed on 30 June 2022) in the
area of Research and Development, aiming specifically at promoting the transition to a
new research framework for scholarly communication and the adoption of new innovative
practices including OS.

The local and regional infrastructure and access to it have been improved through the
effort to prepare services in the NI4OS-Europe partner countries for onboarding to the EOSC
Catalogue of Services and Marketplace. As an intermediate step in this process, the NI4OS-
Europe Service Catalogue (https://catalogue.ni4os.eu/, accessed on 30 August 2022) has
been established [24]. It provides information about selected repositories, thematic, generic
and core services in the partner countries, as well as about service policies. User manuals
and training materials are provided, as well as a helpdesk. The services are monitored, and
the monitoring information is publicly available [25]. A set of tools have been developed to
support FAIR and Open Research Data Management and inclusion to EOSC: the Licence
Clearance Tool (LCT) to automate license clearance; the EOSC Rules of Participation Tool
(RoLECT) specifically addressing legal and ethical compliance for EOSC; the Repository
Policy Generator (RePol), a tool for drafting repository and privacy policies. The project has
created robust guidelines and a network of experts to support the process of establishing
national service catalogues. The visibility of local and regional services has improved
significantly. At the same time, the Catalogue makes it easier for research communities to
find reliable tools and services.

Progress has also been made in terms of the limited availability of information on OS
policy and activities across the region, through the launch of new informative resources
and the creation of new materials. All interested parties may consult stakeholder registries,
such as the Stakeholder Map in NI4OS-Europe website to trace local and regional actors.
In addition, they may access service registries—among them the NI4OS-Europe Service
Catalogue to find more about services in the region and their policies. Moreover, they
now have at their disposal policy registries so as to become aware of what applies in each
country together with information about infrastructure. The latter are hosted mainly in the
NOSCIs’ pages and the emerging NOSCIs’ portals.

At the same time, training for researchers and research support staff is organized,
specialized material and skills resources are produced, covering OS practices in several
aspects of scholarly communication. The training materials created during the project are
available on the NI4OS-Europe Training Platform [23]. This action increases consciousness
regarding the potential of OS and promotes the use of the available resources for the benefit
of research and scientific knowledge in the countries and worldwide.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that there is an overall approach to overcome limitations
due to language diversity, by providing informative and training material not only in
English but also translated in local languages of the partner countries.

The NOSCIs’ approach has been very successful and already 10 NOSCIs have been
established while 5 more are on the course to be established. The concept of NOSCI is
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flexible and it allows for various governance models and stakeholder involvement. In the
NI4OS-Europe countries where NOSCIs are established, they already play a prominent
role in the facilitation of the EOSC governance and also as enablers of EOSC inclusion and
Open Science widening at the national level. They are thus directly involved or are even
leading scholarly communication activities in their countries. Relevant examples include
the contributions to the drafting of national OS plans, the successful implementation of
institutional OS strategies, the organisation of dissemination events on OS, the delivery of
training events and material in relation to Open Research Data Management (ORDM).

6. Conclusions

The NI4OS-Europe project supports the development of OS and FAIR policies in
15 Member States and Associated Countries as well as the development and inclusion
of the national Open Science Cloud Initiatives (NOSCIs) in the overall scheme of EOSC
governance. By doing so, it increases engagement within a trusted, federated environment
that allows researchers to search, reuse and publish data and services and builds OS capacity
in the region, contributing directly to fundamental priorities for scholarly communities.

To amplify the reliability of the approach, we considered it important to provide an
evaluation methodology for the process of establishing, operating and monitoring the
results of the NOSCIs. The NOSCI indicators have been re-examined in relation to their
suitability in the scholarly communication context, and a set of relevant metrics has been
derived, along with the challenges to which they respond.

Considering the higher degree of complexity in our region (political, historical, OS
policies) we believe that the set of indicators for scholarly communication in relation to
EOSC/OS activities has a high reproducibility potential. The solutions offered by the
NI4OS-Europe project are flexible and adaptable. In this respect, this analysis may be
useful not only to Open Science stakeholders in Europe but also in other parts of the world,
particularly in developing countries.
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Abstract: National Initiatives for Open Science in Europe (NI4OS-Europe) is a Horizon 2020 project
related to the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC). One of the project objectives is promoting EOSC
and open science in 15 Central and East European EU states and EU-associated countries. This paper
describes the variety of promoting activities carried out in Hungary as part of the NI4OS-Europe
project by the Governmental Agency for IT Development (KIFÜ). Identifying good practices will give
us the chance to find the best communication channels and methods to promote open science and
to manage expectations of funders, researchers and librarians. The audience diversity of organized
NI4OS events was analyzed in this study. The anonymized dataset based on registration forms
was filtered by profession. Results suggest that events are generally visited by more librarians than
researchers. The only exception is the third forum where the main Hungarian research fund as
co-organizer might have attracted researchers’ attention. This suggests that librarians are considered
to be in charge of open science issues in general. Usage data of the open science news feed were also
studied. The 130 posts between May 2021 and April 2022 and 2500 visitors until the end of June 2022
give us the chance to learn about the characteristics of the most visited posts. We can conclude that
the focus of communication is on open and FAIR data management, while other areas receive less
attention. The results show that despite more international posts being published, the target group is
more interested in local information.

Keywords: Hungary; NI4OS-Europe; EOSC; open science; science communication

1. Introduction

National Initiatives for Open Science in Europe (NI4OS-Europe) is a Horizon 2020
project related to the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) that runs between 1 September
2019 and 28 February 2023. One of the project objectives is promoting EOSC and open
science in 15 Central and East European EU states and EU-associated countries. In the
case of Hungary, two actively cooperating institutions take part in the consortium. The
University of Debrecen University and National Library (DEENK) is the central library
of one of the largest higher education institutions of the country. With a history reaching
back to 500 years, 14 faculties and 30,000 FTE, University of Debrecen is among the top
universities in Hungary. The other consortium member, the Governmental Agency for IT
Development (KIFÜ) is the Hungarian national research and education network (NREN)
provider. KIFÜ serves digitalization in Hungary, having 6400 customers and 2.5 million
users; it offers a wide range of IT services for research and higher education.

This paper describes the variety of promoting activities carried out in Hungary as
part of the NI4OS-Europe project by the Governmental Agency for IT Development (KIFÜ)
in 2021 and H1 2022. An overview of these activities and identifying good practices will
give us the chance to find the best communication channels and methods to promote open
science and to manage expectations of funders, researchers and librarians in Hungary.
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2. Materials and Methods

EOSC, starting its operation after many years of discussions in 2018, was originally
aimed at managing European research data via European infrastructure [1]. Today, EOSC
promotes not only FAIR principles but all other aspects of Open Science and has become a
major player of the new, open research paradigm in Europe.

Several papers already highlighted the gap between the consensus of the importance
of open research culture and the daily routine of researchers [2–5]. However, a relatively
small amount of literature is available on best practices in promoting open science among
researchers or analyzing best drivers that could help researchers embrace open science.

A detailed paper has been published recently by Robson et al. [6] that discusses
mostly the psychological aspects of promoting open science. This publication analyzes the
needs of different target groups (e.g., stakeholder groups, individual researchers) and the
approaches that help us to understand what various practices are needed to reach out to
these groups. In this paper, we also attempt to group NI4OS-Europe promoting activities
by target groups.

Examining the conditions in Hungary, the engagement to open science goes back to
the Budapest Open Access Initiative in 2001. In the next 1.5 decades, development of green
open access was given priority, which led to the appearance of about 40 institutional repos-
itories, some institutional OA policies and the creation of the Hungarian Open Repositories
consortium (HUNOR). During this period, the open science communication focused on
promoting green open access and on creating the related infrastructures and strategies [7–9].
Unsurprisingly, libraries focus mainly on infrastructure and databases/repositories as they
are among the main focuses of the library sector in Hungary [10].

Significant progress was made between 2018 and 2020, when the Hungarian Electronic
Information Service National Program (EISZ) concluded transformative open access agree-
ments with major publishers [11]. As a result, communication related to open science also
shifted to the promotion of gold open access publishing. At the same time, the broader
interpretation of open science appeared first through international conferences such as
Focus on Open Science, Budapest series [12], and later an increasing number of local events
were dedicated to this topic as well.

In the period between 2019 and 2022, the open science focus on the strategic level
shifted towards open and FAIR data management in Hungary. It seems as though we
are at the beginning of a similar journey, on which we have already made significant
progress in relation to green open access. The Hungarian research community focuses on
the infrastructure, building the first data repositories, analyzing the arguments, creating
strategies and trying to reach out and engage the researchers [13].

We can state that open science is receiving increasing attention from researchers, infor-
mation specialists, strategy- and decision-makers and the public in Hungary. The National
Position Paper on Open Science was signed and developed by the National Research,
Development and Innovation Office (NKFIH) and other research related institutions and
organizations in 2021. As we see, during these two decades, several papers discussed the
current position and the benefits of open science on a strategic level as well as the difficulties
of engaging the researchers in practice. Still, we can find few studies on best practices
of promoting open science in the Hungarian research environment. These papers [14,15]
support our assumption that researchers’ achievement and commitment to open science is
only possible with well-planned and well-prepared communication, where the practical
implementation with the local environment and for the local researcher community must
be emphasized in order to achieve results.

We analyzed the audience diversity of four online Hungarian Open Science Forum
events organized as part of the NI4OS-Europe project. The anonymized dataset based on
registration forms was filtered by profession. We attempted to identify the main differ-
ences of events attracting mostly librarians and those where the majority of the audience
were researchers.
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An open science newsfeed was also introduced by KIFÜ as part of NI4OS-Europe.
The growing interest toward this newsfeed gave us a chance to analyze usage data of the
133 most-visited posts published in the period between May 2021 and April 2022, with
the number of visitors until 30 June 2022. This gives us the opportunity to learn about the
characteristics of the most visited posts. Data on the newsfeed were collected from KIFÜ’s
newsfeed log using Matomo Analytics. The newsfeed was analyzed through simple de-
scriptive statistics, and the possible significant differences among variables were examined
to validate hypotheses that the views of the posts depend on the selected criteria. The
possible significant differences among variables were examined through the independent
T-test. Where the sample sizes and variances were unequal between the groups (Leven’s
test p < 0.05), we used Welsch’s t-test. The statistical analyses were carried out by using
the software SPSS 21.0. For deeper analysis, a post classification was processed along the
following groups: open science in general, open access, open and FAIR data, open methods,
citizen science, open science infrastructure and financing open science (see Figure 1). Due
to the significant overlap amongst the open science fields in the content of newsfeed items,
they cannot be used as independent variables. In addition, group size after distribution is
too small in many cases. Therefore, the comparison of usage data for these groups using
mathematical statistical methods cannot provide reliable results.

 

Figure 1. Distribution of posts by open science fields.

Due to the very small sample size, all the results of these studies need to be han-
dled cautiously. Possible bias both in online traffic and event participations cannot be
entirely precluded.

3. Results

As described above, one of the main objectives of the NI4OS-Europe project is to
promote open science in Central and East European countries. The original concept counted
on real-life activities, such as seminars and other on-site events. The rapidly spreading
COVID pandemic and the restrictions it has caused made it impossible to conduct on-site
events in 2021 and H1 2022, and all promoting efforts had to focus on online activities. This
caused major changes compared to the original plans; however, being online only might
have helped to reach out to a wider audience. Having all activities online also made it
easier to archive all the materials and lectures and made them available for any possible
later re-use.

All the promotion activities carried out as part of the NI4OS-Europe project were
aimed at different, sometimes overlapping groups in Hungary, e.g.,
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• publishing researcher interviews on research data management and open science
practices for early career researchers;1

• open science news feed for open science practitioners;2

• publishing an e-learning course on EOSC and open science for graduate and
PhD students;3

• testing RDM tools for the Hungarian research community;
• organizing various events, including the Hungarian Open Science Forum targeting

senior researchers and stakeholders;
• an EOSC Champion program at three major Hungarian universities.

3.1. Researcher Interviews

The idea of publishing interviews with prominent researchers is considered as a
bottom-up approach. Having no pressure or expectations, researchers could freely talk
about their experience and practices regarding research data management (RDM), also
giving voice to their concerns regarding open science. Interviewees were chosen from the
widest possible range of research areas to show that RDM cannot be narrowed only to
science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields. All the interviews were
published on Videotorium, which is the main Hungarian online video sharing platform of
research and educational videos run by KIFÜ. A channel ‘EOSC and Open Science’ was
launched to accommodate all the interviews, freely available to all.

Altogether, seven videos were published, and 396 views were recorded until 30 June 2022
(see Table 1).

Table 1. Video interviews published as part of the Hungarian NI4OS-Europe activity until
30 June 2022.

Interviewee ORCID Research Field
Interview

Publication Date

Number of
Views until
30 June 2022

Zoltán Kmetty 0000-0002-
6775-8938 sociology 17 March 2022 94

Gábor Palkó 0000-0002-
4394-8577 literary history 17 June 2021 80

Tamás Ferenci 0000-0001-
6791-3080 biostatistics 17 June 2021 79

András Perczel 0000-0003-
1252-6416 biochemistry 16 June 2021 70

Zoltán Kis and
László Szentmiklósi

(joint interview)

0000-0002-
8365-8507;
0000-0001-
7747-8545

physics and
chemical

engineering
16 March 2022 34

Miriam Szőcs NA art history 17 March 2022 26

György Eigner 0000-0001-
8038-2210

system
engineering 27 September 2021 13

It might be tempting to group views according to research fields. However, the
relatively small sample size, both of videos and views, prevent us from rushing to any
conclusion. It might be worth considering whether alternative video sharing platforms in
addition to Videotorium could help generate more views, especially noting that YouTube
has become one of the largest search engines in the world [16].
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3.2. Open Science Newsfeed

The open science newsfeed of KIFÜ was launched for the test phase in April 2021, and
the live, daily–weekly updates were started later4. According to KIFÜ’s role in open science
in Hungary, this online newsfeed is an important source of information on open science for
the Hungarian community. Therefore, analyzing the KIFÜ’s newsfeed might show us what
kind of open science information the Hungarian open science representatives are trying
to convey to the community. On the other hand, we can see how this attempt meets the
audience’s interest.

The newsfeed informed researchers and stakeholders about international and local
open science trends and events. Not all the posts were related directly to NI4OS-Europe;
rather, the aim was the widest possible range of information. Most of the events promoted
via the newsfeed were organized by different European associations or institutions. The
main focus was on NI4OS-Europe and EOSC-related news, while many posts called the
attention to press releases, policy papers, research articles and other publications regarding
all aspects of open science.

The analysis covers the 133 most-visited posts that were published in the open science
newsfeed of KIFÜ between 5 May 2021 and 7 April 2022. Online traffic until 30 June 2022
was recorded by Matomo Analytics. We collected the number of individual views of
each item, filtering out multiple viewings by the same users. Then, we categorized the
posts according to different aspects such as type, topic focus (international or local focus)
and open science field. During the analysis, the distribution of items by category can be
considered as a representation of the communication goals, while the number of views is a
representation of the needs of the target group. Considering the shortcoming that the target
group could only choose from what was presented in the newsfeed, analyses were carried
out through simple descriptive statistics and examining possible significant differences
among variables [17] (Falus and Ollé, 2008) by using the software SPSS 21.0.

For the first analysis, posts were grouped into two categories: ‘event’ and ‘other’.
Posts advertising some event (invitation to a future event or report of a past event) were
categorized as ‘event’. ‘Other’ posts discussed press releases, open science trends, EOSC
news, reports, etc. Data show that 81 posts (61% of all posts analyzed) advertised an event,
while 52 posts (39%) were categorized as ‘other’. On one hand, this rate is a facility, and
on the other hand, it can be a conscious communication strategy to achieve a more lasting
impact and a greater commitment through an event. On the other hand, usage statistics
show a slightly different ratio: while events gained 71% of total page views, other posts
gained 29% only (see Figure 2). Carrying out an independent-samples T–test, we found
that the mean of views for event and non-event type (p = 0.07, t = −1.826, F-test p = 0.083)
are not significantly different.

Second analysis also grouped posts into two categories based on ‘internationality’.
Posts related to reports, press releases, events, etc. of institutions outside Hungary were
labeled as ‘international’. Events organized by Hungarian institutions, and posts related
to Hungarian trends were labeled as ‘Hungary’. The internationality of the items in the
newsfeed shows that 98 posts (74%) were international, and only 35 of them (26%) presented
local content. This means that the majority of information on open science is still coming
from abroad. However, if we compare the views of the posts in distribution of international
and local content, we see an opposite result: the local content was visited more often
(See Figure 3). The independent-samples T-test with Welsch’s test also validates that the
mean number of views for international posts and for local posts is significantly different
(Welsch’s test: p < 0.001, t = 4.050; F-test p < 0.001). The average views for local posts were
20.473 more than the average views for international posts. This result shows that despite
the fact that more international posts are available, the target group is more interested in
local information.
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Figure 3. Distribution of internationality and usage of posts.

Since the events had greater presence in the posts, we decided to analyze it in more
detail. The distribution of the 81 events related posts by internationality shows a very
similar picture to what we saw when examining the internationality of the entire sample
(see Figure 4). The presence of international events was much higher amongst the posts:
58 (72%) were labeled as ‘international’, while 23 of them (28%) were Hungarian. The usage
statistics of posts was, however, lower compared to the local events: international events
gained only 44%, while Hungarian events gained 56% of all page views. The Welsch’s
test validates that the mean number of views for posts on international events and for
posts on local events is significantly different (Welsch’s test: p = 0.003, t = 3.323; F-test
p < 0.001). The average views for posts on local events was 22.629 more than the average
views for posts on international events. This result shows that despite the fact that more
international events are available on open science, the target group is more interested in
local events. This is particularly an interesting result in light of the fact that, due to the
pandemic situation, events were mostly organized online, so participation in international
open science events did not involve more efforts than participation in local events. Various
reasons can stay behind this phenomenon. One of these factors could be the language
barrier, when a librarian or a researcher feels no ease at joining an English language event.
While language barrier can be easily one of the main drivers of the unequal distribution
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of local and international event post visitor numbers (see Figure 4), this clearly cannot be
the only reason why posts on local trends gain more visitors than international ones (see
Figure 3).

 

Figure 4. Distribution of internationality and usage of posts on events.

Grouping the newsfeed items by open science fields adequately shows the recent focus
of the open science representatives in Hungary (see Figure 1). The hottest topic during this
period was the open and FAIR data, as they were related to 57% percent of the newsfeed
items, while the second and third specific fields (open science infrastructures and open
access) were related to 25% and 24% only. Looking to the end of the list, citizen science
(7%), open evaluation (5%) and open methods (4%) seem less popular or less important in
the communication and open science promotion in Hungary.

Using descriptive statistics to analyze the covered open science fields, we see that
the means of views as well as the medians of views are quite close to the overall, except
for field citizen science (see Figure 1). This means that the interest of the newsfeed users
did not differ from the received content distribution. The only exception was the citizen-
science-related posts where users showed more activity. We can conclude that the focus
of communication is on open and FAIR data management, while other areas receive
less attention. This result can help in shaping the open science communication strategy
in Hungary.

3.3. E-Learning Course on EOSC

Another open science promotion activity was the development of a Moodle-based
e-learning course ‘Open Science and EOSC in practice’ by the KIFÜ team on H1 2021. The
course was launched early July 2021, while an online workshop promoting the course and
discussing possible developments took place on 13 July 2021. The course began with four
modules, while an additional fifth module was added in January 2022. As the main target
was student groups, the courses were launched in Hungarian only, and no prior knowledge
was required. Modules are richly illustrated with short videos, diagrams, quizzes, and
other interactive tools to make it easy to integrate them with any higher education course.

The five modules of the course can be handled individually, discussing different
aspects of EOSC and open science (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Modules of the e-learning course ‘Open Science and EOSC in practice’.

Module Title Key Topics

Module 1 A practical guide on how open
science can support researchers

Replication crisis, OS tools, OS
community building, OS
requirements of Horizon Europe calls

Module 2 FAIR data management FAIR principles, DMP tools, financial
aspects of data management

Module 3 Changes driven by EOSC
EOSC development phases,
researcher contribution to EOSC,
EOSC working groups

Module 4 EOSC services EOSC portal and marketplace, EOSC
on-boarding process

Module 5 Trends of the research systems OS metrics, research evaluation

We collected feedback on the testing of the educational module developed for teaching
open science, for which we used a workshop as the most effective method. This direct
communication ensured the correct and accurate interpretation of the information received
from the testers. The modules were tested in advance by 40 people, mostly librarians, of
15 research and higher education institutions. Results of the tests and views of the people
involved in the testing were discussed during the workshop organized on 13 July 2021.
The feedback praised the interactivity of the course and the rich illustration materials.
One attendee also added that ’it would be awesome if science could work in this [Open
Science] way’.

It also became clear during the workshop that integrating the course with the univer-
sity curricula had certain barriers. Open science usually is not considered as individual
courses, and some of the Hungarian universities lack even obligatory general courses
regarding research support or research methodology. Open science and research method-
ology are considered often as ‘library businesses’, while librarians have no full-semester
courses and are invited to contribute existing courses only occasionally.

Based on these responses, the e-learning course was opened and recommended for
the EOSC Champion program to gain more feedback.

3.4. EOSC Champion Program

The EOSC Champion program was devised as a series of nine events at major Hun-
garian universities. While mentoring is considered to be more effective in a multi-year
connection [18], these one-year-long champion programs might also have a positive effect
on the early career researchers’ career path by showing an alternative research methodology.

To run this program, cooperation was built between KIFÜ and university professors
who promoted EOSC and open science among their fellow researchers and PhD students.
Altogether, three universities took part in the program: Eötvös Loránd University, Óbuda
University and University of Szeged.

About one third of the program focused on research data management issues, while
two events specifically discussed EOSC as follows:

1. Introduction
2. Open Science
3. Scientific Publications
4. Research Data Life Cycle and Management
5. Data Management Plan
6. FAIR Principles
7. EOSC—overview
8. EOSC—services
9. Future Trends in Scientific Research Systems and Careers
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These were held as a monthly series, where KIFÜ provided help for the professors
for each event, including PowerPoint slides, a list of questions possible to drive open
discussions and further publications on the recent development of the certain topic. Events
were held mostly as in-person seminars, occasionally changed to online. Monthly project
meetings were also conducted for the champions to share experiences and discuss oncom-
ing topics.

Though systematic surveying of the audience did not take place, all three EOSC
champions shared their thoughts and feelings during the monthly meetings about this
program. The overall conclusion of the EOSC Champion program was that PhD students
are more likely to take part in the open science discussion (even though this series was
not officially part of the PhD curriculum), while professors are much harder to involve in
such activity. Taking part in any kind of open science activities is barely acknowledged
in the research evaluation process of the universities, and this is not easily overcome for
individual researchers. While most of the attendees agreed on the global benefit of open
science, much feedback was gained about the lack of the financial drivers regarding open
research practices.

3.5. Testing RDM Tools

The issue of data repositories has found its way to the hot topics of research policy
in recent years in Hungary, and most of the universities and research institutions still
provide no such service for their researchers. A cooperation was formed between KIFÜ
and the National Laboratory for Digital Heritage (DH-LAB) that serves as a major center
for digital humanities in Hungary. The DH-LAB was officially founded in late 2020, while
earlier works were also carried out at the same institution [19]. With support from DH-
LAB expertise, Invenio was chosen to build repository structure that is freely adaptable to
institutional requirements, while technical support is provided by KIFÜ. Invenio is still in
beta, which makes it possible to easily shape the required features of the future repository,
while being a CERN software makes it safe enough to build on. This work started in
H1 2022, and results will be published only at the end of the project. Parallel with and
independent of this initiative, other data repository projects commenced in 2022, most
importantly the Eötvös Loránd Research Network (ELKH) ARP Data Repository project5

that aims to provide a data repository covering researchers of the largest publicly funded
Hungarian research network of 11 research centers, 7 research institutes and 116 additional
supported research groups.

These initiatives are still under development, so we have no possibility to judge any
of the outcomes. The many independently started RDM projects, however, make clear the
awareness of research data, FAIR principles, and open science criteria both from researchers
and research funds sides.

3.6. Hungarian Open Science Forum

The Hungarian Open Science Forum was launched as part of the NI4OS-Europe project
by the two Hungarian consortium partners: DEENK and KIFÜ. The forum is organized as
an online event. Skiles et al. [20] discusses all the benefits of online events, including costs
and wider geographical composition of attendees. These factors were clearly a benefit of
the online format, while organizers had to be more conductive to generate discussion.

The main objective is to inform the Hungarian researcher community about recent
open science, especially EOSC-related trends. Another important aspect of the forum was
to introduce and gain feedback regarding the then-forming National Position Paper on
Open Science.

A forum event is usually 90–120 min long, where some presentations are held, and
online discussion is formed based on the presentations. For H1 2022, four forum events
were organized: The first forum took place on 28 May 2021, followed by the next ones on
24 September 2021; 19 January 2022 and 28 April 2022. Topics of the forum events varied
from discussing open science policies of European countries, introducing the National
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Position Paper on Open Science and presenting open science practices for life scientists and
social scientists (see Table 3).

Table 3. Number of attendees of the Hungarian Open Science Forum events.

Event Main Topic Date
Number of
Attendees

Hungarian Open
Science Forum I

Introducing open science
and EOSC 28 May 2021 53

Hungarian Open
Science Forum II

Open science policies of
European countries 24 September 2021 36

Hungarian Open
Science Forum III

National Position Paper on
Open Science 19 January 2022 138

Hungarian Open
Science Forum IV

Open science practices for life
scientists and social scientists 28 April 2022 74

All the Hungarian research institutions and higher education institutions were in-
formed about the forum events directly via e-mail. A total of 150–270 e-mails were sent to
promote each event, while social media communication also supported the recruitment
process. The number of attendees varied between 36 and 138 (see Table 3). For the analysis,
all data of registrants who had not attended the meeting were removed from the dataset.

The third forum had the highest number of attendees. This event was organized
together with the National Research, Development and Innovation Office, that is the main
research fund body of Hungary. At this event, the vice president for science and interna-
tional affairs and the open science advisor of the office introduced the newly launched
National Position Paper on Open Science. It seems clear that the National Research, Devel-
opment and Innovation Office attracted more attendees than other forums.

Due to the registration form, we were able to analyze the attendee affiliations and pro-
fessions (see Table 4). For this, three groups were formed: researchers, librarians (meaning
all library staff, including IT specialists and data stewards) and organizers (all KIFÜ and
DEENK staff). Where the ‘profession’ field was left blank during registration, affiliation
and e-mail fields helped to determine the most suitable group for the attendee type.

Table 4. Number of attendees of the Hungarian Open Science Forum events broken down by affiliation.

Event
Number of
Attendees

Number of
Researchers

(Among
Attendees)

Number of
Librarians
(Among

Attendees)

Number of
Organizers

(Among
Attendees)

Hungarian Open
Science Forum I 53 23 24 6

Hungarian Open
Science Forum II 36 7 19 10

Hungarian Open
Science Forum III 138 82 45 11

Hungarian Open
Science Forum IV 74 19 43 12

The forums are generally visited by more librarians than researchers. The only excep-
tion is the third forum where the National Research, Development and Innovation Office as
co-organizer might have attracted researchers’ attention. This effect, however, did not occur
at other events. This suggests that open science is indeed considered as a ‘library business’.
This was reflected by heads of research, who answered the invitation letters, and delegated
the librarian of the institution to the forum. The high ratio of librarian attendees of the
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events also underlines the importance of librarians in promoting open science. Librarians
play a large role in facilitating open science in their research institutions.

4. Discussion

This paper describes all the open science promotion activity carried out in Hungary
by KIFÜ as part of the NI4OS-Europe project. Several activities were introduced, including
online interviews with researchers, champion programs for early career researchers, an
e-learning course, open science newsfeed, online events, etc. By learning the usage data
and attendee ratio of 2021 and H1 2022 activities, we might have identified practices that
proved to be more successful in Hungarian context compared to others. These data need to
be handled cautiously due to small sample size; results are more likely only impressions of
the first half of the project activities.

Studying usage and number of visitors, online video interviews and e-learning courses
were less attractive in the period, noting that these activities are not meant to be used
one-time only. It is clear, however, that additional promotion is needed to reach the
target audience, especially via social media and YouTube. The overall impression of an
EOSC Champion program was that younger researchers are easier to involve in open
science discussions. The greatest barrier seems to be that open science activities are barely
acknowledged in the research evaluation process of the researchers.

Relatively high usage and a wide range of posts were recorded for the Hungarian
NI4OS open science newsfeed. Analyzing the posts from different aspects we saw that
events were overrepresented, and the feed had much more international than local context.
The usage of posts confirmed the strategy of overweighting the events as the interest for
these posts was greater than expected. The usage data of the posts revealed that although
more international posts were available to the users, they still read the ones with local
context more. The same results can be seen by analyzing the usage of posts for international
and local events. Despite the fact that, due to the pandemic situation, the international
events were also held online, the posts of domestic events received much more interest.
This result may even indicate language barriers.

By examining which open science areas the posts focused on, we found that the topic
of open and FAIR data management was given priority in the communication. The usage
of the posts in relation of open science fields showed balanced attention from readers,
confirming that the content provided in the newsfeed met the needs of the community.
However, it is also important to take into account that the offered content influences the
consumption of information, so in open science communication it may be worthwhile to
give space to fields that are currently receiving less emphasis.

Analyzing the attendee ratio of four online Hungarian Open Science Forum events,
it seems that open science is considered part of a librarian’s duty, while researchers can
be involved in higher numbers when research funds are also a factor. This suggests
that bottom-up open science promotion activity needs to be accompanied by a top-down
approach as well. Based on the results, the role of librarians is particularly important in
facilitating open science, so emphasis must be placed on their training in this direction to
provide the appropriate skills for knowledge transfer.

This study might be of great help in mapping the open science landscape of a Central
European country, being the first to assess the promotion activity of an open science project
in Hungary. Using multiple data sources for this purpose, we have the possibility to form
conclusions of various aspects of the Hungarian open science landscape. This is one of the
first data-based research studies that can point out that open science is clearly linked to
libraries, and it is generally thought that open science is role for librarians. This finding
might help shape the skills of library and information professionals in the future. The
paper also shows that the language barrier can be measured in a Hungarian context. This
underlines the importance of using national language(s) when promoting open science
and science in general. While using English is a must when following international trends,
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initiatives of organizing local events and translating statements, white papers cannot be
underestimated.

To learn more about the results, it would be worthwhile to collect data from other
NI4OS-Europe consortium members regarding their open science promotion activities. This
would make it possible to compare usage patterns of different Central and South European
countries and learn if the above results can be observed for other research communities.
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Notes

1 The interviews are available (in Hungarian only) at https://videotorium.hu/hu/channels/4935 (accessed on 14 October 2022).
2 The newsfeed originally was published under https://kifu.gov.hu/ni4os/hirek. During Summer 2022, the major redesigning of

KIFÜ’s web-page concluded in a new site under https://kifu.gov.hu/ni4os-hirek/. All earlier posts have been migrated to the
new platform, and earlier URLs have been redirected to the new sites (accessed on 14 October 2022).

3 Nyílt tudomány és EOSC a gyakorlatban. Available online: https://elearning.kifu.hu/ (accessed on 14 October 2022).
4 For the newsfeed availability, see note 3.
5 The acronym ARP refers to ’data repository project’ in Hungarian: AdatRepozitórium Projekt.
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Abstract: This article addresses Croatian scholars’ information behavior and how they use technology
to acquire information in three areas of their work: teaching, research, and administrative activities.
Our study aims to find which communication channels scholars utilize to find and share knowledge.
Are they using communication channels targeting a broader audience, i.e., formal–explicit communi-
cation, or those targeting a narrower one, i.e., informal–implicit communication? The questionnaire
used included four questions regarding scholar activities, with nine possible communication channels,
scored on a seven-point Likert scale. Considering many channels for each area of activity, a reduction
was made through Principal Component Analysis (PCA), to determine latent components in various
channels. In finding information for teaching activities, the main communication channel is informal
and implicit, while for research and administrative activities, it is formal and explicit. PCA shows a
distinction between social and technical domains of science in terms of how scholars collect material
for administrative tasks. A further communication channel is reduced to two factors for all questions,
where the first factor has formal–explicit and the second has informal–implicit characteristics. This
work is part of a larger study aimed at determining the mechanisms of information diffusion within
academic institutions, utilizing the Information space model.

Keywords: I-space model; scholars; communication channels

1. Introduction

Given the development of modern technologies and the availability of various tools
and modalities of communication, higher education institutions (HEI) can develop and
improve ways to exchange information more effectively between their scholars and other
stakeholders. Here the emphasis is on scholars and the dominant forms of channel com-
munication from which they explore information for their three basic activities: teaching,
research, and administration. Given that scholars have a constant need for information, it
is necessary to check whether there are certain differences between different disciplines; in
this case between the social and technical fields.

This paper seeks to discover the modalities of taking over and disseminating infor-
mation through an institution; the way it is disseminated determines the strength of the
diffusion of the information itself. In this sense, we are guided by the assumption of the
Boisot Information space model (I-space) [1]: the larger the population to which information
is directed, the weaker the diffusion, because information is not sufficiently widespread
in space. The model also assumes that when the information is well coded and abstract,
diffusion is a prerequisite because the explicitness of the content is achieved. However, on
the other hand, if there is a large population, the information often does not achieve good
enough diffusion.

Accordingly, we explore which communication channels scholars use when collecting
information in the three basic activities of academic work. The I-space model divides
information and knowledge from a non-codified and non-diffuse, i.e., a tacit and narrow
area, to a codified and diffuse, i.e., explicit wider scope. Considering the framework
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of I-space and the most common communication channels of information gathering, it
is possible to determine the characteristics of individual communication channels, and,
following the theory, to determine the prevailing communication channel for a particular
activity of academic work. The focus of this research is on the most common forms of
communication channel for the transmission of information in the context of HEI, which
are divided into explicit and implicit forms of information diffusion given the framework
of the I-space conceptual model.

For better understanding and conceptualization, we provide a short overview of
the theoretical model of I-space with an emphasis on the dimension of knowledge and
communication channels. Furthermore, the general communication features in HEI are
presented, regarding formal and informal forms, with special emphasis on the specifics
of the Community of Practice—which has the characteristics of both forms—as well as
the vertical and horizontal directions of communication. In the conducted research, a
descriptive analysis of the obtained results was made, divided into three activity areas
for finding information, and one concerning sharing information, regarding the field of
science that scholars belong to. Given the many components for each area of activity, a
reduction of communication channels was made through Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) to identify logical combinations of components and to give a better understanding
of the interrelationships between them. Data reduction resulted in two factors within each
activity and field of science, which were divided according to their characteristics into
explicit–formal and implicit–informal communication channels.

2. Model of I-Space and Communication Forms in HEI

Boisot’s I-space model is a three-dimensional entity that explains the forces that direct
the flow and distribution of knowledge within a given space [1]. The three dimensions
relate to codification, abstraction, and diffusion processes, which drive the flow of data and
are considered crucial for information processing. Together, they form the three features
of I-space, its conceptual framework, which can explore the behavior of information flow
to understand the creation and dissemination of knowledge within selected populations.
Codification and abstraction are more subjectively related because abstraction represents a
cognitive strategy that reduces and optimizes content, while codification simplifies form.
By researching the effects of forces that shape data flow patterns in different parts of I-space,
they provide insight into how knowledge is gradually built in the individual’s head, in
written records and documents and also in organizations, and how long-term migration
of knowledge from one part of I-space to another can occur [1]. As the authors of [2]
emphasize, the I-Space model is an analytical tool for cultural and institutional analysis,
and Boisot approached it uniquely, in terms of institutional analysis based on information.
In other words, I-space is a tool for understanding different flows of different types of
information, which helps understand the creation and dissemination of information within
groups of people. Therefore, I-space at the individual level can also explain the construc-
tion of the domain of information from identification, comprehensibility and usability, to
structuring and organising data that are part of personal information management, with
different forms of communication channels intertwined in all these parts. By considering
the systemic relationship between codification and diffusion, which has wide implications
on psychological and sociological processes, reference [1] lists four dimensions of knowl-
edge concerning different communication situations, the population in question and the
availability of technology.

The first considers personal knowledge, which is often difficult to articulate and is
most often communicated implicitly through examples, it is inaccessible because it is related
to a particular context. Since there is no common context in personal knowledge, there is
no common code, which is needed for transmission. Most implicit or tacit knowledge is
uncodified and can be fully shared only with those directly present, which, except for in
video conferencing, is usually a limited number, so it is also undiffused (insights, experi-
ence, face-to-face conversation). The second, proprietary knowledge, refers to structured
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knowledge that is considered codified and un-diffused. According to [3], it is ready for
transmission but is intentionally limited to a small population, and only those who know
about the existence of this knowledge can access it (institutional cloud, intranet, closed
database). However, if such knowledge proves to be useful, it has value and interest in
further transmission. The next is public knowledge, which refers to knowledge that is
structured, verified and recorded through different types of media, so it is codified. This
type of knowledge is widely spread, diffused, and is most often unrelated to its origin In
addition, it is mostly impersonal (libraries, open databases, social networks, wikis, insti-
tutional internet). The last is common-sense knowledge, which is less codified but most
widespread because it is tied to a particular context, thus embedded in social values and
beliefs, therefore it is codified but undiffused.

According to the four dimensions, knowledge ranges from completely uncoded and
non-diffuse, i.e., personal, to different levels of coding and abstractness, which depend on
the efficiency of transmission, i.e., diffusion. Each of these knowledge dimensions can be
put into an appropriate form of communication channel, as well as the context within which
it is established and built. Therefore, no matter how high the codification and abstraction
of information, the domain and the way information is directed can make diffusion more
difficult. Therefore, as an assumption of the model, it determines how the population size
affects the strength of information diffusion. That is, if the population range is larger, the
diffusion is weaker, while if the population range is smaller, the diffusion is stronger [1].
Criticisms of Boisot’s model state that codified and uncodified are the only two discrete
categories of knowledge, and as such the model is overtly simplified from the perspective of
knowledge [4,5]. Boisot himself states that the presentation of the model seems simple, but
it is only seemingly so. This is because there are different curves of the flow of information
and knowledge in communication situations, from uncodified to codified, where various
degrees of abstraction are included [1].

Every function and activity in HEI includes some form of direct or indirect communi-
cation where effective communication channels, from the organizational to staff level, are
important for disseminating information. Communication channels have a vertical and
horizontal line, i.e., from superiors to lower levels and vice versa and between employees at
the same hierarchical level. Traditionally HEI relies on bottom-up vertical communication
regarding projects and collaboration outside of the institution [6]. Furthermore, [6] explains
the establishment of structured relationships as a new type of relationship with external
stakeholders, which include specific forms of communication through network events, plat-
forms for cooperation, and partnership agreements between the HEI and various external
stakeholders, with the active involvement of academics through teaching and research
activities [6]. Associated with new forms of structural relations, [7] explores the Third
Mission concept, which integrates a new model of communication as a basis for knowledge
transfer through joint activities of academics and external stakeholders. If we look at
the organization, there are several types of communication channels, of which the most
common are verbal, nonverbal, and written [8]. Verbal communication refers to speech
through everyday activities, most often without documentation unless it is about formal
meetings and presentations. Nonverbal communication involves the use of body language
to send signals such as happiness, contentment, anger, worry, fear, etc. These two types
of communication are crucial in understanding and transmitting tacit knowledge among
employees. Written communication refers to explicit knowledge and includes codified
information, including letters, correspondence, regulations, etc. Written communication is
also a formal communication channel that allows longer message processing and possible
reuse, such as notices, announcements, manuals, research, etc. In addition to the above
channels, an another means of communication can be mentioned in personal communica-
tion, or “face-to-face”, which includes primarily verbal and nonverbal forms and is one
of the “richest” communication channels that can be used within higher education [9].
The greatest advantage of this communication lies in the characteristics of personality and
reciprocity. With a wider circle of employees, it improves speaking, writing, and presenta-
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tion skills, and the interaction between employees makes it easier to build relationships
and greater trust. Group-level communication occurs through departments, project teams,
working groups, various committees, and stakeholders. The focus at these levels is on
sharing information, discussing different issues and tasks, holding discussions, solving
problems, and building consensus. Communication at the organisational level focuses on
issues such as vision and mission, statutes, regulations, policies, new initiatives, and organi-
sational knowledge and performance. This communication often has a cascading approach
where the administration communicates with the staff through hierarchical channels. Since
Web 2.0 has introduced new concepts and tools that are able to operationalize a more
society-oriented vision, using these tools it is possible to create, codify, organize and share
knowledge, but also spread social activity through personal networks and collaboration
in creating new and organizing existing knowledge. This encourages and enables people
to achieve greater efficiency through knowledge sharing and virtual interaction through
collaboration tools, which has a positive impact on personal knowledge processes [10].
Today, digital communication channels have become effective tools for direct interaction
among all actors in HEI. As [11] points out, online communication channels are flexible
and allow institutions to present customized information through different devices and for
different purposes. Costs associated with online communication channels are independent
of the amount of information, distance, or diffusion that is aimed for. In the Croatian
example, educational public institutions have a supporting infrastructure, as well as the
possibility of integrating cloud technologies by the national academic and research net-
work. The use of open and free tools for communication has intensified because of the
pandemic in the last two years, but it has also progressed in the flexibility of the various
channels and their effectiveness. We distinguish the most common communication online
channels in Croatian HEI: public websites; intranet; cloud infrastructure and software (e.g.,
Office 365, G-suite); learning management system (LMS); an open database and library;
social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube); professional and academic
networks (e.g., Linkedin, Academia.edu, ResearchGate, Mendeley); video channels (e.g.,
YouTube, Teams, Zoom, Meet, Skype); online communities (alumni, informal groups); and
instant messaging (e.g., WhatsApp, Viber, Discord).

Furthermore, each organisation consists of some form of a formal and informal net-
work. The term formal structure is used to distinguish public organizational schemes,
policies, regulations, and formal hierarchical procedures from non-formal structures such
as norms, values, and social groups. Given the characteristics of a formal network, modes
of action are easier to show and follow because they are open and public. While hidden
or informal networks can be those that build trust between individuals, real sources of
influence and power can also be identified through communication channels, which can
also be associated with certain negative characteristics: inefficiency, corrupt practices,
etc. [12]. Thus, communication networks in higher education institutions can be defined
through two groups: formal and informal. Common formal and informal communication
channels using new technologies include institution portals and various electronic media,
mobile technologies, the cloud, intranet, social channels, video conferencing, blogs, instant
messaging podcasts, chats, system wiki, etc.

Formal communication channels, whether written or oral, usually transmit informa-
tion such as goals, policies, and procedures, which correspond to the set hierarchy. That
is, official information through various channels goes to the staff of the next level. This
includes meetings of departments, institutions, board meetings, all workers, or working
group meetings to enforce organisational rules and regulations. The direction in which
formal communication occurs also depends on the structure of the organisation itself, but it
most often occurs through two generally different directions: vertical and horizontal [8].
Vertical communication can move down a hierarchy of an organisation or upward, i.e.,
from a lower organisation to a higher one. Canary and McPhee [8] identify several general
purposes of downward communication which are most present within an organisation:
the implementation of goals, strategies and tasks; job instructions; procedures and prac-
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tices; and performance feedback. Diagonal or horizontal communication occurs among
employees at different levels and in different functions. According to [8], horizontal commu-
nication falls into some of the following categories: problem-solving within the department;
coordination between departments; and advising staff through relevant departments. It
is important to emphasize how horizontal communication flows affect the improvement
of coordination of activities in a certain level, which allows departments to work with
other departments without the need to monitor channels up and down. Many HEI incorpo-
rate horizontal communication in the form of working groups, committees, liaison staff,
or matrix structures to facilitate such coordination. Ideally, the organisational structure
should provide communication flows up and down with horizontal communication, i.e.,
communication should go in all directions through a formal hierarchy.

Informal communication does unofficially reflect specific channels, as it mostly de-
velops outside the hierarchical structure. It is therefore important because it arises from
the social and personal interests of employees and not from the formal requirement of
organisational communication. These types of communication channels include social
networks, as well as certain informal leisure groups, professional clubs, etc., where the
climate is relaxed and pleasant. In addition, through informal communication that occurs
within the organisation, not only can the topics of meetings or encounters be discussed
spontaneously, but also wider public and social topics. Furthermore, informal or direct
types of communication according to [13] are not sufficiently researched in teaching activi-
ties, especially through different forms of pedagogical communication between students
and professors, considering different multi-channel communication methods.

As knowledge sharing involves the activity of transferring or disseminating knowl-
edge from one person to another, to a group of people, or to an entire organization, in-
formation and knowledge from the personal domain are disseminated and linked to
the knowledge of a team, department, or organisation. Therefore, the creation or collec-
tion of knowledge may come from an individual doing it for an organization, or some
groups within that organization, such as a Community of Practice (CoP), yet as [14] point
out, it all takes down to on a personal level, where almost everyone performs some
activities of creating, collecting and codifying knowledge in the domain of their work.
According to [15], values for scholars within the CoP are visible through the following:
sharing and accumulating concrete knowledge to solve specific teaching or research prob-
lems; building strong links with other academics who possess diverse knowledge, and the
ability and skills to build normalized channels for tacit knowledge sharing at a high level;
and building an academic reputation in a research field to fulfil one’s own and societal
values through a contribution to knowledge. Thus, CoP can be characterized more as
informal structures with unclear membership and a fluid decision-making process, created
by people who share the same interests and a common set of values [16].

In a network, knowledge sharing depends not only on the motivation of individuals
to share their knowledge and on the position someone has in the network, but also on the
ability to absorb and process knowledge flowing through the network. The effectiveness of
knowledge sharing depends on the organisational culture, especially organisational trust.
If organisational trust is very low, people will prefer to accumulate knowledge instead of
sharing knowledge [15].

Scholars are constantly looking for information because they have a need for a broad
knowledge base, with certain differences between different disciplines. The domain context
is essential, and it is difficult to make generalizations because scholars from different fields
differ in terms of information behavior [17]. The author further states the basic concepts
of information behavior that prove to be important for research and relate to the type of
information, search context, relevance, prominence, and information overload.

In this sense, the need for information is associated with certain characteristics of
the construction of information domains, which relate to the invention, use, and further
diffusion of information. Given how information is found and accessed, the influence also
exists in the way of communication modalities inside and outside the institution. From the
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personal level, from informal and formal groups to the institution as a whole, i.e., public
communication, each context has its differences, as presented earlier. In addition, within
each context, there is an explicitly tacit form of information diffusion, which is never in the
same proportion. Thus, for example, on the personal level, the tacit form prevails, while in
the public space of the institution or organisational level, the explicit form prevails.

Given the characteristics of a communication channel, we can determine whether
it has a narrow or wide range, and assess the achievement of the diffusion criteria. The
intention is for the questionnaire to test an assumption of the I-space model, which states
that the larger the target population is, the weaker the diffusion [1]. We examine the
strength of diffusion using two established assumptions based on the model assumption
and the included communication channels in the survey:

1. If the dominant mode of communication is an implicit–informal form, diffusion is
stronger because a smaller circle of people is involved;

2. If the dominant mode of communication is an explicit–formal form directed towards
a larger population, the diffusion is weaker.

3. Materials and Methods

This study analyzes the behavior of the scholars through a survey questionnaire, which
aims to gain insight into the types of communication channels through which they collect
and share information. A link to a survey questionnaire was sent to 383 employees that are
listed on websites from seven public polytechnics in Croatia, which are, among other fields,
in the technical and social fields of science. By the technical field, we mean the scientific
fields of computing and mechanical and electrical engineering, while the social field refers
to economics and informatics. A survey was entirely completed by 125 (N) respondents,
which was 32% of the sample. Part of the survey questionnaire, regarding communication
channels, had 4 questions on the ordinal scale with 9 components per question, with a
scale of 7 possible answers (Table 1), [Supplementary Materials]. The components for
all questions were the same, except for component 9, where for questions 15 and 16 it
refers to libraries and databases, and for questions 17 and 18, where it refers to email. The
components, i.e., communication channels, were identified by the authors based on the
literature [8,10,11] and personal experience. In Table 2, the 7 possible answers are shown,
which include an approximate percentage so that the respondents could determine the
answer more precisely. In the following representations, abbreviations are used for each
component and answer (Tables 1 and 2).

Table 1. Questions and components in the questionnaire.

Questions

15. Finding information for
teaching activities 17. Finding information for

administrative activities

16. Finding information for
research activities 18. Sharing official

information

Component Abbreviation

1 Conversations with colleagues (directly and indirectly) Conv
2 Informal groups inside and outside the Polytechnic Info
3 Formal groups of Polytechnics (composition decision) Form
4 Internet Polytechnics Inter
5 Polytechnic intranet Intra
6 Cloud (e.g., Office365) Cloud
7 LMS (Learning Management System) LMS
8 Social networks SocNet
9 Libraries/Databases Email Lib/Data/Email
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Table 2. Scale of response.

Scale Meaning Abbreviation

1 Never Never
2 Rare (<10%) Rare
3 Sometimes, irregularly (about 30%) Sometimes
4 Occasionally (about 50%) Occasionally
5 Often (about 70%) Often
6 Mostly (about 90%) Mostly
7 Always Always

To show the differences between the two fields of science, the responses on the scale
were summarized, i.e., the frequencies were summed, to better see the end values and
enable a simpler comparison. Answers that refer to 1, 2, and 3 on the scale represent the
lowest use and refer to about 30% or less. The answers that refer to 4 on the scale, represent
medium values and refers to between 40% and 60%. Answers that refer to 5, 6, and 7 on
the scale represent the most frequent use and relate to about 70% or more.

The collected data were processed using the Excel spreadsheet tool and SPSS program
for statistical processing. Frequencies, percentages, and the median were used in the de-
scriptive analysis, while in this paper the results are presented in percentages. Considering
a large number of channels for each area of activity, a reduction was made through Princi-
pal Component Analysis (PCA) to determine new factors to find the latent component in
various communication channels and to discover which type of communication is most
represented in each activity and with a distinction between science fields.

Table 3 shows the coefficients of internal consistency among the items, i.e., how much
the set of items of each question is closely related as a group. Cronbach alpha (α) provides a
coefficient of inter-item correlations, that is, the correlation of each item with the sum of all
the other items. It is the average correlation among all the items in question [18]. The alpha
coefficient (α) is considered acceptable if it is greater than 0.70. Given that this research aims
to discover the dominant mode of communication channel for finding information, with
the obtained alpha coefficient values (Table 3), we can confirm that the set of components in
the four questions has sufficient internal consistency and is reliable for further processing.

Table 3. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients.

Question α

15. Finding information for teaching activities 0.756091
16. Finding information for research activities 0.856856
17. Finding information for administrative activities 0.80443
18. Sharing official information 0.805633

4. Results

4.1. Finding Information in the Area of Teaching Activities

Figure 1 shows the percentages of the responses of all respondents (n = 125) to the
statements for question 15, which queries through which channels scholars most often find
information for teaching activities. The components for question 15 are presented in Table 1.

Respondents (26.4%) mostly found information related to teaching in conversations
with colleagues, which may indicate informal and implicit (tacit) forms of finding the
necessary information. The intranet allows frequent retrieval of information (22.4%),
which agrees with the common practice, according to the author’s experience, of placing
information about subjects, teaching calendars, etc., in that channel of communication.
As an occasional possibility for finding teaching activity information, the respondents
chose formal groups (28.0%), public internet institutions (24.8%), and informal groups
(15.2), (21.6%). The cloud and its services are represented never or infrequently (24.0%),
which corresponds with the results of other technologies based on the cloud and are also
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poorly represented as a diffusion channel. LMS (39.2%), social networks (36.8%), as well as
libraries (23.2%), are the worst represented as a source of information needed for teaching,
i.e., these percentages represent the “never” category. The search for information through
databases or libraries in this sample shows that there is very little or no use for them in the
teaching process, while tacit and informal channels of communication are more present.
Is it because polytechnics are declared as higher professional schools, so that information
for teaching activities is in the narrower professional groups, both formal and informal,
through direct communication?

Figure 1. Ways of finding information in the area of teaching activities. (The complete legend is
shown in Tables 1 and 2).

Table 4 shows the percentages of answers to question 15, concerning the scholars’
affiliation to the technical (T, n = 64) or social (S, n = 61) field of science. Values with
a difference of less than 10% are marked in gray, values with a difference of between
10 to 15% are in black, while bold values show a difference of more than 15% between areas.

Table 4. Ways of finding information in the area of teaching activities regarding the field of science.

About 30% or Less About 40% and 60% About 70% or More

T S T S T S

Conv 13 28 23 15 64 57
Info 53 61 25 16 22 23

Form 48 36 31 25 20 39
Inter 52 41 30 20 19 39
Intra 47 41 17 18 36 41

Cloud 73 67 11 10 16 23
LMS 67 74 14 8 19 18

SocNet 80 79 14 10 6 11
Lib/Data 58 51 19 13 23 36

The results indicate that there are certain differences within the conversation channel;
the technical field uses it to a greater extent, while the social area uses the channels of formal
groups and the internet more to find information for teaching activities. This may indicate
that the technical field finds necessary information in more implicit and less formal ways, as
communities of practice and internet portals offer information on specific areas of expertise,
for example, related to a specific programming language, general programming, etc.
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4.2. Finding Information for the Area of Scientific Activities

Figure 2 shows the percentages of the answers to question 16; the channels through
which teachers most often find information for research activities. The figure shows the
answers of all respondents (n = 125). The components for question 16 are presented in
Table 1.
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Figure 2. Ways of finding information in the area of scientific activities. (The complete legend is
shown in Tables 1 and 2).

Information related to scientific production scholars found that 19.2% mostly or always
found information through databases and libraries, i.e., as formally explicit forms, and
occasionally in conversations with colleagues (20.8%), i.e., as an informally tacit form.
Informal groups are not represented here, or at least very rarely. In addition, within this
sample, we can assume that the cloud and related technologies are the least used.

Table 5 shows the percentages of answers to question 16, concerning the scholars’
affiliation to the technical (T, n = 64) or social (S, n = 61) field of science.

Table 5. Ways of finding information in the area of scientific activities regarding the field of science.

About 30% or Less About 40% and 60% About 70% or More

T S T S T S

Conv 36 36 20 21 44 43
Info 56 54 20 10 23 36

Form 67 66 16 13 17 21
Inter 72 52 17 16 11 31
Intra 75 66 9 16 16 18

Cloud 80 79 13 11 8 10
LMS 86 85 11 7 3 8

SocNet 86 82 9 5 5 13
Lib/Data 44 33 9 7 47 61

The results indicate that there are certain differences in the use of the institution’s
internet channel and databases or libraries between the fields; the social field uses it to
a greater extent than technical field to find information for scientific activities. All other
statements indicate no major differences between the social and technical fields.
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4.3. Finding Information for the Area of Administrative Activities

Figure 3 shows the percentages of the answers to question 17; the channels through
which teachers most often find information for administrative tasks. The figure shows
the answers of all respondents (n = 125). The components for question 17 are presented
in Table 1.
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Figure 3. Ways of finding information in the area of administrative activities. (The complete legend
is shown in Tables 1 and 2).

For the needs of institutional and administrative work, respondents mostly (28.8%)
collect information via email and often (25.6%) through conversation with colleagues
and within formal groups (21.6%). Social networks, LMS, and the cloud are the least
used. According to the results of this sample, it is obvious that email still has primacy in
business communication, although there are various other possibilities for exchanging such
information, such as the cloud, which offers significantly higher modalities and platforms
for this type of communication, for example, the DMS (Document Management System).

Table 6 shows the answers to question 17, concerning the scholars’ affiliation to the
technical (T, n = 64) or social (S, n = 61) field of science.

Table 6. Ways of finding information in the area of administrative activities regarding the field of science.

About 30% or Less About 40% and 60% About 70% or More

T S T S T S

Conv 31 34 17 15 52 51
Info 58 61 22 18 20 21

Form 47 36 17 18 36 46
Inter 45 15 25 21 30 64
Intra 47 26 19 13 34 61

Cloud 69 62 16 16 16 21
LMS 89 85 8 7 3 8

SocNet 88 82 11 8 2 10
Email 25 10 17 15 58 75

The results indicate that there are noticeable differences within the use of the institution’s
internet and intranet, and minor differences in the databases or libraries channel; the social field
uses it to a greater extent than technical field to find information for administrative activities. In
all other components, the use of communication channels shows no major differences.
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4.4. Sharing Official Information within the Institution

Figure 4 shows the percentages in the answers to question 18, i.e., the channels through
which scholar most often share or forward formal information within their institution. The
figure shows answers of all respondents (n = 125). The components for question 18 are
presented in Table 1.
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Figure 4. Ways of sharing official information within the institution. (The complete legend is shown
in Tables 1 and 2).

The dissemination of information related to formal activities within the institution
is always (34.4%) or mostly (29.6%) forwarded by email. If the information is received in
some other way, the results of this sample show that, to the greatest extent, the information
is forwarded by email. According to [19], the information sent and received takes different
forms in accordance with the increasing methods of communication, but also customs,
habits, and expectations. Given the long-term use of email, we can say that it is the
main and basic form of both business and private communication. Often, transfer of
information occurs through conversation (23.2%) or formal groups (20.0%), i.e., through
different types of meetings, which most often include formal and informal conversation. It
is to be expected that within this context, institutional formal groups are the generators of
such information, but they are not the main diffuser. Thus, in addition to explicit form, i.e.,
formal communication, the implicit form is used to a greater extent. Other components
that are never used by most respondents are the cloud and related technologies, such as
LMS and social networks. Given the wide possibilities of using the cloud, which combine
with real-time communication services, and given the rise in working from home in the
last two years, the results in this sample show that this form is not adequately included in
the daily work of scholars.

Table 7 shows the answers to question 18 but concerning the scholars’ affiliation to the
technical (T, n = 64) or social (S, n = 61) fields of science.

In statements indicating the sharing of formal information within the institution, there
are no major differences between the percentages in the responses of social and technical
respondents, except for the email channel; social field respondents used email more than
technical field respondents.

According to the total years of work in higher education, 68.8% of respondents to
this research have been working for more than 10 years. Thus, it is possible to assume
that the majority of the respondents have a certain established way of selecting and using
communication channels in their work. The differences between respondents who have
worked for more than 10 years and those who have worked for less than 10 years did not
prove to be significant in any of the information-seeking activities.
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Table 7. Percentages of answers for the components in question 18 regarding field of science.

About 30% or Less About 40% and 60% About 70% or More

T S T S T S

Conv 28 33 23 20 48 48
Info 66 66 19 13 16 21

Form 55 39 17 25 28 36
Inter 73 59 11 11 16 30
Intra 69 57 6 10 25 33

Cloud 73 70 11 11 16 18
LMS 78 84 9 5 13 11

SocNet 83 89 11 2 6 10
Email 23 8 11 3 66 89

4.5. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA is a multivariate method that reduces dimensionality and was chosen for compo-
nent analysis to make the data clearer and easier to understand [20]. This method forms
new latent variables, i.e., components, which are mutually independent, and those that are
“sufficiently informative” are retained [21]. Here, we will reduce the number of components
for each question.

Before extracting the components, tests to assess the goodness of fit of the data, the
Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy and Bartlett’s test of sphericity,
were performed [22]. Figure 5 shows the values obtained for the technical and social areas
where the suitability test indicates moderate and medium index values, ranging from 0.661
to 0.768, with p-value < 0.05, which confirms the justification of the factor analysis.

Technical KMO Approx.
Chi Square

df Sig. Social KMO Approx.
Chi Square

df Sig.

15 0,732 153,911 36 ,000 15 0,768 167,278 36 ,000

16 0,766 310,792 36 ,000 16 0,759 244,599 36 ,000

17 0,741 197,253 36 ,000 17 0,753 160,865 36 ,000

18 0,723 174,168 36 ,000 18 0,661 186,610 36 ,000

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

Figure 5. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett’s test values of sampling adequacy.

To reduce the number of components, the eigenvalue, the percentage of variance, and
the cumulative percentage of variance were determined for each component. Although there
is another way to determine the number of extracted components, for this analysis, a Cattell
diagram (Scree plot) was used to evaluate the optimal number of components for extraction
through several iterations for both fields of science (Figures 6 and 7). Two factors for both
fields are retained, while the other components enter the flatter part of the curve, which means
that each subsequent component has a smaller and smaller number of eigenvalues.

Orthogonal Varimax rotation was chosen as the rotation technique, as it is the most
common rotation technique in factor analysis and results in factor structures that are not
correlated [23]. Given that the main goal is to enable an easier interpretation of the results
using this rotation solution, we wanted to show the best fit and suitability, either conceptually
or/and intuitively. Furthermore, the criterion for the statistical significance of factor loadings,
with 95% certainty, offers a guideline as to whether the size of the examined sample is
considered large enough for a certain level of factor loading to be significant [23]. Given that
the sample size for the technical area is N = 64, and for the social area is N = 61, the factor
loading that can be considered significant, according to [23], with 95% certainty, is >0.70.
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Figure 6. Cattell diagram of components and eigenvalues for the technical field.

Figure 7. Cattell diagram of components and eigenvalues for the social field.
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Figure 8 shows a matrix of rotating components for two areas (T and S) and four
questions. Components that have factor loadings above 0.7 are shown, and the others are
excluded from further analysis. It is clear that rotation of the factors simplifies the structure
by maximising the loading of the components within each factor, which allows us to clearly
identify them.

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
15.9 0,778 15.8 0,783 16.6 0,867 16.6 0,828
15.6 0,778 15.6 0,758 16.4 0,811 16.7 0,806
15.8 15.7 0,724 16.5 0,791 16.8 0,737
15.4 15.5 16.8 0,783 16.5 0,725
15.5 15.4 16.7 0,763 16.4 0,714
15.7 15.1 0,798 16.3 0,727 16.9
15.1 0,872 15.3 0,791 16.9 16.1 0,860
15.2 0,822 15.2 16.1 0,891 16.2 0,821
15.3 15.9 16.2 0,862 16.3

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
17.5 0,854 17.2 0,859 18.5 0,821 18.5 0,822
17.6 0,741 17.1 0,831 18.4 0,794 18.6 0,808
17.4 0,734 17.3 0,821 18.6 0,770 18.4 0,787
17.9 17.9 18.3 0,708 18.3
17.8 17.8 0,776 18.7 18.7
17.7 17.6 0,775 18.9 18.9
17.1 0,879 17.7 0,746 18.8 18.1 0,854
17.2 0,837 17.5 18.2 0,889 18.2 0,814
17.3 17.4 18.1 0,846 18.8

Component

S Component

T Component S Component T Component S

T Component S Component T Component

Figure 8. Rotated Component Matrix regarding the science area. Extraction Method: Principal
Component Analysis. Rotation converged in three iterations.

The components are often grouped around similar variables, in this case around
similar modes of communication. For all four questions there are two factors with several
components that are similar. For better visibility, in Figures 9 and 10, we have presented
the two obtained factors with their components regarding the area and activities where
they are shown. The name of the factor is not assigned, but the essential characteristics that
determine the conceptual meaning are indicated. For Factor one, the components that are
singled out for both scientific fields from questions 15, 16, and 18 have the communication
channel characteristics of explicit–formal, public, and wide-scope. Question 17 indicates
the difference between the two fields, where the technical field has the characteristic of
explicit–formal, while the social field uses implicit–informal communication channels. For
Factor two, the components that are singled out for both scientific fieldsin questions 15,
16, and 18 have the communication channel characteristics of implicit–informal, personal,
and narrow-scope. Question 17 indicates the difference between the two areas, where
the technical field has the characteristic of implicit–informal, while the social field uses
explicit–formal communication channels.
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Technical
factor
loading

factor
loading Social

.9 Libraries / Databases 0,778 0,783 .8 Social networks

.6 Cloud 0,778 0,758 .6 Cloud
0,724 .7 LMS

.6 Cloud 0,867 0,828 .6 Cloud

.4 Internet Polytechnics 0,811 0,806 .7 LMS

.5 Polytechnic intranet 0,791 0,738 .8 Social networks

.8 Social networks 0,783 0,725 .5 Polytechnic intranet

.7 LMS 0,763 0,714 .4 Internet Polytechnics

.3 Formal groups 0,727

.5 Polytechnic intranet 0,854 0,859 .2 Informal groups

.6 Cloud 0,741 0,831 .1 Conversation

.4 Internet Polytechnics 0,734 0,821 .3 Formal groups

.5 Polytechnic intranet 0,821 0,822 .5 Polytechnic intranet

.4 Internet Polytechnics 0,794 0,808 .6 Cloud

.6 Cloud 0,770 0,787 .4 Internet Polytechnics

.3 Formal groups 0,708

17 explicit
formal

implicit
informal

18
explicit formal, public,

wide scope of the
population

16
explicit formal, public,

wide scope of the
population

Factor 1

Component characteristic

15
explicit formal, public,

wide scope of the
population

Figure 9. Areas and activities referred to by Factor one.

Technical
factor
loading

factor
loading Social

.1 Conversation 0,872 0,798 .1 Conversation

.2 Informal groups 0,822 0,791 .3 Formal groups

.1 Conversation 0,891 0,860 .1 Conversation

.2 Informal groups 0,862 0,821 .2 Informal groups

.1 Conversation 0,879 0,776 .8 Social networks

.2 Informal groups 0,837 0,775 .6 Cloud
0,746 .7 LMS

.2 Informal groups 0,889 0,854 .1 Conversation

.1 Conversation 0,846 0,814 .2 Informal groups

17 implicit
informal

explicit
formal

18 implicit informal,
personally, narrower
scope of population

Factor 2

Component characteristic

15
implicit informal,

personally, narrower
scope of population

16
implicit informal,

personally, narrower
scope of population

Figure 10. Areas and activities referred to by Factor two.

5. Discussion

Overall, finding information for teaching activities dominates conversation communi-
cation channels, which points to informal and implicit forms of finding information, with
frequent use of the intranet, and occasional use of the internet and formal groups of the
institution. Since verbal and nonverbal communication form part of the informal methods
of seeking information, according to [8], they form the basis for the understanding and
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transfer of tacit knowledge between employees. When we look at the difference between
the science fields, social scientists use formal groups and the internet more than technical
scientists, but use less conversation channels. Within this sample, respondents from the
technical field are characterized by using informal ways to request information for teaching
activities, which corresponds to the characteristics of the CoP. This may include, inter alia,
finding information for teaching purposes within different professional groups sharing the
same interests and values [16].

Croatian scholars in this sample find information related to scientific activities through
databases or libraries, and often in conversations with colleagues. The characteristics of
the two forms of explicit and implicit ways can be intertwined in their appearance within
this activity. Very often we start research based on an idea formed in a conversation with
colleagues, then continue research through explicit forms, to exchange certain knowledge
again within a narrower scope of the population. There are also certain differences between
the science fields; social scientists use more internet than technical scientists, who uses
conversation channels more; however, databases and library channels are used equally.

Information seeking for the purposes of administrative activities include the email
channel, whether initiated by conversation or formal group activities. To a lesser extent,
the intranet, internet, and formal groups can be singled out, which are used as channels
occasionally, although they very often represent the basis for any search with regard to
administrative tasks and related documentation. We can also look at emails and formal
groups in the context of vertical communication, and conversation in the context of horizon-
tal communication, bringing together the different categories of activities mentioned in [8].
When we look at the differences between science fields, there are noticeable differences in
the use of the internet and intranet institution channels, which are favored by social science.
They both use conversation and email to a great extent.

When sharing official information, and given that it also includes administration to a
greater extent, the email channel comes to the fore, showing the highest usage values of
all activities. As another sharing channel, conversation stands out, in addition to formal
groups. There is only one difference between the science fields, regarding the email channel,
which is used to a much greater extent within the social science group of scholars. Thus,
administrative activities, whether searching for or sharing information, correspond to a
formal network structure that includes a procedural hierarchy, policy, and organisational
schemes, and is generally public [9].

Considering the obtained results for the two assumptions given in the I-space model [1],
and three basic groups of scholars’ activities, the following conclusions can be drawn for
the obtained data:

• In finding information for teaching activities, the most common form of communication is
implicit–informal, and it is to be assumed that there is a stronger diffusion of information;

• In finding information for the needs of research activities, the most common form of
communication is explicit–formal, thus the diffusion is smaller within the population;

• In finding information for the needs of administrative activities, the most common form
of communication is explicit–formal, thus the diffusion is smaller within the population.

According to PCA results, the number of components was reduced to two factors
for each scholar’s activities. The first factor revealed that the components in the technical
science field, and all questions, have explicit–formal characteristics. For the social science
field, they are mostly explicit–formal, except for question 18 where informal and implicit
dominates. In the second factor, although it has a higher factor loading, only two compo-
nents are present that have the characteristics of an implicit–formal form of communication.
There is an exception in the field of social science, where for information on administrative
activities, the channel characteristics correspond to an explicit–formal mode.

However, it is necessary to state the most common possible shortcomings in this type
of analysis, such as the inadequate selection of the number of components and insufficient
clarity of data, which is a subjective aspect with many differences in opinion [21,22]. It should
be noted that the key communication channels for searching and sharing information were
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determined by factor analysis, but there is no possibility to go into deeper elaboration using
this method. In addition, through descriptive analysis, it was shown that the responses were
scattered due to a scale of seven responses and an insufficiently large sample. Generalizing on
the basis of one sample, regardless of its size, is always problematic, therefore all conclusions
are presented in the form of possible applications in the context of the given sample. In this
research, a purposive sample was used from selected public Croatian polytechnics that had a
social and technical field in their curriculum; therefore, in further research, the sample can
include other polytechnics, as well as universities. Given that similar research, which includes
all three activities of academics, has not been found outside of Croatia, the disadvantage is
that a sufficiently good comparison is not possible with regards to the context of the activity.

6. Conclusions

From the descriptive analysis, it can be concluded that for the needs of teaching ac-
tivities, the surveyed Croatian scholars find information through direct communication
through conversation (tacitly), while for the needs of research activities they find informa-
tion in databases or libraries (explicitly). In administrative activities, if the information
is obtained or shared, the most common channel of communication is email. To a certain
extent, there is a difference in frequencies between the social and technical science fields
when finding information for administrative activities. There are several contributions
from this research:

• According to the results of this research, certain newer technologies, such as the cloud,
are not used enough. With their greater involvement in communication channels,
access to modalities would be significantly increased, and various flexible solutions
would be offered;

• The results within this sample indicate that libraries and databases are to a greater
extent included only for the needs of information in scientific work, while they are
used the least for teaching activities. In this context, it is necessary to ensure and offer,
in a transparent manner, various modalities of access to libraries and databases, given
that there are a certain number of higher education institutions that do not have a
library within the institution for various reasons;

• Although the explicit–formal type of communication prevails through the four basic
activities of academics, implicit–informal channels have great value for each activity,
and this is most reflected in teaching activities. Given that the surveyed sample
are all Croatian polytechnics that are by nature oriented towards the profession, it
can be assumed that personal and informal forms of information flow play a major
role. In doing so, one should consider whether they are formal professional groups
(communities of practice) or more isolated groups and consider their possible support
and development.

Future research can be focused on specific forms of communication, such as formal
groups, that are proved to be an explicit and implicit link between different forms of
communication. It is important to further investigate the form of formal groups, their
appearance, modalities, influence, and functionality.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/publications10040043/s1, Table S1: Supplementary materials-
survey questions.
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Abstract: Previous research on indicators for measuring the success of Open Science tends to operate
at a macro/global level and very rarely addresses the need to measure success at the level of a single
project. However, this previous research has the merit of arguing for the definition of indicators
that offer an alternative to more traditional bibliometric measures or indicators that focus on mere
performance. This paper is the outcome of work conducted for a specific project that aims to build a
discovery platform for social sciences and humanities, the platform GoTriple. GoTriple is designed
taking inspiration from Open Science principles and has been built through a user-centered approach.
The paper details the practice-led work conducted by the GoTriple team for assessing the meaning of
the term success for the project and to identify indicators. To this end, this paper proposes the concept
of compass indicators and presents how the project team arrived at the definition of this concept. The
paper also highlights a distinction between compass indicators, which are modest measures, and key
performance indicators, which tend to be tied up with measurable objectives. Compass indicators are
defined as indicators that do not aim to achieve a specified numerical target of success but rather
explain the journey of a project toward achieving certain desirable outcomes and offer insights to
take action. Compass indicators defined for the project embrace areas such as diversity, inclusivity,
collaboration, and the general use of the platform. In the final discussion, the paper offers reflections
on the potential relevance of the notion of compass indicators and closes with a discussion of the next
steps for this work.

Keywords: indicators; open science; discovery; diversity; user; social sciences; humanities

1. Introduction

Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH) research is divided into several disciplines,
sub-disciplines, and languages. While this specialization makes it possible to investigate
a variety of topics, it also leads to fragmentation. Use and reuse of SSH publications is
suboptimal, interdisciplinary collaborations are often missed, and as a result the societal,
economic, and academic impacts of SSH are limited. Having SSH disciplines embrace
Open Science more concretely can help in addressing some of these issues by break-
ing down barriers and supporting wider collaborations. In line with this, the Horizon
2020 TRIPLE project (https://project.gotriple.eu/about/, accessed 7 August 2022) seeks to
offer a contribution to address some of these issues and break down the siloed approach
often common in SSH. It is trying to do so with the design, development, and dissemina-
tion of the GoTriple discovery platform (https://www.gotriple.eu/). GoTriple is a digital
solution based on cutting edge web technology and design which should facilitate better
discovery for SSH and foster wider collaboration. With the term discovery we mean the
capacity to find, expose, and display material such as literature, data, projects, people etc.,
that researchers would need for their work [1].
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The aim of GoTriple is to make it much easier for scientists, citizens, and business
organizations to access scientific publications, data, data processing platforms, and data
processing services, with a focus on SSH. This effort is equally linked with the development
of Open Science as it is with the fostering of Open Access. The Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) provides the following definition of Open Science:
“To make the primary outputs of publicly funded research results—publications and the
research data—publicly accessible in digital format with no or minimal restriction” [2]
(p. 7). They add yet another important aspect: “Open Science is about extending the
principles of openness to the whole research cycle, fostering sharing and collaboration
as early as possible thus entailing a systemic change to the way science and research
is done”. The TRIPLE project, via the development of GoTriple, shares the ambition
to contribute to Open Science. The technical and philosophical work underpinning the
development of GoTriple have been described in detail in the paper by Dumouchel et al. [3],
whilst the paper by Achenbach et al. [1] discusses the differences between GoTriple and
other mainstream discovery services and, in particular, Google Scholar. GoTriple had
been initially conceived based on the results of the OPERAS design study which were
presented in detail in a white paper [4] and other studies, for instance, the “European
survey on scholarly practices and digital needs in the arts and humanities”, conducted
by the Digital Methods and Practices Observatory Working Group (DiMPO) [5]. These
publications identified two important gaps: the difficulty to find resources and researchers
in SSH because of their huge fragmentation and the general difficulties that exist in their
discovery. They highlighted the existence of a variety of diverse SSH digital repositories as
well as the numerous small SSH units in Europe. It is this fragmentation of publications,
projects, and people that requires efforts to be made to bring resources together and offer
the SSH community digital tools and services that can act as single access points. The
GoTriple platform therefore has the ambition to try to address some of the known barriers
of interconnection and interoperability across SSH disciplines and communities. There
is also a visible gap in the existing European Open Science Cloud service marketplace
(https://search.eosc-portal.eu/search/service?q=*, accessed 7 August 2022), which largely
offers services for natural sciences, where on the contrary, SSH services are fairly limited in
both numbers and scope. The GoTriple platform therefore is a next necessary step forward
for value generation from the SSH community. By becoming an established European
discovery platform for SSH resources, GoTriple aims to experiment with and develop new
ways to conduct research and especially interdisciplinary research supporting SSH. It is
then important to also reflect on what success for a project such as GoTriple could mean.
Consequently, in this paper, we discuss the strategy which has been developed by the
project for measuring the success of the platform. In doing so, the paper seeks to present an
answer to the following practical research problem: when considering the success of an
Open Science discovery platform, what should we measure and how? In particular, we
aim to explore important aspects associated with the creation and nurturing of a healthy
and varied user community of SSH scholars and other actors.

The TRIPLE project’s methodology is based on the combination of two interlinked
pillars: the first is the adoption of Open Science practices for the design and development;
and the second is a user-centered approach to design with a focus on understanding the
researchers’ needs and co-designing core aspects of the platform with them. These two
pillars have supported the creation of GoTriple as an innovative multilingual and multicul-
tural discovery solution for SSH. GoTriple presently supports discovery in 10 languages
(Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, German, French, Polish, Croatian, Slovene, Ukrainian, and
English) and work is ongoing to include additional languages. The platform’s ambition
is to provide a central access point that allows discovery at a European scale in the above
languages. This is achieved through the harvesting of open repositories, archives, or
other open publishing platforms, offering researchers access to publications and other
resources. The platform technology is also based on the Isidore (https://isidore.science/,
accessed 8 August 2022) search engine [6]. Compared to Isidore, GoTriple additionally
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boosts several innovative services and specific tailored features (see Figure 1 for the main
home page). The innovative services include a trust building system, an annotation tool, a
crowdfunding solution, and a recommender system, as well as a visual search interface.
Tailored features include various dashboards which can be used by the user to explore
publications, such as a dashboard related to publications in specific SSH disciplines (see
Figure 2), user profiles, and others.

 

Figure 1. The home page of GoTriple with the search engine. A beta prototype of GoTriple was
released in October 2021 and a near final version was released in September 2022. At the time of
writing, concrete actions for building a lively user community have started via a user engagement
strategy. A further important aspect is that the platform will be one of the dedicated services of
OPERAS (https://operas-eu.org/, accessed 10 August 2022) [7], the research infrastructure sup-
porting open scholarly communication in SSH in the European Research Area. Moreover, GoTriple
will be a dedicated service of the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) (https://eosc-portal.eu/,
accessed 10 August 2022), thus further contributing to achieving Open Science in Europe.

 

Figure 2. Example of a component of the GoTriple discipline dashboard (see https://www.gotriple.
eu/disciplines, accessed 12 August 2022) showing the number of projects and publications discover-
able for sociology over time.

One problem related not so much to the design but to the achievements of the GoTriple
platform is being able to define a set of indicators that can be used to measure success.
Obviously for TRIPLE, with it being a European Union funded project, the partners had
to propose a set of key performance indicators (KPIs), to measure certain achievements
related to the receipt of public funding and tied to the project objectives. These include
the number of documents harvested or the number of users at the end of funding. A
performance indicator is usually defined as “an item of information collected at regular
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intervals to track the performance of a system” [8] (p. 1). Whilst KPIs have a role in
assessing performance in achieving certain critical objectives for, e.g., an organization, and
they should help to substantially increase a certain performance [9], they are essentially
tied with targets [10] to be achieved over time. Not meeting a KPI is often synonymous of
failure as the performance was not what was expected and the objectives were not met.

In our specific case, whilst meeting the funding KPIs is fundamental for measuring the
achievement of high-level objectives, we also need to be mindful that the KPIs proposed
at the time of submitting a project proposal are not necessarily a good representation of
how the project has evolved over time and they are potentially obsolete after the end of
the funding period. Moreover, it is the position of the authors that adopting strict KPIs
may not be the only approach to measure the success of an Open Science platform such
as GoTriple, as success should be seen as a journey which can go in very many directions
more than as a performance target. Indeed, the creation of a new platform is a practical
problem which requires reflection, discussion, user involvement, refinement, and further
action. For this reason, the TRIPLE project partners have conducted work to define an
alternative set of indicators to measure success for an Open Science community platform,
based on a modest practice-led approach [11,12] rather than one of target achievements.
There also is discussion of the importance of adopting both qualitative and quantitative
indicators for measuring Open Science, e.g., [13,14]. For practical reasons which will be
discussed later, the indicators we propose in this work are quantitative in nature, however
they are not targets and are used consequently in an inductive manner as potential guides
for further action based on our expert interpretation. The goal of this paper is then to
present part of the practical work that was conducted to address the problem of “what and
how” to measure success for GoTriple. As we will see later in the paper, we have defined
the indicators for measuring success in GoTriple as compass indicators. This specific name
was adopted to move away from the idea of measuring success as a target to achieve
and instead define success more as a journey where trajectories could be evaluated and
actions taken.

2. State of the Art

Within the field of Open Science and Open Access publishing there is debate about
the need to measure success in ways that differ from the closed model of publishing.
See [13–16] for some contributions to this debate. Traditionally, bibliographic metrics have
been used to measure the success of publications and their impact, and these include
aspects such as the number of citations, the impact factor of a journal, or the H-index of a
scholar. However, in time, the scientific community started to look at alternative metrics to
assess the value of academic publishing and a debate on how to measure success ensued.
This debate goes back more than ten years and is tied to the advent of the digitalization of
publishing and social media [17], which has shown the limits of measuring the impact of
academic publishing based on only traditional bibliographic metrics (arguably originally
developed before digital publishing). On one side, there has been a call to include metrics
based on social media, for example the number of visualizations, downloads, or bookmarks
for a publication. On the other hand, it is now recognized that there are a variety of
outputs of science (beyond publications) which include, for example, datasets, but also
self-publishing outputs (e.g., scientific blogs) and others. This has led to the definition of
alternative metrics, or altmetrics, and the publication of a manifesto [18]. Authors have
noted how altmetrics can provide an important contribution to the development of Open
Science [18], for example, by widening the potential audiences or allowing the impact of a
wider variety of outputs to be assessed. Authors have also pointed to the need to go beyond
the idea of altmetrics, proposing concepts such as “open metrics” [19] and “next-generation
metrics” [13]. This last proposition emphasizes that metrics cannot offer a “one size fits
all solution” (p. 15) to measure the success of Open Science and offer a set of criteria for
the development of responsible metrics for Open Science which include: (1) robustness
(the use the best data available); (2) humility (quantitative measures should go alongside
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qualitative ones and expert judgements); (3) transparency (ensuring that transparency of the
data collection process for stakeholders); (4) diversity (ensuring metrics support plurality),
and (5) reflexivity (assume that metrics can impact a project and reflect on them and
update them).

Several organizations have waded in on this debate, for example, UNESCO which has
promoted a recommendation on open science [20], with “a common definition, shared val-
ues, principles, and standards for open science at the international level and proposes a set
of actions conducive to a fair and equitable operationalization of open science for all at the
individual, institutional, national, regional, and international levels.” (p. 5). Shared values
identified by UNESCO include quality and integrity, collective benefits, equity and fairness,
and diversity and inclusiveness. The Open Science Leadership Forum has proposed a set
of success factors of Open Science, which include, amongst others, increased equity in
research, better recognition of early career researchers or increased accountability of the
research enterprise [21]. Similarly, the European Commission [22] has established specific
initiatives on Open Science, including work on indicators and alternative metrics [23]. The
document “Indicator frameworks for fostering open knowledge practices in science and
scholarship” [24] defines a set of frameworks for establishing relevant indicators for success
in Open Science. This document offers recommendations at four levels and includes novel
infrastructures, capabilities, best practices, and incentives systems. The document also
provides a comprehensive table of potential indicators for each of these actions, based on
analysis from the previous literature.

We can see in the first two examples above (UNESCO and the Open Science Leadership
Forum) the importance which is given to diversity, inclusion, and the collective benefit that
Open Science can bring. However, we need to remark again that these propositions are
tied with measuring success at a rather macro or global level (e.g., in a country) and not at
the level of a specific project. In the third example (from the EU Commission), there is an
emphasis on the need to also operate at levels which are not necessarily global to capture
the diverse contexts in which Open Science is achieved; the four actions offer different
levels of analysis and vary from the EU-wide level to the level of a single research institute.
However, they still are operationalized at a level which is higher than that of a single project
(such as GoTriple).

Overall, it has been recently argued [14] that “diversity, equity, and inclusion are
key components of Open Science” and developing metrics for success must reflect this
commitment. This surely also applies at the level of a single Open Science project. Indeed,
all the above reflections and criteria are a useful frame for the definition of success metrics,
and we will reflect on some of them later in the paper. Moreover, we need to remark that
some of the propositions above (in particular altmetrics) are tied to Open Science related
to publications and we should remember that GoTriple is not concerned with publishing.
Nonetheless, what is relevant for us from the above discussion is: (1) the path to finding
alternative approaches to measure success which are not necessarily hard-wired to KPIs
as targets to meet and (2) that these measures should reflect, amongst others, issues such
as equality, diversity, and inclusion. Moreover, it is clear that the importance of using
available data and to reflect on the transparency of what is being measured at all levels (see
in particular [13]).

In an albeit tangential area to Open Science, Open Source Software (OSS) projects
have also grappled with the issue of defining metrics for success for quite some time.
Whilst in this paper we are not concerned directly with the problem of evaluating the
success of the GoTriple as an OSS, there are interesting insights that can be derived from
the literature. Willinsky [25] noticed the potential convergence between Open Source and
Open Science in several areas but especially “a common commitment to a larger public
sphere”. Over time, OSS projects had to define metrics of success going beyond those of
traditional information system development. Moreover, the OSS efforts are also generally
operating at a project level rather than at a macro-global level. There is somehow a parallel
here with Open Science in terms of proposing some alternative metrics, but this is often a
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localized endeavor. Whilst OSS has become more and more tied with corporate interests
and managers still have to demonstrate things such as the return of investments [26], OSS
is also based on relatively large communities of contributors (often volunteers) attached to
specific projects.

That of the measure of success of OSS projects is indeed a debate with an even longer
standing than that on Open Science and it dates to at least the early 2000s. For exam-
ple, Crowston et al. offered one of the earlier accounts [27] recognizing that OSS is a
form of software development which differs from traditional information system devel-
opment. Therefore, “additional success measures that might be appropriate for OSS”
(p. 1) need to be considered, alongside traditional metrics such as those proposed by,
e.g., Seddon [28]. In OSS, while some metrics clearly have to do with the quality of the
code or with the management of risks of a project, some other metrics relate to the qual-
ity of the management of heterogeneous communities, whilst other metrics deal directly
with the success of a community and with aspects such as diversity and inclusion [29].
Diversity, inclusion, and collective action are therefore keywords that recur in both OSS
and in Open Science. For example, the Linux Foundation has established a project called
CHAOSS—Community Health Analytics Open Source Software [30], which places empha-
sis on, e.g., more traditional metrics related indeed with development and risk management
but it also has metrics with a strong focus on equality, inclusivity, and diversity. As has been
argued by Goggins et al. [31], this proposition supports a shift from looking at communities
merely in terms of measures to considering instead what is defined as the “health” of a
community and the related OSS project: “the potential of projects to continue developing
and maintaining quality software” [32] (p. 31).

Another set of contributions needs to be mentioned in the context of this review in
relation to research assessment. There is a lively discussion on reforming the way research
is assessed, and this also ties with the potential development of metrics. Our goal is not
to assess research or evaluate researchers but rather to assess the success of a platform for
Open Science in SSH. Nonetheless, we should also learn from t literature. Efforts for re-
forming research assessment are being promoted by the Coalition for Advancing Research
Assessment, also in collaboration with the EU Commission, which culminated with the
publication in 2022 of the Agreement on Reforming Research Assessment [33]. The agree-
ment includes high-level principles as well as practical commitments for reform. Amongst
other things, the document emphasizes again a focus on diversity and inclusion, stresses
the importance of also having also qualitative evaluation based on peer-review alongside
quantitative indicators, and also to the need to limit the use of institutional rankings or
measures such as the H-Index or impact factor alone. The document effectively traces a plan
for the reform of research assessment and offers clear steps for this. Similar remarks were
made by Gadd [34] with particular emphasis on empowering researchers, at the expenses
of rankings, strict evaluations, or the measurement of what is not necessary. In this context,
it is also important to mention the work of the HuMetricHSS initiative which in a white pa-
per [35] has offered a set of recommendations to support a better alignment of institutional
values (in, e.g., universities) with evaluation systems for researchers and impact, with a
focus on reappointment, promotion, and tenure. This contribution is interesting because it
focuses specifically on humanities and social sciences. The authors argue that “the values
that institutions of higher education profess to care most deeply about—articulated through
university mission statements, promotional materials, and talking points— are often not
the values enacted in the policies and practices that shape academic life” [35] (p. 10). This
requires a better re-alignment of values with the evaluation of researchers. For example,
many institutes claim to support equality, diversity, and inclusion however achieving this
for, e.g., tenure is quite complex. For instance, the focus on research excellence fosters
elitism which translates into the perpetuation of inequality. Hence the formulation of
recommendations to realign institutional values with the evaluation of researchers. These
contributions are an example of the debate around research evaluation, however this is
an area which does not concern GoTriple directly, since what we are interested in here
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is identifying ways to measure success for an online platform and an online community.
Research evaluation clearly is a task for institutes or specific national programs (such as
the evaluation of universities carried out by ANVUR in Italy). Nonetheless this literature
again points toward the importance of considering equality, diversity, and inclusion, whilst
promoting the need for alternative forms of evaluation.

Lastly, it is also not surprising to see some overlap of what was mentioned ear-
lier with the idea of responsible research and innovation (RRI). This is a policy and a
framework of the EU Commission for the Horizon 2020 programme [36] aimed at con-
sidering the potential effect of science and innovation and can be seen as “the ongoing
process of aligning research and innovation to societal values, needs, and expectations” [37]
(p. 1). A common definition found on various European H2020 project websites states
that RRI is “an approach that anticipates and assesses potential implications and societal
expectations with regard to research and innovation, with the aim to foster the design
of inclusive and sustainable research and innovation” [36]. RRI is anticipated to have an
immediate effect on key areas that promote and monitor both the sustainability and the
social justice/inclusion of any research project undertaken as part of European research.
RRI is based on six principles which include: (1) governance; (2) ethics; (3) gender equality;
(4) public engagement; (5) open access; (6) science education. Open Access, as we can see,
is one component of this policy. However, more relevant to our discussion is the focus
on equality, diversity, and inclusion. The Commission has also offered a set of indicators
to measure the above six principles in practice [38]. These indicators operate at a high
level, national, or supra-national (e.g., the European Union) and are not suitable to be
adopted or adapted into metrics for any specific project. Some are also not relevant for
our discussion. Nonetheless, these are examples of indicators that place emphasis on the
gender balance or on the need to foster better social inclusion of a variety of stakeholders in
science and innovation. Like in the previous discussion in Open Science, OSS, and research
evaluation, diversity, inclusion, and equality recur as potential areas where success needs
to be found—and somehow measured.

As is clear from the review of the literature, we are interested in the idea of embracing
alternative ways of measuring success for an Open Science platform, looking at areas such
as diversity, inclusion, or collaboration. Moreover, we are interested in moving away from
hard-wired KPIs traditionally used to measure whether a project has met its objectives over
time. We also need to identify measures that are modest and that can be located at the level
of a single project rather than at a micro or even global level.

3. Materials and Methods

The approach and methodology we adopted to define the indicators of success for
GoTriple can be seen as: (1) practice-led and (2) emergent. For Candy [10], practice-led
research is “concerned with the nature of practice and leads to new knowledge that has
operational significance for that practice”. In practice-led approaches, artefacts play an
important role in the creation of knowledge as they “function as a means of realizing a
thing which has to be perceived, recognized and conceived, or understood” [11] (p. 159).
Practice-led research is normally associated with creative and artistic practice, but in fact
it parallels action research in the field of design, where it is far more established as an
approach [39]. In practice-led research, new knowledge is generated through first the
process of making things (e.g., a new design, a new creative artefact) and then second on
reflecting on how these things should be, e.g., perceived or understood. It is therefore a
two-pronged approach based on making first and reflecting second. Moreover, practice-led
research can be, to an extent, distinguished from both the qualitative and quantitative
research paradigms [40], as it locates the main outputs not in written texts (i.e., the sci-
entific papers) using either numerical of qualitative data, but in practical outcomes. This
mirrors our own work for GoTriple; the project team engaged in the practice of designing
and developing the platform (the making), and then with the artefact at hand there is a
process of documenting and reflecting on how the artefact (which includes its ideal user
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community) could allow the generation of indicators to measure certain aspects of the
artefact itself and what these indicators represent. The real output of this work therefore is
not this manuscript per se, but it is the production of a set of indicators that can be used
for the practical advancement of the platform. Therefore, the definition of the indicators
follows the process of making the artefact (the platform in our case) and is the key output
of the research presented here. In practice-led research, the role of reflection and documen-
tation is fundamental [41], where documents (of any sort, whether they be diaries, notes,
or anything else) about the practice support further reflection on the construction of the
artefact and the knowledge that was generated. Through the making of GoTriple, several
documents have been produced including deliverables, for example, as well as specific doc-
uments related to the process of defining the indicators which played an important role in
the decision-making.

Our approach to the definition of success indicators can also be seen as an emergent
process. We did not start with a specific theory or view of the world from which we
derived assumptions and deductions. Rather, as we will see later, the definition of success
indicators emerged through the practice-led process of making GoTriple as well as from
internal discussion. This aligns with the idea that phenomena are not fixed by their specific
properties but rather emerge from various social and material practices as discussed by
DeLanda [42] (p. 4), according to whom “separate causes simply add or mix themselves
in their joint effect, so that we can see their agency in action in that effect”. Indeed, the
indicators for success defined for GoTriple emerged as an outcome of several elements
mixing together: the creation of GoTriple itself, the availability of certain data via the
platform, the internal discussion amongst the project partners, the reflection of what is
being carried out in the area of Open Science metrics (i.e., the literature), the existing project
documents, and so on. Thus, the practice-led process of creating a new discovery platform
and the blending of various emergent factors coalesced together in the creation of the
GoTriple indicators for success.

The material we propose here is tied to the use of various sources of knowledge related
to the project as well as internal discussion and decision-making operated by the TRIPLE
project team. If one wanted to formalize and summarize the material we used for defining
the indicators, one could see this as composed of a mix of: (1) knowledge generated from
the participatory research conducted for the GoTriple design; (2) existing assumptions on
the basis of the TRIPLE project; and (3) actions and decisions taken directly by the project
team during various sessions of discussion and debate on the indicators. Moreover, as a
fourth relevant point, we were able to rely on insights driven by the actual development of
GoTriple. This last point is especially important in relation to the knowledge of data that
would become available from the platform.

As stated earlier, the design of GoTriple is based on a user-centered approach. During
the earlier stages of the project, we conducted qualitative interviews (n = 25) with SSH
researchers across Europe (see [43] for the data, which is currently restricted). These
researchers were representative of different disciplines, career levels, ways of working, and
so on. While these interviews were conducted to gather the user needs for the design and
not directly for the purpose of building success indicators, the analysis of these data (see
Forbes et al. [44]) also offered some knowledge for fostering an internal discussion around
the indicators. This includes, for example, observations around the struggle of early career
scholars (for example in making their research emerge) or issues around the dominance of
English as a publishing language at the expense of other languages. These interviews were
conducted following ethical guidelines approved by the Ethical Committee of Abertay
University in 2019. In any case, no excerpts of the interviews are shown in this paper, as
the knowledge generated from the interviews served as basis for some decisions around
the definition of the indicators.

The GoTriple platform has also been developed based on original assumptions. Some
of these can be currently read on the project website (see https://project.gotriple.eu/about/,
accessed 12 August 2022). That is, when we proposed our project to the funding agency,
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we also offered a set of initial assumptions warranting funding support. For example,
as stated earlier, GoTriple is a discovery platform for SSH. Much emphasis of the project
has always been based on the multilingual aspects of the discovery. Moreover, the focus
was on favoring a more collaborative approach amongst the SSH disciplines. Again, these
assumptions have connections with inclusivity, diversity, and collaboration and have
influenced the definition of our indicators.

The two above are elements of the materials that were given in a certain sense. In
practical terms much of the work for the definition of the indicators has been the outcome
of internal meetings of an ad hoc group of project partners. This group included amongst
others, the project coordinator, the leaders of user research, the leader of communication
and dissemination, the leader of the sustainability work. These discussions, specifically five
meetings, took place online between March 2021 and June 2022 and an additional meeting
took place in person, plus some one-to-one meetings between the coordinator and partners
with specific knowledge, which ended with a final presentation of the indicators to the
whole consortium in March 2022. A further three meetings took place afterwards to refine
the indicators and evaluate their feasibility. Ad hoc discussions also took place with other
partners, in particular with the technical team in order to assess the availability of the data
and the definition of a long-term technical strategy (which could last beyond the project’s
funding). Documentation played an important role during and for the meetings. In each
meeting, we took comprehensive notes and minutes about the various options that were
evaluated, the decisions that were taken, the reasons for these decisions, and how the work
for the preparation of the indicators should have been organized.

4. Results

In this section, we report the decision-making process for the definition of the compass
indicators of GoTriple, alongside our understanding of what it means to achieve success
in an Open Science discovery platform. To understand the process and the results, we
have to put things into context and present what was achieved in the different meetings
conducted, as well as comments on the various routes that were evaluated, and the choices
made during our practice-led activities.

4.1. The Vague Notion of “Compass Indicators”

The first meeting for the definition of the success indicators took place on 23 March
2021. When the partners participating in the work met for the first time, there were
originally different ideas on what the challenge at hand was. We were tied with a specific
task of the project stating that we would “evaluate the success of TRIPLE solution in an
iterative process every 7 months”, but beyond this, the task description was not restricting
us to a specific approach nor was it indicating specific measures or other metrics of sort to
adopt. Whilst this loose definition of the task did not offer much guidance, it was also an
opportunity to explore different options and ideas. Essentially the practical decision to be
taken revolved around this simple question/problem: what to measure and how?

The first meeting took place as a form of brainstorming where different ideas and their
merits were discussed among participants (seven in total from four different organizations,
including the project coordinator, the lead of user research, the lead of platform sustainabil-
ity, and the lead of platform interface design). In the beginning, two ideas were floating
around on “what to measure”, as potential starting points; on one side evaluating whether
people/users were happy with the actual GoTriple platform and on the other side defining
a set of KPIs such as the number of users, the number of documents available, and so on.

Discussion ensued on different aspects of these two starting points. Evaluating
whether users are happy with the platform is something more akin to evaluating the
usability [45] of the platform and not a measure of success as such. Moreover, in the project
there was already work planned to conduct a full usability evaluation (also encompassing
a final satisfaction questionnaire). Thus, we agreed that these were not the kind of success
measures we were looking for and that this would lead to a duplication of work. On
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KPIs, discussion ensued on two problems: (1) how the definition of indicators for success
would duplicate other KPIs which were required anyway for the funding agency and
(2) whether KPIs (even if monitored over time) would indeed be the best way to capture
the success of GoTriple. For example, while the overall number of users registered on the
platform could be considered a good measure for success as well as a KPI, it is also a very
generalist measure which tells little, for example, about the composition of the user base,
and if the project is achieving success just beyond increasing numbers, for example, around
diversity or collaboration. We started therefore reflecting on the need to have dynamic
measures/indicators, the sort of compasses that would allow us to understand how the
project was achieving success and also those that would serve as an indication of where we
could take actions now and in the future.

This last consideration is connected with the practice-led approach of generating
knowledge which has operational capacity for decision-making. For example, what if in
building the user base we found that certain European countries are underrepresented or
not represented at all? This would then arguably require the team to take some actions
for promoting the platform more in the under-represented country. Then, we agreed to
abandon the idea of KPIs as targets to meet and began to adopt this, a notion of “com-
pass indicators”. That is, indicators whose main objective is to give us a sense of the
direction of where the platform and its community are going, but also indicators that
would help us take some actions to change the direction. Essentially the main achieve-
ment of the first meeting had been the proposition to adopt this, yet still vague, notion of
compass indicators.

In parallel, we also discussed the problem of “how to measure”. At this stage we
still were not in the position to have identified what to measure, and therefore the “how”
problem was still very loosely approachable. However, something important was clarified.
Since the work with the users for the design of GoTriple had been tied with conducting
largely qualitative data collection (e.g., interviews, codesign), an initial proposition was to
gather evidence for success again with a similar process. However, discussion ensued on
whether this was the best approach. On one side, we had already been demanding a lot
from our potential user base, and involving them in further interviews might just increase
their burden. On the other side, gathering primary data in this way was seen as lacking
sustainability. In other words, running questionnaires or interviews is time-consuming
and requires significant resources, and in the long term (considering the potential end of
funding), this was considered not sustainable. Thus, a proposition was discussed to try to
obtain measures based on data generated directly by the GoTriple platform. For example,
if we wanted to understand the representation in the user base of the different European
countries, we could simply try to obtain this data directly from the GoTriple database if the
information was available or use some proxy measures that could provide an indication
of this. This proposition of reusing the platform data has some significant advantages,
as it would: (1) reduce the burden on the collection of data; (2) allow the direct reuse of
data already potentially held in our database; (3) support the process of automation of
the measurements; and (4) facilitate the creation of visualization offering an immediate
view, rather than waiting for the process of analysis of primary data. It is clear then that
our decision to adopt quantitative measures of success over qualitative ones has been
dictated by practical reasons tied with the availability of resources in the future, after the
end of funding. Qualitative measures do require a lot of resources for data collection and
analysis. Quantitative measures based on existing data from the platform do require an
initial investment in automating the process, but then in the long term, they can be run
with limited resources.

4.2. Preliminary Brainstorming on the Compass Indicators

A second meeting took place on the 11th of May 2021, with a restricted number of
participants (three in total, with members from the coordinator team and the lead of user
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research present). At this stage, having agreed on the notion of “compass indicators”, the
next task was to start defining what these compasses were in more detail.

The first part of the discussion concentrated on brainstorming about potential indica-
tors and broad areas/categories of measure. A good discussion took place in relation to the
diversity of the GoTriple user community, in particular with the proposal to consider the
following indicators:

• The balance of female/male users
• Good coverage of all European countries in the user base
• Good balance at career levels
• Good balance of age levels
• Good representation at discipline levels

Some of these indicators were inspired by the user research conducted in the early
stages of the design. Through interviewing potential users, we often heard, for example,
stories of the struggles that early career researchers face in order to emerge, the difficulties
that older scholars face when dealing with new technologies and of the importance that the
SSH scholars place on the definitions of disciplines. Here, we see a further clear connection
between the practice-led approach of making a new artefact (i.e., the outcomes of the
user-centered design of GoTriple) and the process of making sense of it. The discussion on
diversity also clearly connects with what is seen in the literature review about alternative
metrics for, e.g., Open Science, which have a strong focus on diversity and inclusivity.

The team agreed that the goal was not necessarily to achieve a certain balance or
representation from the outset, for example a perfect balance between female and male
users but to use the indicator to assess the current balance and take action in case of a clear
unhealthy unbalance. The same goes for the other indicators. For example, GoTriple is
aimed at all SSH scholars at all career levels. If for instance we had observed that we had
a very low number, of e.g., PhD students enrolled versus people at the top of their career
(e.g., professors), then this could give us a stimulus to look more into this, understand why,
and then foster better and tailored communication for the under-represented category of
users and achieve better diversity. It thus is clear that the “compass” is not a hard-wired
KPI, where achieving a certain balance is a measurable objective of a performance in itself.
Instead, it is a measure of the current situation, providing knowledge to the platform
managers on where and potentially how to take actions.

Beyond diversity, during the second meeting, we also discussed other indicators,
initially under the label of “technical indicators”; later (see next section) this label had
been changed to better reflect our goals. The initial proposed indicators under this
label included:

• The number of documents available in each of the 10 languages
• The findability of documents in “rarer” languages

These two potential indicators are reflective of the multilingual nature of GoTriple. In
addition, we did not speak of balance here, as clearly it is not possible to have a balance
of documents in different languages. However, the idea was to have an indication of
representation for each of the languages supported by the platform. Moreover, there is
an emphasis on making sure that languages that perhaps have less strength in terms of,
e.g., publications (e.g., Croatian), are represented sufficiently in the material discoverable
through GoTriple.

A third area discussed was related to the label collaboration. Indeed, one of the goals
of GoTriple is to foster collaboration across SSH and make sure that the users can do things
together, across disciplines. The following potential indicators were initially discussed:

• The number and types of interactions between users
• Whether there is a dense relationship or not, based on a network analysis
• The number of times the user looks at other profiles
• The use of innovative services
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Some of these indicators still appeared rather vague during the meeting’s discussion.
For example, the number and types of interactions was just a signpost we could use to
better figure out what kind of interactions are possible via GoTriple. For example, sending a
direct message to another user could be considered as a meaningful type of collaboration, as
a user is trying to contact another user for a purpose. The indicator of “dense relationships”
instead represents a potential measure of whether interactions on the platform are sustained
and happen frequently, or if they are instead just a one-off event. However, this indicator
was later abandoned as it would require further analysis, and it is thus not currently
included in the current indicators. The number of times users look at profiles is an indicator
that there is interest in looking at other people and what they are doing. Finally, the
fourth indicator is related to the use of the GoTriple innovative services. Some of these
services have their own user registration (separated from the platform registration), whilst
others are embedded directly in the platform (such as the recommender system) and thus
measuring the use of the innovative services would tell us which services are providing
added value to our user community.

While much of this second meeting was devoted to fleshing out some initial potential
indicators, a brief discussion also ensued on “how” to measure some of them. For example,
some indicators could be measured through data collected at the moment of the user
registration process or from information that could become available from the GoTriple
user profiles. For example, through the completion of their GoTriple profiles (see an
example in Figure 3), users could insert information about themselves, including, e.g.,
their title, position, gender, and so on. Other indicators (in particular those related with
publications) could be measured from the metadata available from the Isidore search
engine, which include, e.g., the discipline or the language of a publication. Moreover, other
information could be retrieved from the web analytics tools of GoTriple. These analytics
tools have been set up for the traditional purposes of monitoring the use of the platform,
but clearly, they can also provide data relevant for measuring the compass indicators.

4.3. Refining the Compassess and How to Take Action

Having provided an initial definition of potential compass indicators, the team started
to reflect on how to improve them, if there were more indicators to consider and if some
of the already proposed indicators could be abandoned (either because they were not
very meaningful or too difficult to measure). Discussion in the subsequent three meetings
allowed the team to refine the broad categories of the compass indicators. In particular, one
of these meetings entailed an intense discussion with the platform developers in order to
have a clear idea of what could and could not be measured.

The first essential outcome of these meeting has been the definition of the final four
broad categories of the indicators, as follows:

• Diversity and inclusivity
• Platform usage
• Collaboration
• User experience quality

The broad categories of “diversity and inclusivity” and “collaboration” were kept
from the previous discussion. Moreover, the group decided that what were earlier defined
as “technical indicators” were not reflective of the strong user dimension of GoTriple. A
decision was taken to rename this as “platform usage”. A decision was further taken to
include a fourth broad category, mostly to measure the user retention (that is a measure of
the continued use of the platform), and this was called “User experience quality”.
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Figure 3. Example of a completed user profile on GoTriple.

With the broad categories at hand, detailed compass indicators have then been iden-
tified for each of them. Table A1 in the Appendix A shows all the compass indicators
defined for GoTriple. Some indicators, as we have discussed previously, had already been
defined in the initial meetings (and were at this stage refined); others were further proposed
and accepted. We will comment now on some of these indicators, to give an idea of the
underlying thinking. Readers can consult Table A1 for the complete list.

For example, the “user type” compass indicator under the “diversity and inclusivity”
category captures whether the user is a researcher/academic or another category of user
such as a journalist, an individual from the private sector, or an individual from an NGO, for
example. This indicator could indeed further enhance the understanding of the diversity
in the user base and tell us if GoTriple has managed to entice users beyond research
and academia. This information (the type of user) is provided by the user at the time of
registration (see Figure 4). Additionally, for another example, we decided to adopt the
indicator “number of followed/following” within the collaboration category. This can
tell us something about how the network develops on the platform and how users are
engaging with others. It indicates the activity of interaction among users.
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Figure 4. Step of the GoTriple registration process, where users are asked what “type” of user they
are (researchers or another type).

Alongside the definition of the specific indicators, a discussion took place in relation to
the “type of action” that could be taken based on the knowledge gathered from the compass
indicators and also “how” actions could be taken to modify/improve the situation. We
should remember again that these indicators were developed with the declared goal to tell
us the “direction of travel” of GoTriple and to offer knowledge to take actions to steer this
direction differently where necessary. It is worth commenting on some of these elements to
provide clarity on the undying thinking.

For example, in the category of diversity and inclusivity, for the indicator “gender”
what we are seeking to measure is the balance in the user base of female and male user.
This ideally will be carried out using some baseline data to compare the data, i.e., by using
baseline data of the gender balance of SSH in Europe. Should the indicator offer a picture
of an imbalance, then direct action will be taken to promote the platform more to, e.g., male
scholars, with targeted advertising on social media for example. Indeed, if the indicator
is very different from the EU SSH gender balance, it means the platform is not inclusive
enough on this specific aspect, and we should carry out some research to understand why,
before acting. Similar to this is the plan for the indicator “location” (that is the location
of the user, i.e., the city where the user is based). This is a proxy for us to understand in
which country a user is based (e.g., a user with the location Rome could be assumed to be
working in Italy) and this is information that the user could include in their profile. This
information can tell us about the spread of the user base across Europe, if GoTriple has
coverage of all the countries, and if there is reasonable representation. Again, this indicator
could then be compared with a potential baseline (if available), e.g., the number of SSH
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scholars in each country, to better understand the representation. Should the indicator
tell us that there are countries which are under-represented, then actions could be taken
with promotional activities such as mailing lists or events in the local/national language.
Variation in the time of the actions could also help the team understand the effect of the
promotional activities.

In the category of “platform usage”, particular attention was applied to assess the
multilingual aspect of GoTriple. For example, the “document language” indicator captures
whether the search function facilitates discovery of documents in all the languages sup-
ported. If this is not the case (compared to what should be the expected numbers), then
action could be taken, for example in the form of increasing the number of Open Access
repositories harvested by GoTriple in the under-represented languages. The expected
number is given by a measure of the languages of documents given by regular searches and
the number of documents that the user clicks on (on this second aspect, it is possible with
an analytics tool to track the language of the clicked document). This would then allow
for better coverage of the under-represented languages and ideally increase the number of
publications available in that said languages.

Similarly, for the category “collaboration”, the compass indicator “profiles clicks”
measures the access of users to other users’ profiles. This is seen as a proxy to measure
the fact that users are trying to establish potential connections, discover other people to
collaborate with, and ideally decide to make contact with them. Through the platform
analytics, it is possible to measure the number of profiles clicks and also see what kind of
profiles are the most clicked. Should we assess that the profiles as not being used enough
or that only some categories of users are receiving relevant clicks whilst others lag behind,
then again, some forms of action could be taken. Possible actions include: (1) making
the profiles more visible in the search results; (2) making the profiles stand out more on
the home page; (3) improve the quality of the profile page and data; (4) and increase the
number of profiles.

Overall, from these examples, we see the approach that was adopted: each compass
indicator is accompanied by a definition of what kind of actions could/should be taken
in order to improve the indicator, as well as how this will be achieved with a definition
of activities.

4.4. Automation and Dashboard

During the last meetings, discussions also ensued on the actual process of gathering
the measures (i.e., the data) for the compass indicators. The initial idea was to have an ad
hoc process with the measures essentially collected manually from the GoTriple database
(roughly every 7 months, as this was the period stipulated in the project task to report the
results). Some participants at the meetings voiced, however, considerations on the lack
of sustainability for this approach and they also drew attention to the labor intensity of
a manual ad hoc process. The discussion then pivoted on the merits of instead having
a fully automated process. Meanwhile, as we briefly discussed earlier, some indicators
could be obtained directly through the GoTriple analytics tools (and could hence already
be automated), while others would necessarily require access to information held in the
GoTriple database. To make the measurement of compass indicators sustainable over
time, the team therefore agreed to implement a process of automating the gathering of the
indicator data, in particular, those outside the analytics and related to database information.
Automating the process was seen as having some advantages. Firstly, whilst it would
require an initial investment of time, this investment would however allow for the better
sustainability of the compass indicators in the long term, since the process would then be in
place and functioning with minimal maintenance and/or resources. Secondly, automating
the process could allow the team to use these indicators to create visualizations. This would
allow one or more dashboards to be built, all the indicators to be gathered in one place
and for the use visualizations to derive potential insights for supporting decision-making.
Moreover, the internal discussion also highlighted the potential opportunity to bring back
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some of these visualizations directly within the GoTriple platform and to the users. Indeed,
a public dashboard with some relevant indicators could be realized showcasing how the
platform is doing in certain areas, such as the country balance, or the balance of languages
and so on. This will also have the advantage of sharing some of the compass indicators
with the users and, as a consequence, potentially empower the user community to take
direct action. Currently an initial version of the dashboard is available only for internal
use (see Figure 5), covering a limited set of indicators, in particular those gathering data
that are available from the analytics tools. For building other indicators with the data from
the GoTriple database, additional work will be necessary, with the need to create ad hoc
Python scripts as well as tailored visualizations. At the time of writing, work has started
to implement these scripts and we expect to have initial working versions of all these
indicators by early 2023. Additionally of note is that the user engagement and onboarding
of GoTriple are also planned to take place from December 2022 and therefore most of the
defined indicators cannot be measured as of yet and require the building and presence of a
community of registered users.

Figure 5. Example of an initial dashboard concept based on existing data retrieved from the GoTriple
platform, displaying the key search terms for the period 1–15 September 2022.

5. Discussion

There is consensus that measuring the success of Open Science initiatives and plat-
forms requires moving away from traditional bibliographic metrics to embrace alternative
metrics, encompassing aspects such as inclusivity or sustainability. There is indeed debate
on how to develop metrics that are appropriate to capture the specific nature of Open
Science, aimed at building better scientific cooperation and wider access to knowledge
through digital technologies. In this paper, we proposed the concept of compass indica-

tors, as a potential avenue to understand success in a localized Open Science platform
and community. This concept is the outcome of the practice-led work of designing and
developing a discovery platform (GoTriple) for SSH in Europe. Compass indicators could
be seen as modest indicators, as they do not seek to target performance necessarily, but
rather offer insights into the direction of travel of a project. We also need to remember that
in practice-led research, new knowledge is generated through the process of making things.
We have been involved in the production of GoTriple and the need to measure its success
connects to the task of reflecting on how GoTriple is used and understood. Therefore, the
concept of compass indicators is not something derived from theory assumptions but is
an emergent component of the practice of making GoTriple. Things come together (such
as the interface design, the software, the data collection, the building of a user base, the
meetings of the project team, etc.) whereby separate elements of the practice-led work for
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making a platform “mix themselves in their joint effect, so that we can see their agency in
action in that effect”. [42] (p. 4).

We can now formally define compass indicators as indicators that can tell the “direction
of travel” of a project (in this case an Open Science discovery platform) and that allow
the promoters of such a project to take actions in order to steer or change this direction.
They are not therefore a measure of performance but a measure of direction. For instance,
GoTriple is a European platform for SSH research and as such it strives to achieve diversity
and inclusion which may require, for example, having a good balance of representation for
scholars at different stages of their career, having a representation of all European countries
in the user base or having a good representation of documents in the different languages
supported by the platform. However, success is not in the achievement of, e.g., a target
balance or representation, but rather on the understanding of how the project is doing
and whether some actions need to be taken. A compass indicator effectively: (1) tells us
what the current situation is (e.g., the current representation of countries in the user base);
(2) signals the project team to whether some action may need to be taken (e.g., an assessment
that there is under-representation of certain countries, based on existing knowledge about
the number of SSH scholars in each country); (3) proposes some potential actions that can
be taken to improve the situation and steer “the direction of travel” of the project (e.g., run
communication campaigns aimed at the under-represented countries, for example in the
national language, to enroll more users); and (4) allows to re-evaluate the effects of the
action on the indicators after some time and assess if further actions are needed. Achieving,
e.g., a balance or representation (of e.g., countries), is not therefore the ultimate goal; the
goal is to travel toward that balance.

It has been a clear outcome of our practice to detach success from the idea of hard-
wired targets that need to be achieved and met (such as KPIs). Of course, the aim is still
to, e.g., achieve a good balance of inclusivity and diversity in several areas, or, e.g., have a
balanced platform usage, but the direction of travel is more important than the achievement
of a measure, even if there is an imbalance in the first place this is not seen as something
unsuccessful. Success in itself is the realization that, in some areas, more work is required
to improve things such as the platform inclusivity/diversity, the usage, the collaboration,
or the user experience quality. Compass indicators therefore put a different light on the
meaning of success and see this as something dynamic, subject to changes and ideally
improvements. Therefore, the “compass” label in our concept offers a strong analogy which
serves as a reminder that success is most likely a journey, and indicators are the signposts
of this journey.

It is useful to remember that in their proposition for next-generation metrics for
Open Science, Wildson et al. [13] proposed a set of criteria for generating robust metrics:
(1) robustness; (2) humility; (3) transparency; (4) diversity, and (5) reflexivity. Our proposi-
tion for compass indicators embraces most of these criteria. We have seen how we seek to
obtain the data that are available directly from the platform in order to support a robust
process of data gathering (via automation and visualization). Whilst the indicators we
propose are largely quantitative, expert judgement will be exercised on them by the project
team in order to make decisions for action. Moreover, initial knowledge for some indicators
was derived by qualitative research conducted for the platform design. We plan to exercise
transparency by bringing back the indicators to the GoTriple users via a public dashboard
with the intent to empower the users in understanding how the project is doing in areas
such as, e.g., inclusivity. Much emphasis on the definition of our indicators was placed
on diversity and inclusion, especially around the composition of the user base and the
language representation. Compass indicators more than targets are providing material to
the project team as well as the platform users to reflect on the trajectory of the platform and
to offer insights to take actions.

We have also seen that much of the existing propositions around metrics for Open
Science take a rather global or macro approach for the definition of metrics (e.g., [20,24]).
However, these propositions offer little insight on how to measure the success of Open
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Science at the level of a single, perhaps small, project, where the health of a user community
is a primary concern and where the achievement of Open Science is a rather situated
endeavor. Compass indicators have a localized nature and are again more modest than
macro indicators. Nonetheless, they serve an important function, which is supporting
project teams in their decision-making. In this sense, they are more similar to the processes
of measuring the health of Open Source communities [32], as they are targeted at a specific
project/community and their merit exists within that context.

It is also important to recognize the debate about the adoption of qualitative indicators
for Open Science, e.g., [13,14], alongside quantitative ones, which was briefly mentioned
in the introduction. Small projects such as GoTriple have to consider the limits of their
resources. Therefore, our position in this debate is that practical considerations should
guide what kind of indicators should be adopted, rather than, e.g., epistemological reasons.
In our case, we agreed for numerical/quantitative indicators as a way of offsetting the
cost in terms of resources for maintaining our measures in the long term. The approach
we propose has the advantage of allowing to us to conduct measures with very limited
resources. On the other hand, maintaining qualitative indicators would require substantial
research work for gathering the data on a continuous basis. This is something which was
not seen as sustainable in the long term for us.

Overall, there are some lessons that can be learned from this experience for other
Open Science digital platforms which focus on offering services to end-users. The first is
to adopt a modest approach to measure success, looking at this as a journey and not as a
hard measure to be achieved. It is therefore not a matter of performance but of reflection
on the evolution of a project and its contribution to Open Science. The second lesson is to
always keep the user at the center, seeking to develop measures that can support both an
understanding of the user community and that can be brought back to the community to
foster a dialogue with them. The third lesson is to reuse existing data as much as possible.
This has advantages in terms of the sustainability of the process as well as supporting
better reflexivity on the current evolution of the user community. The reuse of existing data
allows further reflection but also restitution to the user for example with visualizations.

6. Conclusions

What was described in this paper is the process and the negotiations that led the
GoTriple project team to the emergent definition of the compass indicators. GoTriple was
fully released in September 2022, and from December 2022 this will be followed by a
user engagement strategy which aims to build a thriving community of users around the
platform. It is at this stage that the compass indicators will start to play their role, as they
will be used to measure the status of the nascent GoTriple community and its evolution
(i.e., in terms of diversity, collaboration, etc.) over time. The next steps of this work will
be to complete the automation of the data collection from the GoTriple database with ad
hoc scripts and the creation of the associated dashboards as detailed earlier. Moreover, for
the evaluation of some of the indicators, we assumed we could compare our measures
with some European benchmarks or baseline data. At the time of writing, we have not yet
drawn up a possible list of these benchmarks and this is one of the next significant tasks
for our work. This might require additional considerations, as, for example, baseline data
may not be available at all, and if available they may not exist just for SSH. We would also
need to consider whether to adopt an EU-wide approach or not. For example the “She
Figures“ report from the EU Commission [46] gives aggregate figures at national and the
EU-28 level of the proportion of women in research, including a separate breakdown for hu-
manities and social sciences. This provides a useful baseline for our gender indicator. How-
ever, there are significant differences across countries, and in this case, working with the
EU-28 aggregate figure may seem appropriate. For other indicators, however, finding a
baseline figure may be more complicated and will require careful scrutiny of the existing
literature and reports. For example, this may apply for the indicator of the community
composition at the career level and what a healthy breakdown of our community for this
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indicator should consequently look like. A similar consideration could be made for the
baseline data about the distribution of users across countries. In this case, one could con-
sider gathering data about the total number of SSH scholars in each country, drawing some
ratios, and using these ratios as a baseline. However, it is not obvious that these specific
data exist and if they exist, they may be in national reports (rather than in EU-wide reports),
which would increase the difficulties in building the baseline.

In conclusion, this paper has proposed the concept of compass indicators as a potential
avenue to measure success in a small Open Science research project and community. We
assume success not as a performance or targets to be achieved, but as a journey to be
undertaken. Compass indicators are thus the signposts of this journey and indicate the
direction of travel of an Open Science project, such as GoTriple. We presented the practice-
led work undertaken for the definition of the concept. Further work will be carried out at
a later stage to assess the value of these indicators and how they can support a thriving
Open Science project. With an initial user base and the technical instruments in place, then
the monitoring of the compass indicators will start. We will then strive to assess the value
of these indicators, but also to report back the results in a follow-on publication.
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Appendix A

Table A1. List of GoTriple Compass Indicators with full description.

The GoTriple Compass Indicators

Title Indicator Type of Action and How

1st Category: Indicators about Diversity/Inclusivity

Gender Balance of female/male users

If the indicator is significantly different from the EU SSH
gender balance (our potential baseline), it means the
platform might not be sufficiently inclusive. We should
then conduct some initial research to understand the
underlying issues.
Afterward, we should put in place some activities to
improve the balance, such as better promotion of the
platform or modifications to the design where necessary.

Location
Coverage of all European countries in the
user base

Should the indicator signal that there is
under-representation of certain countries (based on
potential baseline data of the number of SSH scholars in
Europe), then action should be undertaken. The focus
will be put on the less covered countries, with
promotional activities covering these potential channels:
mailing lists, events, and social activities (e.g.,
workshops/webinars in the local language). Variation in
time of the indicator can help the team understand the
effect of the promotional activities.
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Table A1. Cont.

The GoTriple Compass Indicators

Title Indicator Type of Action and How

User type
The type of user (academic researcher, individual
from the private sector, NGO, someone
interested in citizen science, policy maker, etc.)

The approach here could be to run experimental
campaigns to involve specific groups of users (i.e.,
journalists) regardless of the initial metrics, and see if we
can detect any improvement in the on-boarding of users
from the specific user group. Percentage of variation in
time can tell us about the direction of the indicator.
Possible actions to improve this indicator include:

- Changing the communication on various channels
- Selecting different channels of communication to

non-researchers
- Making the platform more usable for

non-researchers

User disciplines Representation at disciplinary level

Should we detect from the indicator a significant
under-representation of certain disciplines in the user
base, we could focus some marketing activities on the
less present disciplines. (We must compare the
percentage of users for each discipline with the
percentage of documents. We expect to have a
relationship between the two: if for a discipline there are
few documents, we cannot expect to have many users)

Search terms
The interest in words, i.e., search terms used for
the discovery on the platform. Interest in what
language is used during the discovery activities

Even if not an actionable metric, this can be of some
interest for the SSH community to know the most
popular arguments and search terms. We could also
breakdown these data with location, type of user, and
disciplines of interests.
These data will also be displayed in the public
GoTriple dashboard.

Docs claiming
What percentage of registered users have
claimed at least one document?

Low percentage values might indicate that:

- The users do not really see the benefit of having a
completed profile. We should then work to make
these benefits more evident or add more benefits.

- The UX of claiming a document is not clear
enough, which will require looking into the
platform interface and potentially make
some changes

- We should stress the importance and relevance of
the claiming documents process more to the users
(like Academia and ResearchGate do so, with
regular emails)

Docs claimed
vs. proposed

Number of claimed documents vs. number of
documents whose authorship has been
suggested by the platform

Since it is difficult to set a referral percentage here, we
should work on experiments to try to raise the value.
Actions could be similar to the “docs claiming” indicator
and require stressing more the relevance of the claiming
documents process for the completion of a user profile.
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Table A1. Cont.

The GoTriple Compass Indicators

Title Indicator Type of Action and How

2nd Category: Indicators about Platform Usage

Search language
efficacy

Efficacy of the language search of publications

This is like a funnel with three steps:
Step 1. In the Results page list, the user clicks on a
language in the language facet
Step 2. The search results are updated
Step 3. The user clicks on a result (aspect to track:
language of the document clicked)
The factor to investigate is the percentage of found
documents (step 3) which have the same language
selected by the user (step 1).
We could observe the conversion rate of the funnel for a
given time and then complete some modifications to the
interface to see if we have improved it or not. Running
A/B testing is also a further possibility with different
designs, looking at which one delivers more search
language efficacy.

Documents’
language

Findable documents in all the languages

This information can be retrieved directly from the
GoTriple database, which can indicate the number of
documents for each language. If some languages are less
present (compared to the expected values), then we
should consider adding to GoTriple repositories that
provide documents in the under-represented languages.

Recommender
Recommender system: Users clicking on the
recommendations offered to them by
the platform

Since we do not have a referral value for this indicator
(i.e., something that tells us the value of the
recommendations for a user, especially one which is not
registered to the platform), we can run campaigns to
improve it.
Possible actions to improve the indicator:

- The Recommender system integration and
visibility could be improved

- The Recommender algorithm itself could be
improved in order to offer more targeted
recommendations

TBS
Trust building system use and uptake of the
system by the GoTriple users

Possible actions to improve the indicator should the use
and uptake not be satisfactory:

- TBS integration and visibility could be improved
(maybe users do not see value in using the TBS)

- Overall, the TBS experience and functionalities
could be improved

Pundit PUNDIT Annotation tool use and uptake

Possible actions to improve the indicator should the use
and uptake not be satisfactory:

- Pundit integration and visibility could be
improved on the interface

- Overall, the Pundit experience and functionalities
could be improved
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Table A1. Cont.

The GoTriple Compass Indicators

Title Indicator Type of Action and How

Crowdfunding
Crowdfunding (based on the
Wemakeit platform)

Possible actions to improve the indicator should the use
and uptake not be satisfactory:

- Wemakeit integration and visibility could be
improved on the interface

- The CrowdFunding projects presentation is not
effective enough; we should provide guidance on
how to present a project

- Projects promotion/marketing is not effective
enough: we should provide guidance on how to
promote a project

Visualizations
Discovery/visualization service: Button from the
platform to connect

Possible actions to improve the indicator should the use
and uptake not be satisfactory:

- Increasing the promotion of visualizations on the
user interface

- Improving the visibility of the visualizations in
the interface

Searches
Search engine: Number of searches, where we
should expect the real growth of the platform
and probably more advanced features

Possible actions to improve the indicator should the use
and uptake not be satisfactory:

- Making the search engine more visible in the
header of the platform (in the home page is
probably already visible)

- Considering adding an autocomplete
- If the results are not satisfying, actions should

defined. Some research is probably needed here,
and probably the quality of documents should
be improved

3rd Category: Indicators about Collaboration

Profiles clicks Number of visualizations of profiles

Should the visualization of profiles not be satisfactory,
we could run campaigns to improve the reach of profiles
on GoTriple.
Possible actions to improve the indicator include:

- Making the profiles more visible in the
search results

- Making the profiles standout on the home page
- Improving the quality of the profile page and data
- Increasing the number of profiles (more actions to

engage users to add more profiles)

Follows Number of Follows

Possible actions to improve metrics should the follow
button not be used enough:

- Making the “Follow” action more visible
- Adding the “Follow” action in other contexts in

the UI
- Making the users better understand why they

should follow their peers
- Adding more benefits from following another user
- More explicit calls to action related to the

recommender system “Profiles you should follow”
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Table A1. Cont.

The GoTriple Compass Indicators

Title Indicator Type of Action and How

Messages
Number of messages between users and
breakdown of other dimensions such as type,
location, and disciplines.

Possible actions to improve this indicator should we see
not enough messaging taking place between users:

- Making the “Message” action more visible
- Adding the “Message” action in other contexts in

the UI
- Explaining to users why they should get in touch

with other users
- Showing the users that there is a “community”

using a messaging system and that they should
join in

Status
Current use of the status in the profile (e.g., open
for collaboration)

Possible actions to improve metrics:

- Users do not know how to set the status
- Users do not see the benefit of setting the status
- Make the status statistics more visible in the

interface (such as a chart saying X% of GoTriple
users are willing to collaborate)

Registered users Registered users

Should we see users coming to the platform but not
registering, possible actions to improve this
indicator include:

- If the users do not see the benefit of being
registered, we should show them the benefits by
highlighting actions that require registration and
adding a registration wall (with lazy registration)

- If the registration journey is too difficult, research
would be required to understand why

- Create targeted campaigns to make users register

4th category: Indicators on Quality (Retention) “User experience quality”

Quick survey

Offer a short survey asking: “Did you find what
you were looking for?”(There would need to be a
pop-up question asked to the user)Other
questions may be asked in following campaigns

Possible actions to improve this indicator if the short
survey results are not positive:

- Improving the search function in the UX/UI
- If the results are not satisfactory: actions to be

defined, some research is probably needed here to
investigate the issue more closely, and quality of
documents should be improved

Retention
Considering the type of usage of the platform we
expect users to keep coming back to GoTriple on
a monthly basis

Possible actions to improve this indicator if retention is
not satisfactory:

- Improving the overall UX/UI
- Conducting user research to understand the main

issues with a pool of users
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Abstract: Journal policies continuously evolve to enable knowledge sharing and support reproducible
science. However, that change happens within a certain framework. Eight modular standards with
three levels of increasing stringency make Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) guidelines
which can be used to evaluate to what extent and with which stringency journals promote open
science. Guidelines define standards for data citation, transparency of data, material, code and design
and analysis, replication, plan and study pre-registration, and two effective interventions: “Registered
reports” and “Open science badges”, and levels of adoption summed up across standards define
journal’s TOP Factor. In this paper, we analysed the status of adoption of TOP guidelines across two
thousand journals reported in the TOP Factor metrics. We show that the majority of the journals’
policies align with at least one of the TOP’s standards, most likely “Data citation” (70%) followed
by “Data transparency” (19%). Two-thirds of adoptions of TOP standard are of the stringency Level
1 (less stringent), whereas only 9% is of the stringency Level 3. Adoption of TOP standards differs
across science disciplines and multidisciplinary journals (N = 1505) and journals from social sciences
(N = 1077) show the greatest number of adoptions. Improvement of the measures that journals take
to implement open science practices could be done: (1) discipline-specific, (2) journals that have not
yet adopted TOP guidelines could do so, (3) the stringency of adoptions could be increased.

Keywords: transparency and openness promotion; TOP guidelines; TOP Factor; open science;
publishing policies

1. Introduction

Science advances knowledge through research and disseminates results via different
kinds of research outputs, among which are the most visible scholarly publications. Al-
though scholarly publishing has been witnessing a transition from ‘publishing as fast as
possible’ towards open science practices of ‘sharing knowledge as early as possible’ [1],
many research outputs are stored behind the publisher’s paywall, and thus, are inaccessible
to a broader audience [2,3]. Recent open science (OS) initiatives call for a fundamental
change in how data, materials or results are produced and published, and establish novel
practices on how researchers engage and communicate with the public [4]. In general,
novel practices in scholarly communication, enabling open access to publications, data,
code, methods, educational materials and transparent and open peer review process, have
been established to create a more effective and inclusive system of science [5].

Coordinated efforts of publishers, funders, policymakers, institutions, libraries and
researchers as a targeted group are required to achieve a greater level of openness in
science [6]. Although most scientists agree to embrace disciplinary norms and values
of transparency, openness, and reproducibility [7], that was not necessarily the case in
practice [8–10]. Furthermore, Baker (2016) showed that “more than 70% of researchers
have tried and failed to reproduce another scientist’s experiments, and more than half
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have failed to reproduce their own experiments” [11]. The benefits of sharing the research
outputs are increased transparency and trust, reproducibility and reuse, increased visibility,
readability, citation and impact, long-term archiving and preservation, recognition and
reputation, and better collaboration opportunities. Still, many scientists are not eager to
implement open science norms in their everyday practices if it is left exclusively to their
decision and efforts. However, different ‘(deposit) mandates’ have proven to be effective
incentives [12]. Thus, along with national/institutional open science policies and funders’
requirements [13], the journal’s policies and requirements represent one of the key elements
of the incentive system that promotes the adoption of open science practices.

In 2015, the Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) guidelines were defined in
order to become a shared standard for open practices that journals can adopt to promote
open science [14]. TOP guidelines consist of eight modular standards that can be used
to evaluate journal’s policies on data citation, data transparency, material transparency,
code transparency, design and analysis, study pre-registration, analysis pre-registration
and replication. Standards were defined to have three tiers of increasing stringency-Level
1, Level 2, and Level 3-that move scientific communication toward greater openness; from
mentioning specific open science practices towards encouraging, requiring or enforcing
them. For example, if journals require researchers to state whether and where code is
available, this qualifies them for code transparency standard Level 1. On the other hand,
Level 2 code transparency standard demands code to be posted to a trusted repository,
whereas Level 3 additionally requires “reported analyses reproduced independently prior
to publication” [14,15]. Although similar requirements were made for data and materials
transparency standards, other standards have custom-made requirements; such as Level 1
data citation standard is met if a journal clearly describes the citation of data in guidelines.

Since journals can adopt one or more guidelines with different stringencies, in 2020,
the Center for Open Science launched the TOP Factor-a quantitative score that reflects a
degree of adherence to the TOP guidelines and “Registered reports/Open science badges”
interventions [15]. Overall, TOP Factor includes a total of ten subscales (TOP standards
plus two effective interventions: “Registered reports” [16] and “Open science badges” [17]),
and can go up to 29 which indicates the highest adherence.

Seven years after TOP guidelines were announced, over 5000 journal and funder
signatories expressed their support for the guidelines [18] and policies of at least 2000
journals were examined to define a TOP Factor score. Although a few studies reviewed
TOP Factors for discipline-specific journals [6,19–22], according to our knowledge, such
analysis has not yet been performed in a larger sample of journals and across scientific
disciplines. Thus, published studies did not report on how much the adoption of TOP
standards differs across scientific disciplines and how well each standard is adopted in
general? Likewise, prior to our study, it was unknown which standards are counted in each
TOP Factor score. In order to answer those questions, we analyzed TOP Factor scores and
individual levels of adoption of TOP guidelines for two thousand journals reviewed by the
Center for Open Science.

2. Materials and Methods

The Center for Open Science has been evaluating journal policies based on the degree
to which they comply with the TOP Guidelines and reporting them as a TOP Factor metric.
The latest version of the TOP Factor metric scopes 2000 journals and explains the steps
journals are taking to comply with each TOP standard. In other words, the metric provides
per journal information on: (1) per standard stringency level (Level 0–3), (2) description of
journal’s policy that corresponds to each TOP standard, and 3) the TOP Factor. Importantly,
nine categories that build a TOP Factor can score from 0 to 3, whereas one category-“Open
Science badges”-scores 0 to 2 [23].

We downloaded the TOP Factor (v33, 29 August 2022 3:12 PM) metric [24] and ana-
lyzed its content with an in-house R script. First, we extracted levels of stringency required
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for each TOP standard across journals and wrote R-scripts that produced figures in the
Results section and calculated the mean and median values.

Second, in order to get statistics about the implementation of the TOP guidelines
across discipline-specific journals, we extracted information about journal’s disciplines
from the Scopus content database. We downloaded SCOPUS content coverage [25]. Scopus
was selected as a multidisciplinary bibliographic database indexing 27.253 active journals.
We selected only the first sheet of the .xlsx file (Scopus Sources May 2022) [25] and imported
information about 43,016 active and non-active journals into R. We removed all inactive
journals from our analysis and worked with 27.253 active ones. In the Scopus content
coverage, journals are categorized into four top-level disciplines of science: life, social,
health and physics. However, some journals belong to different combinations of the
aforementioned top-level disciplines. We defined such journals as multidisciplinary.

We paired information reported in the Scopus database and TOP Factor metrics by
matching the journal’s names, or when a name match was not identified, we identified
a match based on E-ISSN or P-ISSN identifiers. With such an approach, we managed to
match 1824 (91%) journals.

Lastly, to test whether percentages of discipline-specific journals are equal between
Scopus content and TOP Factor metric content, we performed Pearson’s Chi-squared test
using the chisq.test() function in R (number of journals per scientific discipline was used as
an input for the test).

Analysis was made in R version 4.1.0. with an in-house R-script deposited in Zen-
odo [26] and Github [27].

3. Results

3.1. Most Journals Adopt a Single TOP Standard and Most Standards Are Adopted with
Stringency Level 1

We identified a total of 4661 examples of adoption of TOP standards and two additional
interventions (“Registered reports” and “Open science badges”) in 2000 journals from the
TOP Factor metric. In general, identified adoptions were of the stringency Level 1 (less
stringent, 67%), followed by Level 2 (N = 1105, 24%) and Level 3 (N = 412, 9%) with median
value of 1 and mean = 1.4 (Table 1).

That held true even when we compared individual standards: depending on the
standard stringency Level 1 was identified in 62% to 86% of the journals. For seven out of
eight TOP standards, Level 3 policies were adopted in less than 6% of journals, however,
the “Replication” standard had an adoption across 37% of journals. On the other hand, two
interventions-“Registered reports” and “Open science badges”-were generally adopted
with stringency Level 3 and Level 2, respectively. Across TOP standards, mean and median
levels of adoption were below 1 (with an exception of data citation standard which median
of adoption was equal to 1). However, if we filtered out journals that did not implement
given standards, we showed that the mean leave of adoption was generally slightly higher
than 1, with an exception of replication standard (mean = 1.8, median = 1), “Registered
reports” (mean = 2.8, median = 3), and “Open science badges” (mean = 1.9, median = 2)

The majority of journal policies adopted “Data citation” standards (N = 1192, 60%), fol-
lowed by 45% of journals that adopted “Data transparency”, 36% adopted “Design/Analysis
reporting guidelines”, and 29% adopted “Analysis and Code” transparency (Figure 1). The
other four standards were not so frequently adopted: 15% of the journals adopted “Repli-
cation”, 14% “Materials transparency”, 10% “Study pre-registration” and 9% “Analysis
plan pre-registration” standards. Likewise, only 10% of the journals required “Registered
reports”, and 6% issued “Open Science badges”.
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Table 1. Categories of TOP standards and their implementation across journals. Stringency levels
were analyzed and reported as the number, mean value and median of journals that adopt a given
standard. To obtain statistics for columns 3 and 4, all examples of not implemented TOP standards
were filtered out of the analysis. For example, 808 journals that do not implement “Data citation”
standards were excluded when mean and median values of the subsample were calculated. To obtain
statistics for columns 5 and 6, we calculated the mean and median value across all 2000 journals.

Category of TOP
Standards/Interventions

Number of Journals that
Adopt Specific TOP

Standard/Intervention
(Level 1/Level 2/Level 3)

Mean Level of TOP
Standard Adoption

(Subsample)

Median Level of
TOP Standard

Adoption
(Subsample)

Mean Level of
Adopted TOP
Standard (All

Journals)

Median Level of
Adopted TOP
Standard (All

Journals)

Data citation 1192 (734/446/12) 1.4 1 0.8 1

Data transparency 906 (724/158/24) 1.2 1 0.6 0

Analysis/code
transparency 583 (427/120/36) 1.3 1 0.4 0

Materials transparency 274 (181/84/9) 1.4 1 0.2 0

Design/analysis reporting
guidelines 715 (545/142/28) 1.3 1 0.5 0

Study pre-registration 193 (165/22/6) 1.2 1 0.1 0

Analysis plan
pre-registration 178 (150/22/6) 1.2 1 0.1 0

Replication 295 (183/2/110) 1.8 1 0.3 0

Registered reports 202 (20/1/181) 2.8 3 0.3 0

Open Science badges 123 (15/108/0) 1.9 2 0.1 0

Number of policies 4661 (3144/1105/412) 1.4 1 0.3 0

Figure 1. Histogram of the number of journals that adopt each individual TOP standard and
corresponding stringency level. Stringency levels 1, 2 and 3 of each TOP standard are indicated in
different colors, whereas each row is a single TOP standard.

Interestingly, almost one-fourth of the analyzed journal policies did not adopt any
of the TOP standards; in other words their TOP Factor score equals to 0 (N = 455, 23%,
Figure 2a). A total of 561 journals adopted a single TOP standard (N = 561, Figure 2b,
Supplementary Table S1), 70% of which were an adoption of the “Data citation” standard
(Supplementary Table S2). In the case of journals that adopt two different standards, the
most frequent adoption was of “Data citation” and “Data transparency” standards (47%,
N = 123), followed by a combination of “Data citation” and “Design analysis reporting
guidelines” (19%, Supplementary Table S3). When three categories of standards were
adopted together by a journal, “Data citation”, “Data transparency” and “Design anal-
ysis reporting guidelines” was adopted in 25% of journals, followed by 21% of journals
adopting “Data transparency”, “Analysis code transparency” and “Materials transparency”
(Supplementary Table S4).
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Figure 2. Overview of the adoption of TOP standards across 2000 journal policies from the TOP
Factor metric. (a) Pie chart that shows the number of journals that implement at least one TOP
standard: No-indicates journals that do not implement TOP standards (N = 455, TOP Factor = 0), Yes-
indicates a number of journals that implement at least one TOP standard (N = 1545, TOP Factor > 0).
(b) Histogram of the number of journals that adopt one or more TOP standards. An individual journal
can adopt up to eight TOP standards, however, two additional interventions-“Open Science badges”
and “Registered Reports”-were added to the standards for this plot. Thus, category 10 corresponds
to journals that adopt all 8 standards and 2 interventions.

The high proportion of journals adopted four different standards (N = 337); 74% of
which correspond to the adoption of “Data citation”, “Data transparency”, “Analysis code
transparency” and “Design analysis reporting guidelines” standards (N = 245, Supplemen-
tary Table S5). A total of 78 journals adopt all eight TOP standards, whereas 17 journals
issue “Open Science badges” and require “Registered reports” on top of the adoption of all
eight TOP standards (Supplementary Table S1).

3.2. Adoption of TOP Standards Differ across Disciplines of Science

Journals reviewed in the TOP Factor metric articles are multidisciplinary (35%), and
publish articles from social sciences (33%) or other disciplines: “Health”, “Life” and “Phys-
ical” (16%, 9% and 6% of journals, respectively). However, “active” journals from the
Scopus content coverage publish mostly articles from social sciences (32%), followed by
22% of multidisciplinary journals, 21% of “Physical”, 17% of “Health” and 7% of journals
in the category “Life” (Table 2). These two databases have significantly different content
when journal disciplines are considered (Pearson’s Chi-squared test X-squared = 328.21
with p-value < 2.2 × 10−16).

Table 2. Number and percentage of discipline-specific journals in the TOP Factor metric and Sco-
pus database.

Discipline of Science
Number of Journals in
the TOP Factor Metric

Share of a Total
Number of Journals in
the TOP Factor Metric

Number of Journals in
Scopus

Share of a Total
Number of Journals in

the Scopus

Social 595 33% 8799 32%

Health 297 16% 4603 17%

Physical 118 6% 5848 21%

Life 162 9% 1937 7%

Multidisciplinary 642 35% 5973 22%

NA * 10 1% 93 0.34%

* NA = not available information.

We stratified TOP Factor metrics based on the TOP standards and disciplines of science
and showed that multidisciplinary journals have the highest number of adoptions across
all eight TOP standards (N = 1418, Supplementary Table S6). “Materials transparency”
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standard is an exception since it was adopted by an equal number of multidisciplinary
and social sciences journals (N = 81). Journals from the field of social sciences had the
second highest number of adoptions of “Data citation” (N = 259), “Data transparency”
(N = 220), “Materials transparency” (N = 81), “Study pre-registration” (N = 52), “Analysis
plan pre-registration” (N = 42) and “Replication” standards (N = 87). However, a higher
number of journals from health sciences (N = 122 & N = 184) than from social sciences
(N = 107 & N = 101) adopted “Analysis code transparency” and “Design analysis reporting
guidelines”, respectively. Only 25 “Physical” journals, as compared to 252 multidisciplinary
journals, adopt “Design analysis reporting guidelines”.

In terms of shares of a total number of journals, we observed that across all fields of
science the “Data citation” standard was most frequently adopted (24–30% of journals),
followed by “Data transparency” (18–21%). Interestingly, “Design analysis reporting guide-
lines” standard was frequently reported in “Health” (22%), multidisciplinary (17%) and
“Life” sciences (16%), but was not so frequent in “Social” and “Physical” disciplines (9%).
Likewise, four standards: “Materials transparency”, “Study pre-registration”, “Analysis
plan pre-registration” and “Replication” were less frequently, but generally evenly, adopted
(3–9%) across disciplines. Issuing of “Open science badges” (N= 31 & N = 55) or requesting
“Registered reports” (N = 56 & N = 73) was shown to be done mainly by multidisciplinary
and social sciences related journals, whereas, for example, only two “Physical” journals
required “Registered reports” (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Heatmap of the percentage of discipline-specific journals that adopt each individual TOP
standard. Statistics are reported per column (e.g., column’s values sum up to 100).

4. Discussion

An increasing number of journals started adopting a widely appreciated set of TOP
guidelines to promote research transparency, openness and reproducibility [6,14,15,19–22].
Journals adopt policies on data citation, data transparency, material transparency, code
transparency, design and analysis, study pre-registration, analysis pre-registration and
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replication, “in a progressive manner, with policies, such as on the availability of data and
code, increasing in strength and rigour over time” [28].

We identified 4661 adoptions of TOP guidelines in 2000 journals, and as expected, the
great majority of the journals implement a single TOP standard of the stringency Level 1,
where standards are just articulated, stated or described. Although, due to differences in
methodology, our results cannot be directly compared to the previous discipline-specific
studies [20–22], our finding could provide an explanation for the observed low median
values of the TOP Factor. Similarly to the same studies, we identified differences in
the number and level of adoption across the TOP standards: “Data citation” and “Data
transparency” were the most frequently adopted set of guidelines, thereby rewarding
concerned researchers for not receiving more credit for sharing data [29], for the effort
they have spent engaging in open practices [14]. In addition, proper data citation supports
collaboration and reuse of data, proper attribution and credit and enables reproducibility
of findings [30]. However, it remains to be seen what proportion of articles actually report
well-formed links to data, data itself and if there is an added value in providing such
links [28]. Interestingly, journals frequently adopted the combination of four standards:
“Data citation”, “Data transparency”, “Analysis code transparency” and “Design analysis
reporting guidelines”, thereby incentivizing openness across all scientific processes: data,
code, analysis protocols and design and reducing vague and incomplete reports that
decrease confidence in scientific results.

Although standards for pre-registration of studies facilitate the discovery of research,
two standards that address pre-registration were more widely adopted by social sciences
related journals and less by journals from health and physics disciplines. This is certainly
surprising for the field of health, given that application and registration of research are
mandatory in many countries (e.g., for trials) and the standard practice of publication of
many health journals [31]. Similar was with the category of “Replication” which recognizes
the value of replication for independent verification of research results and scientific
progress [32]. Our findings indicate that disciplines out of the social sciences can develop
their policies in the direction of pre-registration and requesting replication. However, this
should be reviewed in the light that journals reported in the TOP Factor metric represent a
biased subset of existing science journals, when it comes to the disciplines they cover: for
example, journals in the field of physics were significantly underrepresented in our sample.
Consequently, these results should be considered cautiously because the distribution of
journal disciplines between the “sample of journals” from the TOP Factor metric database
and a “population of journals” from the Scopus database differs significantly.

Our study has a set of limitations. Firstly, we did not evaluate policies of the journals
ourselves, and thus, we rely on results provided by the COS. Unfortunately, the method of
selecting journals included in the TOP Factor by the COS staff or volunteers is not fully
transparent, and since we observed a high percentage of journals without any standard
in place, or the absence of journals that implement TOP guidelines, we acknowledge but
do not fully interpret discipline bias. Therefore, our findings cannot be considered as
an objective presentation of journals’ transparency and openness policies but only as an
analysis of the present coverage of TOP Factor metric.

This study could certainly be expanded by analyzing the level of implementation of
specific standards in practice, especially by using the TRUST process [15]. Namely, research
has shown that the mere presence of a standard’s statement does not mean that it will be
respected in practice [33]. Additionally, the appropriateness of the specific TOP Factor
standards for different disciplines could be examined. There is already a discussion and
developed methodology on this topic published in [15]. Although it was not our study’s
topic, we also recorded a journal selection bias towards large publishers using common
platforms for policies’ recommendations and dissemination, which we plan to investigate
further in our next study. Additionally, we are planning to add a component of time
to get an insight in the evolution of requirements from publishers for adoption of open
science practices.
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5. Conclusions

The majority of the journal policies reported in the TOP Factor metric align to at least
one of the TOP’s standards, most likely “Data citation” (70%) and with the stringency
Level 1. We identified standard-specific and discipline specific differences in implemen-
tation of the TOP guidelines that indicated that the improvement of the measures that
journals take in order to implement open science practices could be made in three directions:
(1) journals that have not yet adopted policies that promote open science could do so, (2)
the stringency of the requirements for open science practices for journals who adopted such
policies could be increased, and (3) discipline-specific actions could be made. For example,
journals from social and physical sciences could more often implement “Design analysis
reporting guidelines”, whereas “Materials transparency” standards should be more often
requested in all disciplines. “Design/analysis reporting guidelines” standards could be
more frequently implemented by the journals of physical science, whereas “Registered
reports” and “Open Science badges” could be largely deployed by “Life”, “Physical”,
“Health” disciplines, etc. However, since the distribution of journal disciplines between the
TOP Factor metric and global distribution of journals according to bibliographic databases
differs significantly, these results should be considered with caution.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//zenodo.org/record/7361822 (accessed on 25 November 2022), Supplementary Tables S1–S6: Sup-
plementary Table S1. Table of the number of journals that adopt zero to eight TOP standards and
two interventions.; Supplementary Table S2. Table of the number and percentage of journals that
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journals that adopt two TOP standards and corresponding combinations.; Supplementary Table S4.
Table of the number and percentage of journals that adopt three TOP standards and corresponding
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Abstract: While open access (OA) is growing, many publications remain behind a paywall. This
limits the impact of research and entrenches global inequalities by restricting access to knowledge to
those that can afford it. Many journal policies allow researchers to make a version of their publication
openly accessible through self-archiving in a repository, sometimes after an embargo period (green
OA). Unpaywall and Shareyourpaper are open tools that help users find OA articles and support
authors to legally self-archive their papers, respectively. This study leveraged these tools to assess
the potential of green OA to increase discoverability in a cohort of clinical trial results publications
from German university medical centers. Of the 1897 publications in this cohort, 46% (n = 871/1897,
95% confidence interval (CI) 44% to 48%) were neither openly accessible via a journal or a repository.
Of these, 85% (n = 736/871, 95% CI 82% to 87%) had a permission to self-archive the accepted or
published version in an institutional repository. Thus, most of the closed-access clinical trial results in
this cohort could be made openly accessible in a repository, in line with World Health Organization
(WHO) recommendations. In addition to providing further evidence of the unrealized potential
of green OA, this study demonstrates the use of open tools to obtain actionable information on
self-archiving at scale and empowers efforts to increase science discoverability.

Keywords: green open access; self-archiving; clinical trial; scholarly communication;
shareyourpaper; unpaywall

1. Introduction

Open access (OA) refers to the free online access and largely unrestricted sharing
and re-use of scholarly research [1]. While there is evidence OA is growing [2–6], many
publications remain hidden behind a paywall in subscription journals. This limits the reach
and impact of research and entrenches global inequalities by restricting access to knowledge
to institutions and individuals that can afford it [7]. The UNESCO Recommendation on
Open Science adopted in 2021 outlined several priority areas of action toward achieving
open science globally. This included the recommendation to support non-commercial
publishing models and promote existing flexibilities in intellectual property systems to
broaden access to knowledge for the benefit of scientists and society [8].

One way of increasing access to published research is self-archiving in an OA location
(green OA) [9]. In many cases, publisher or journal self-archiving policies allow researchers
to make a version of their publication openly accessible, sometimes after an embargo period.
These policies typically outline several permissions that differ as to what version can be
archived, where it can be archived, and when it can be archived. Self-archiving is also
enabled through national or consortia-based licensing of electronic journals [10] as well as
through author rights retention, with some universities having adopted rights-retention
OA policies that make it unnecessary to obtain permission from publishers [11]. Moreover,
several countries have introduced clauses in copyright law that allow researchers to make
a version of their publication openly available under certain conditions, regardless of
publisher policies [12,13].
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The potential of self-archiving to broaden access to research has been clearly demon-
strated. An analysis of self-archiving policies of the largest 100 publishers by output volume
found that 80.4% of 1.1 million articles published in subscription-based journals could be
shared as a postprint (author accepted manuscript or publisher version) in a repository one
year after publication [14]. At the same time, a synthesis of previous studies estimated real-
ized green OA to be around 12% [9], suggesting a largely unrealized potential of green OA.
Factors contributing to the limited uptake of self-archiving are thought to include a lack of
awareness [15] and concerns over copyright infringement [16]. Embargoes on self-archiving
specific versions may also contribute to limited uptake of this practice. Suggestions to
increase self-archiving have included introducing funder and institutional mandates [17]
and providing tools and services that make it quick and easy to accomplish [18].

Efforts to assess and bridge the gap between opportunity and practice have been sup-
ported by the development of resources, such as SHERPA/RoMEO, which aggregates self-
archiving policies at the level of journals in a machine-readable format. These resources are
increasingly being integrated with libraries’ deposit systems, albeit in different ways [10,19–
21]. Building on these resources, Shareyourpaper by OA.Works
(https://shareyourpaper.org, accessed on 19 December 2022) is a tool that supports authors
to legally self-archive their papers by distilling applicable policies into machine-readable,
self-archiving permissions at the level of individual articles. If a permission is found, the
paper is automatically deposited in the generalist repository, Zenodo. All authors need
to do is provide the requested version of the paper. While Shareyourpaper can be inte-
grated with institutional repositories and is therefore scalable for libraries, the deposit in
Zenodo also empowers efforts to increase self-archiving beyond a given institution (see
more information at [22]). Taken together, Shareyourpaper’s approach of bringing together
automated permissions checking and an automated deposit workflow makes it a promising
tool to increase self-archiving at scale.

In this study, Shareyourpaper was used in combination with Unpaywall (OurResearch),
an established tool to determine the OA status of publications, to assess the potential of
self-archiving to increase the discoverability of clinical trial results. Clinical trials are the
backbone of evidence-based medicine. They inform regulators, public health agencies, and
doctors of which interventions are safe and effective to use. Public health crises have repeatedly
highlighted the practical and ethical importance of providing equitable access to the outputs of
health and clinical research [23,24]. The World Health Organization (WHO) Joint Statement on
Public Disclosure of Results from Clinical Trials states “[ . . . ] publications describing clinical
trial results should be open access from the date of publication, wherever possible” [25]. This
raises the following research questions (RQ):

– RQ1: How many clinical trial results publications are openly accessible?
– RQ2: For clinical trial results publications that are closed access, what is the potential

of self-archiving to achieve compliance with WHO guidelines?

These research questions were addressed building on a validated cohort of publi-
cations describing the results of clinical trials conducted at German university medical
centers [26]. This study focused on the potential of self-archiving based on journal and pub-
lisher policies. While the right of secondary publication introduced in German copyright
law is in principle a powerful tool to drive self-archiving at scale, its use in practice has
been limited [27], and implementation attempts have generated as yet unresolved legal
disputes [28,29]. Furthermore, self-archiving mandates at the level of German research
institutions and funders remain uncommon. In this context, taking advantage of journal
and/or publisher self-archiving policies remains an important avenue to broaden access to
past and future research.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Trial and Publication Screening

This study used the previously developed IntoValue cohort of clinical trials and
associated publications [26]. The IntoValue cohort comprises interventional clinical trials
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conducted at a German university medical center that were registered in ClinicalTrials.gov
or the German Clinical Trials Register (DRKS) and completed between 2009 and 2017.
In line with WHO definitions [30], trials in this cohort include all interventional studies and
are not limited to highly regulated drug trials. The earliest results publications associated
with these trials were found through manual searches [31,32]. As updated registry data
was downloaded on 1 November 2022, the IntoValue inclusion criteria were re-applied:
interventional, study completion date between 2009 and 2017, complete based on study
status, and conducted by a German university medical center. The sample was further
limited to journal publications with a unique Digital Object Identifier (DOI) that resolved
in Unpaywall and were published between 2010 and 2020.

2.2. Determination of OA Status

The OA status of publications in this cohort was obtained with Unpaywall. Unpaywall
harvests content from legal sources, such as publishers, repositories, and preprint servers,
and has limited coverage of personal websites. It does not harvest content from academic
social networks for which concerns have been raised about the persistence of content [2,33].
Thus, the following definition of OA was used in this study: articles that are free to
read online in a journal or OA repository. Unpaywall was queried via its API using
the R package, UnpaywallR (https://github.com/quest-bih/unpaywallR, accessed on
17 December 2022), and all available OA locations were extracted for each publication.
These include gold (openly available in an OA journal), hybrid (openly available under
an open license in a subscription-based journal), green (openly available in a repository),
bronze (openly available on the journal page but without a clear open license), and closed
access. As publications can have several OA types, a hierarchy was applied such that only
one OA type was assigned to each publication in descending order: gold, hybrid, bronze,
green, and closed access. Thus, green OA in this study refers to publications that were only
openly accessible via a repository. Table A1 outlines how OA types were derived in this
study. Unpaywall was queried via its API on 17 December 2022.

2.3. Determination of the Potential to Self-Archive

To obtain self-archiving permissions for the publications in the cohort, Shareyourpaper
was queried via its API using a custom-made Python script (https://github.com/delwen/
oa-archiving-permissions, accessed on 17 December 2022). The ‘best permission’ in the API
response focuses on how a paper can be self-archived in an institutional repository. Here,
publications were defined to have the potential for green OA if a ‘best permission’ was found
for archiving either the accepted or published version in an institutional repository and if the
embargo (if applicable) had elapsed by the query date. Permissions for the submitted version
were not considered. Publications without a ‘best permission’ and publications with a ‘best
permission’ but no information on the embargo period, archiving location, or version were
considered as unclear. Table 1 outlines how article-level permissions were derived in this
study. Shareyourpaper was queried via its API on 17 December 2022.

The realized potential of green OA was estimated based on (a) the number of publi-
cations that were only openly accessible in a repository (green OA) and (b) the number
of closed-access publications for which a self-archiving permission was found (based on
the criteria defined in Table 1). By virtue of being archived, green OA publications were
assumed to have had a permission for self-archiving in a repository. Neither the version
nor the OA location of green OA publications was systematically checked.
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Table 1. Criteria used to determine self-archiving permissions based on the Shareyourpaper API
query response.

Permission Combination of Fields

Permission to archive the accepted version
in an institutional repository (based on
“best permission”)

can_archive = TRUE AND “institutional
repository” IS IN locations AND
(embargo_months = 0 OR embargo has elapsed)
AND “acceptedVersion” IS IN versions

Permission to archive the published version
in an institutional repository (based on
“best permission”)

can_archive = TRUE AND “institutional
repository” IS IN locations AND
(embargo_months = 0 OR embargo has elapsed)
AND “publishedVersion” IS IN versions

Combination of fields used to determine the self-archiving permission of publications in this study.

2.4. Software, Code, and Data

Data processing was performed in R (version 4.0.5) [34] and Python 3.9 (Python
Software Foundation, Wilmington, DE, USA). All the code generated in this study is
available in GitHub under an open license: https://github.com/delwen/oa-archiving-
permissions (accessed on 17 December 2022). The data presented in this study are openly
available in Zenodo [35].

3. Results

3.1. Trial and Publication Screening

The IntoValue dataset includes interventional trials registered in ClinicalTrials.gov or
DRKS conducted at a German university medical center and completed between 2009 and
2017 (n = 3788). After applying the exclusion criteria, the sample included 1897 unique
clinical trial results publications that resolved in Unpaywall and were published between
2010 and 2020. Figures A1 and A2 provide flow diagrams of the trial and publication
screenings, respectively.

3.2. OA Status of Publications

Of the 1897 clinical trial results publications examined in this study, 54% (n = 1026/1897,
95% CI 52% to 56%) were openly accessible in a journal (gold, hybrid, bronze) or in a repos-
itory (green). Across all years, the cohort included 432 gold OA (23%, 95% CI 21% to 25%),
141 hybrid OA (7%, 95% CI 6% to 9%), 310 bronze OA (16%, 95% CI 15% to 18%), and
143 green OA (8%, 95% CI 6% to 9%) publications (Figure 1). The smaller contribution of
green OA likely reflects the hierarchy of OA locations used, whereby articles that were
openly accessible both in a journal and in a repository were not counted as green OA. The
proportion of openly accessible publications increased from 50% (n = 19/38, 95% CI 35%
to 65%) in 2010 to 73% (n = 67/92, 95% CI 62% to 81%) in 2020. This largely appeared to
be due to an increase in gold and hybrid OA. In turn, across all publication years, 46%
(n = 871/1897, 95% CI 44% to 48%) of publications were not openly accessible via a journal
or repository (Figure 1) (RQ1).
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Figure 1. OA status of the clinical trial results publications in the cohort. Given the hierarchy used,
green OA represents publications that were only openly accessible in a repository.

3.3. Self-Archiving Permissions of Publications

Focusing on closed-access publications, 85% (n = 736/871, 95% CI 82% to 87%) had suf-
ficient information in Shareyourpaper to derive a self-archiving permission (see Methods).
The remaining closed-access publications for which a permission could not be determined
include thirty-five (4%, 95% CI 3% to 6%) without a ‘best permission’ in the API response,
ninety-seven (11%, 95% CI 9% to 13%) with no information on the embargo period, and
three (0.3%, 95% CI 0% to 1%) with insufficient information on the version and location of
self-archiving (dark blue in Figure 2).

Figure 2. Realized potential of green OA for otherwise closed-access clinical trial results publications
in the cohort.
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Based on the criteria used in this study (Table 1), all 736 closed-access publications for
which a self-archiving permission could be determined in Shareyourpaper had a permission
to archive either the accepted or published version in an institutional repository (light
green in Figure 2). More specifically, this included permissions to archive the accepted
version only (n = 672), the published version only (n = 40), and both the accepted and
published version (n = 24). Embargoes associated with these self-archiving permissions
ranged between 0–24 months, with most publications having an embargo of 12 months
(n = 636) (Figure A3). Taken together, 85% (n = 736/871, 95% CI 82% to 87%) of the closed-
access publications in this cohort could be made accessible in an institutional repository,
in large part based on permissions issued by journals or publishers to self-archive the
accepted version after an embargo of 12 months (RQ2).

The realized potential of green OA for otherwise closed-access articles was estimated
based on the number of green OA publications (n = 143) and the number of closed-access
publications for which a self-archiving permission was found (n = 736). Thus, 143 of
879 (736 + 143) of otherwise closed-access publications with a self-archiving permission
were made openly accessible in a repository (dark green in Figure 2). This corresponds to
16% (95% CI 14% to 19%) realized green OA in this cohort across all publication years.

4. Discussion

4.1. Overall Discussion

This study leveraged open tools to assess the potential of green OA to increase discover-
ability and generate actionable information on self-archiving at scale. This was demonstrated
in a cohort of results publications from clinical trials conducted at German university medical
centers. Of the 1897 clinical trial publications published between 2010 and 2020, 46% (n =
871/1897) were not openly accessible via a journal or repository. Of these, 85% (n = 736/871)
had a permission to self-archive the postprint in an institutional repository. Thus, many of the
closed-access publications in this cohort could be made openly accessible in a location that
supports long-term preservation, in line with WHO guidelines [25].

These findings corroborate the largely unrealized potential of green OA found in
previous studies [14,18,36]. One study found that 39.2% of a cohort of global health
research articles published in journals that allowed self-archiving had been made available
via this route [36]. This is higher than the 16% realized green OA found in the present study
and may partly reflect the inclusion of a broader range of locations considered as green
OA that are not harvested by Unpaywall (e.g., academic social networks). In any case, the
gap between opportunity and practice is surprising, given both the practical and ethical
relevance of clinical trials and the demonstrated higher impact of self-archived papers
compared to paywalled papers based on citations [36,37]. Besides some of the known
barriers to self-archiving, such as lack of awareness of self-archiving [15], the unrealized
potential of green OA in this cohort likely also reflects the policy context and particularities
in the research system in Germany. While many research and funding institutions in
Germany have committed to OA, few institutional OA policies mandate self-archiving.
This contrasts with other countries, such as the U.K. where high green OA levels have been
linked to OA mandates within the Research Excellence Framework [38,39] and the U.S.
where the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy recently updated policy
guidance to make federally funded research freely available without delay [40]. Moreover,
in Germany, researchers based at universities have a high degree of autonomy, which
makes it difficult to enforce compliance [3]. The outcome of yet unresolved legal disputes
relating to the right of secondary publication introduced in German copyright law will
likely shape future efforts to promote self-archiving. A pilot to promote the use of such a
clause in the Netherlands (“Taverne Amendment”) led to almost 3000 publications being
deposited through institutional repositories [13].

Comparisons with other studies are challenging given the use of different approaches
and operationalizations of green OA, and applications across different disciplines. However,
the overall OA share of 54% in this cohort of clinical trial publications is higher than the 43%
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OA share for universities in Germany between 2010 and 2018 obtained in a recent study [3].
In terms of the share of exclusive green OA, the finding that 8% of publications were only
openly accessible in a repository (and not the journal) is in line with a previous analysis of
the overall literature using Unpaywall, which used the same definition of green OA [2].
Higher estimates of exclusive green OA in other studies (e.g., of 12% [9] and 27.2% [36])
likely reflect the inclusion of non-repository deposit locations (e.g., personal websites).

This study is novel in its use of Shareyourpaper to obtain self-archiving permissions
at the level of individual articles. Shareyourpaper aims to derive the most advantageous
permission to legally self-archive a paper based on all the relevant policies that may apply
for that paper. This includes funder mandates and institutional OA policies. There is
increasing interest in monitoring OA at the institutional level and evaluating the impact of
interventions on OA uptake [38]. Shareyourpaper seems like a meaningful tool to support
such efforts, also given that the underlying data is open and fully machine-readable. More-
over, Shareyourpaper narrows the gap between opportunity and practice by automating
the deposit workflow (including metadata entry, permissions, and version checking). This
makes it possible to act on self-archiving permissions obtained at levels beyond that of an
individual institution (e.g., clinical trials across multiple institutions) and thus empowers
efforts to increase self-archiving at scale.

The dissemination and open availability of clinical trial results is essential to support
evidence-based decision-making by providers and patients alike and to fulfill ethical obli-
gations to study participants. A previous study focusing on clinical trials in this cohort
completed between 2014 and 2017 found that 30% had not reported results five years after
trial completion [32]. Non-reporting of clinical trial results distorts our understanding of
the medical evidence base, hampers evidence synthesis, and undermines medical decision
making [41]. Restricting access to clinical trial results behind paywalls risks further exacer-
bating these issues. Based on the OA definition used, the findings in this study suggest
that compliance with the WHO guideline to make results publications openly accessible
where possible is low. Most of the closed-access publications in this cohort had a permission
to self-archive the accepted version in an institutional repository 12 months after publica-
tion. Yet, in most cases this possibility was not exploited to increase discoverability. The
approach described in this study is being used as part of an ongoing pilot intervention at the
Charité to improve clinical trial transparency, including leveraging publisher self-archiving
permissions to make trial results publications openly accessible [42]. In brief, we developed
and disseminated trial-specific report cards with feedback on a trial’s transparency and
recommendations for improvement. If a clinical trial is found to have a results publication
that is not accessible in the journal but could be self-archived, the report card recommends
researchers to self-archive the publication using Shareyourpaper or by contacting their
institutional library.

4.2. Strengths and Limitations

One of the strengths of this study is the development of a fully automated approach
based on open tools (Unpaywall and Shareyourpaper) to generate actionable information
on self-archiving. This approach can empower efforts to increase science discoverability at
scale. The underlying code used to query the APIs is openly available and can be adapted
for further use, including the application of different criteria to derive self-archiving per-
missions. Furthermore, this approach was demonstrated in a validated cohort of clinical
trial results publications at the level of German university medical centers. Assessing the
realized potential of green OA at this level is meaningful for several reasons: (1) sharing the
results of clinical trials is of ethical and practical relevance, (2) WHO guidelines state that
clinical trial results publications should be openly accessible where possible, and (3) an
analysis at this level can inform interventions to increase self-archiving at a broad scale
while also allowing the impact of institutional policies to be evaluated.

This approach also faces limitations. The findings depend on the information in
Unpaywall and Shareyourpaper being accurate and up to date. Unpaywall has previously
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been shown to provide a conservative estimate of the actual percentage of OA in the
literature [2]. In turn, a recent study found changes in Unpaywall OA classifications over
time, which may reflect previous errors or a true change in OA status [43]. However, it
is unclear whether this affected this study, also because OA classifications were defined
in UnpaywallR (Table A1). Taken together, some publications reported as closed may in
fact have been openly accessible. Moreover, based on the OA definition used in this study,
publications that were only free to read in a location other than a journal or repository
(e.g., ResearchGate) were not considered as OA. Publications with no ‘best permission’
or no embargo information in Shareyourpaper may have been archivable, and other self-
archiving routes beyond those examined in this study could be considered. Moreover,
while Shareyourpaper takes funder mandates and institutional OA policies into account,
they were not considered in this study. Thus, the potential of self-archiving to increase
discoverability may be higher than shown here. Finally, the proportion of realized green
OA reported in this study is an estimate since: (a) green OA publications were assumed
to have had a permission for self-archiving, and (b) neither the version nor the deposit
location of green OA publications was checked and may have included other forms of
deposit beyond self-archiving of the postprint in an institutional repository.

4.3. Future Research Directions

Libraries may adapt the approach described in this study to support their efforts
to populate institutional repositories. This could be achieved by promoting the use of
Shareyourpaper among authors at their institution or by embedding the described tools
into existing self-archiving workflows. One strength of this approach lies in the ability to
relatively quickly flag publications that can be made openly accessible via self-archiving.
Providing an institutional record of publications exists, this approach could serve to identify
the target group for institutional initiatives that aim to raise awareness of and promote
self-archiving, thereby increasing their impact. This includes training workshops and
consultation services but also targeted interventions to promote deposits to an institutional
repository (e.g., during Open Access week). Whether implementing such an intervention
would entail additional resources would depend on its scale and the integration of such
tools. A first step may be to pilot such an intervention with publications that have a
permission to self-archive the Version of Record.

This approach may also inform interventions to provide access to publications at
other levels beyond that of a given institution. For example, an intervention at the level
of protocols published in toll-access journals could be particularly meaningful, given
that being able to reproduce the methods described in these publications depends on
having access to them. Shareyourpaper provides the date at which an embargo will elapse
(if applicable) and supports deferred deposits for embargoed articles in Zenodo. Therefore,
such interventions could in principle promote future self-archiving already at the time
of publication. This would spare researchers the hassle of finding the version of their
publication that can be shared long after publication and could help embed self-archiving
as an integral phase of the publication process. Finally, while arguably the priority is to
make closed-access publications openly accessible, this approach could also inform efforts
to increase self-archiving of OA publications to strengthen the long-term preservation of
research outputs.

Funding: This research was funded by the Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung (BMBF,
https://www.bmbf.de/, accessed on 17 January 2023), grant number 01PW18012.

Data Availability Statement: All the code associated with this study is available in GitHub under an
open license at: https://github.com/delwen/oa-archiving-permissions (accessed on 17 December
2022) and https://github.com/quest-bih/unpaywallR (accessed on 17 December 2022). The data
presented in this study are openly available in Zenodo at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7455305
(accessed on 19 December 2022) [35].
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Appendix A

Table A1. Classification of OA types as defined in UnpaywallR.

OA Type Description Combination of Fields

Closed The publication is not openly
accessible.

is_oa = FALSE OR oa_locations is
NULL

Gold The publication is free to read in a
fully OA journal.

is_oa = TRUE AND host_type =
“publisher” AND journal_is_oa =
TRUE

Hybrid
The publication is free to read under
an open license in a non-fully OA
journal.

is_oa = TRUE AND host_type =
“publisher” AND journal_is_oa =
FALSE AND license in oa_locations
starts with “cc-“

Bronze
The publication is free to read
without a clearly identifiable license
in a non-fully OA journal.

is_oa = TRUE AND host_type =
“publisher” AND journal_is_oa =
FALSE

Green

The publication is free to read in a
repository (institutional,
subject-specific, or other type of
repository).

is_oa = TRUE AND host_type =
“repository”

Description of the OA types used in this study, along with the combination of fields to derive them in UnpaywallR.

Figure A1. Flow diagram of the trial screening. Abbreviations: CT.gov: ClinicalTrials.gov; DRKS:
German Clinical Trials Register; IV: IntoValue; UMC: university medical center.
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Figure A2. Flow diagram of the publication screening. Abbreviations: DOI: digital object identifier.

Figure A3. Embargo periods associated with self-archiving permissions found for closed-access
publications.
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Abstract: Due to resource constraints, most Diamond Open Access journals publish fewer than
25 articles per year, and 75% of journals are not able to provide their content in XML and HTML,
primarily providing only PDFs. In order to keep up with larger commercial publishers, a high degree
of automation and streamlining of processes is necessary. The Open Source Academic Publishing
Suite (OS-APS) project, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research, aims
to achieve this. OS-APS automatically extracts the underlying XML from Word manuscripts and
offers optimization and export options in various formats (PDF, HTML, EPUB). The professional
corporate design, e.g., of the PDFs, is managed automatically using templates or creating one’s own
using a Template Development Kit. OS-APS will also connect to scholarly-led and community-driven
publishing platforms such as Open Journal Systems (OJS), Open Monograph Press (OMP), and
DSpace: the software will be able to be integrated into a wide range of publication processes, whether
at small, low-resource commercial Open Access Publishers, or institutional and Diamond Open
Access Publishers.

Keywords: automatic typesetting; media-neutral publishing; open access; open source; scholarly
publishing; XML/HTML conversion

1. Introduction

The 2021 OA Diamond Journals Study [1] has compiled a representative overview of
Diamond Open Access journal operators in its “Part 1: Findings”. For example, 53% of
journals are operated by fewer than one full-time equivalent (FTE), and 60% of journals
rely heavily on volunteers. Due to these resource constraints, most Diamond Open Access
journals publish fewer than 25 articles per year, and 75% of journals are not able to provide
their content in XML and HTML, primarily providing only PDFs.

In order to keep up with larger commercial publishers and their professionalized
content offerings, a high degree of automation and streamlining of processes is necessary.
The Open Source Academic Publishing Suite (OS-APS, https://os-aps.de/en/, accessed
on 6 December 2022) project funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research aims to achieve this. For this purpose, open source software is to be developed by
means of research (especially requirements analysis) and development, with which

1. XML is automatically extracted from (e.g., *.docx Word) author manuscripts;
2. The XML can be processed and, e.g., supplemented with semantic information;
3. Various e-journal or e-book output formats (e.g., XML, HTML, EPUB, and PDFs) can

be generated in the respective publisher’s preferred design by selecting a template
(ready-made or customized) before exporting the file.
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Machine learning (ML)/artificial intelligence (AI) is not used here, although it has
been considered especially in step 2 (e.g., recognizing headings even if they are not tagged
as headings but only made bold) and could play a role in the future of the software, when
the basic development is completed.

In addition to the three aforementioned points, OS-APS will also connect to widely-
used, scholarly-led and community-driven publishing platforms such as Open Journal
Systems (OJS), Open Monograph Press (OMP), and Open Access repositories (e.g., DSpace).
The software will be able to be integrated into a wide range of publication processes,
whether at small, low-resource commercial Open Access Publishers, or institutional and
Diamond Open Access Publishers.

To understand the requirements of these heterogeneous publishers, a practical advi-
sory board and scientific advisory board with representatives from the different publication
sectors accompany the OS-APS project. In addition, an extensive survey [2] was con-
ducted across various publishing houses and demo days with corresponding feedback
opportunities are held regularly (https://os-aps.de/demo/, accessed on 6 December 2022).

The project is also in line with the recommendations of the OA Diamond Study and
its urgent call for cOAlition S Funders and Infrastructures: “Support the development
of generic tools to generate structured content in XML and HTML” [3]. This will also
be a prerequisite for creating new, dynamic and machine-processable media formats, for
example in terms of accessibility and screen readers.

The Open Source software could be thus a significant improvement for smaller, inde-
pendent Open Access Publishers. It offers the possibility to increase the effectiveness and
efficiency of their processes to create, for example, new e-journal article or e-book formats
such as HTML and EPUB. These developments contribute to a higher bibliodiversity and
may help independent OA publishers to become more viable and sustainable in the long
term.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

In terms of materials, the OS-APS project team has thus far produced insights into
the project’s progress via presentations, posters, and articles [2,4–8], various software
development sprints documented on GitLab [9], and a demo [10] to provide hands-on
testing and feedback on the developments to date.

2.2. Methods

Methodologically, the project work is divided into four milestones. In the first, the
requirements for the software were analyzed. In the second, all technology components,
interfaces and intended workflows for connecting, e.g., OJS, OMP and DSpace were de-
veloped on this basis. In the third, existing journals and book series at the publishing
services of the project partners will be iteratively converted to the Open Source Academic
Publishing Suite production workflow for the purpose of practical testing and proof of
implementation. In the fourth, a release of all open source software development results
will take place; the OS-APS software can be downloaded free of charge and installed on the
publishers’ own servers (all components are browser-based).

The following sections describe the methods used within the milestones in more detail.
The entire OS-APS project is accompanied by two advisory boards, which consist of

publishers as well as institutions and libraries active in publishing. The Scientific Advisory
Board is responsible for strategic and methodological advice and the User Advisory Board
for discussions on practical procedures and requirements.

2.2.1. Software Requirements Analysis

Interviews were conducted with the publishers and publishing services of both the
OS-APS project partners and advisory boards. The various publishing operations were
mapped graphically via miro (https://miro.com, accessed on 6 December 2022). Miro
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provides a range of different options and templates for software development purposes
(https://miro.com/templates/developers/, accessed on 6 December 2022). Subsequently,
a review and statistical evaluation and classification of the workflows took place, whether
they are, e.g., Word-, InDesign- or LaTeX-based, and which export formats are generated.

Through these interviews, a structured overview of various publishing processes
could be obtained. Subsequently, a broader online survey based on the interviews was
designed in order to reach more experts from the publishing community. This online survey
was methodologically designed with Typeform (https://www.typeform.com, accessed on
6 December 2022), which is an online software specialized in creating dynamic surveys
with logic flows.

The survey was sent to the mailing lists of the German AG Universitätsverlage
(https://ag-univerlage.de, accessed on 6 December 2022), The Association of European Uni-
versity Presses (https://www.aeup.eu, accessed on 6 December 2022), the Enable! commu-
nity (https://enable-oa.org, accessed on 6 December 2022), Peergroup Produktion of IG Dig-
ital (https://www.boersenverein.de/interessengruppen/ig-digital/die-peergroups-der-
ig/#accordion-23919, accessed on 6 December 2022), GeSIG (https://gesig.org, accessed on
6 December 2022), Library Publishing Coalition (https://librarypublishing.org, accessed
on 6 December 2022), Association of University Presses (https://aupresses.org, accessed
on 6 December 2022), Open Access Scholarly Publishing Association (https://oaspa.org,
accessed on 6 December 2022), ACUP/APUC—Association of Canadian University Presses
(http://acup-apuc.ca, accessed on 6 December 2022), The Association of Japanese Uni-
versity Presses (https://www.ajup-net.com, accessed on 6 December 2022) as well as to
cooperation partners of OA-STRUKTKOMM (https://oa-struktkomm.htwk-leipzig.de,
accessed on 6 December 2022), DEval Communication and Publications Office (https:
//www.deval.org/de/publikationen, accessed on 6 December 2022), Center for Digital Sys-
tems Berlin (https://www.cedis.fu-berlin.de, accessed on 6 December 2022) and in forums
such as the Open Access Books Network (https://openaccessbooksnetwork.hcommons.org,
accessed on 6 December 2022) and the German PKP Community Forum (https://forum.
pkp.sfu.ca/c/regional-networks/german-topics/13, accessed on 6 December 2022).

The results were evaluated, processed in a structured manner [2] and had a signif-
icant impact on some project decisions. Thus, it was decided to initially focus on Word
manuscripts for XML extraction, since, e.g., LaTeX or other manuscript format submissions
were rather rare (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Manuscript acceptance preferences of the surveyed publishers (own representation, trans-
lated from [2]).
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2.2.2. Open Source Development of the Technology Components

The developing team aimed to build on already existing open source software wher-
ever possible. In several cases it was also possible to build on existing code of the project
partner SciFlow, which offers an online platform for collaborative scientific writing and au-
tomatic formatting according to the format specifications of renowned academic publishers
(cf. https://www.sciflow.net/en/sciflow-free-researchers, accessed on 6 December 2022).
SciFlow has extracted the relevant components from its platform and made them available
as open source. Additional software development parts in the project context were that

• Word *.docx manuscripts can be fed in the OS-APS browser-based importer; it does not
matter which version of MS Word the author uses as long as the file is in *.docx format
(hence, all MS Word versions released after the year 2003 should be compatible);

• The XML is automatically extracted from them and is displayed in an editable browser
interface; for this, many components were reused from SciFlow’s collaborative writing
and editing platform;

• Options for optimizing and semantically enriching the XML can be provided;
• Corporate design templates depending on the publisher or its content, for example,

for different book or journal series, can be used;
• the publishing user should be able to control this corporate design “look” himself

using the planned template development kit.

The Open Source software is currently based on Pandoc, Docker, paged.js, and
components extracted by SciFlow from their own platform: https://gitlab.com/sciflow/
development/-/milestones (accessed on 6 December 2022).

Pandoc (https://pandoc.org, accessed on 6 December 2022) is a free, GPL-licensed
(https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.html, accessed on 6 December 2022) converter and
parser software. It is used to convert one document-based markup and file format to another.

Docker (https://www.docker.com, accessed on 6 December 2022) is an open platform
for the running of applications. In this project, it is used to streamline the development for
our OJS, OMP and DSpace platforms and to ease the deployment of ready-to-go code from
our test environments onto our production systems.

Paged.js (https://pagedjs.org, accessed on 6 December 2022) is an open source library
for displaying paginated content in the browser and then creating PDFs and their designs
using, e.g., HTML and CCS.

2.2.3. Proof of Implementation and Application of the Open Source Academic
Publishing Suite

At the University and State Library in Sachsen-Anhalt (ULB-SA) a testbed was created
which can serve the purpose of implementing a number of the software tools developed in the
course of the project. The library team supports several publishers’ teams in their efforts to
publish a wide range of journals spanning across topics such as social geography, transnational
economic law, ecology, geosciences. Out of this selection of journals, monographs and series,
it has been possible to choose specific examples which have allowed us to not only test
specific modules of the OS-APS developed tools but also the connection and integration of
our publication tools OJS and OMP systems to a DSpace based publications repository.

In the first case, one journal, the “Hallesches Jahrbuch für Geowissenschaften” (the Yearbook
of Geosciences in Halle) and the ULB-SA’s own series “Schriften zum Bibliotheks- und
Büchereiwesen in Sachsen-Anhalt” (series on librarianship studies in Saxony-Anhalt) have
been selected to be enhanced and given new layouts via the usage of the OS AP suite. In
this particular case, Word *.docx templates are uploaded into the OS-APS environment
and specific output formats can be generated for importing into the OJS of the ULB-SA.
This process streamlines the template generation process of editorial teams, increases
its level of automatization, and generally contributes to an increase in citation rates and
visibility. These actions are in line with specific Open Science principles which aim at
improving the accessibility and reusability of research outputs in fields where these issues
may still need attention such as in some areas of the digital humanities. Scholars in these
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fields have recognized these endeavors as key components that can promote new research
opportunities and can have a great societal value impact [11].

Regarding our connection to our publication tools, a number of journals and series
(see for example MLU Human Geography Working Paper Series and the Policy Papers
on Transnational Economic Law) are now fully integrated into our OJS/OMP publication
cluster and have been exported to our DSpace repository. In this process, all articles have
been issued with persistent identifiers (DOIs) and have thus gained a higher visibility and
findability given the high data discoverability advantages that the DSpace platform offers.
An ongoing migration is taking place so that a total of 13 journals will be migrated in the
scope of this project.

As for the technical connection, it has been performed in a way that modular scripts are
independently available to suit the different needs of our prospective end users. This means
that the developed scripts can be implemented as a full set of scripts or just individually
depending on the specifications of the environment where the tools are to be deployed.
This modular approach has also meant that our developments do not compromise the
native code and functionality of the publication tools in a way that further system upgrades
or updates are compromised.

2.2.4. Release of the Open Source Software Development Results

The open source software will be downloadable from https://os-aps.de (accessed on
6 December 2022) and a suitable repository, presumably GitLab, after the end of the project
(31 December 2022, if necessary the project will be extended cost-neutrally, then possibly also
later in spring 2023). Addition-ally, SciFlow will offer an optional, commercial hosting and
support service. Accompanying documentation of the software is of course also provided.
The OJS and OMP to DSpace connection scripts and a series of quality control and validation
scripts as well as documentation on how these publishing tools have been setup under Docker
will be fully available as open source code as part of the project’s integral code materials. As
part of our project commitments towards open science and transparency and reproducibility,
we have already published some of the scripts (in a none-finalized and openly available for
scrutiny and feedback version) over the Github repository of the University and State Library
in Sachsen Anhalt (explore for instance, our OJS/OMP2DSpace connecting script, and our
scripts for the dockerisation of OJS and OMP).

3. Results

The workflow extracted from the perceptions and requirements of the surveyed
publishing group is shown in Figure 2 (see also Section 2.2.2).

Figure 2. Overview over the Open Source Academic Publishing Suite functionalities.
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3.1. OS-APS Importer and Editor

Manuscripts can be imported into the programmed OS-APS editor (Figure 3). By
extracting XML structures, elements such as column titles, page breaks, tables, etc. are
recognized. In the editor, it is possible to change the text as well as the formatting, if
elements were not recognized correctly. If necessary, more metadata (e.g., with regard to
accessibility) and semantic references can be added.

Figure 3. View of the OS-APS editor.

3.2. Template Development Kit and Re-Usable Templates

During export, the corporate design of the respective publisher is mapped via tem-
plates. Various standard templates are provided and can be reused.

Further templates and exports can be developed using the Template Development Kit.
This is particularly interesting for publishers who have very clear format specifications and
do not want to deviate from them.

With the help of the Template Development Kit, individual parameters in ready-made
templates can be easily changed. It is also possible to create completely new templates,
although this requires prior technical knowledge (esp. web programming). New exports
can also be programmed in this way. The Template Development Kit is based on the open
source software Pandoc and on SciFlow’s own development.

Commercial non-open-source based tools can also be integrated during export for type-
setting optimization, specifically, e.g., Prince XML (https://www.princexml.com, accessed
on 6 December 2022).
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3.3. Connection to OJS, OMP and Repositories Such as DSpace

The OJS and OMP applications are deployed via a Docker environment; the OJS and
OMP systems are connected to a DSpace repository (specifically a DSpace 6.3. version, in
the case of our project partners). As part of the intended workflow, OJS and OMP data will
be exported to DSpace with subsequent return of DOI information. The corresponding
publications are displayed in OJS and OMP as well as in DSpace. In general, OJS and OMP
are intended as presentation platforms and DSpace for long-term archiving.

The connection scripts as well as documentation on how these publishing tools have
been setup will be fully available as open source code as part of the project’s integral code
(see Section 2.2.4).

Figure 4 gives an overview of the interfaces and data paths.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the connection of OJS, OMP and DSpace to OS-APS.

3.4. Test Possibility of the Current Results

Every first Wednesday of the month, a public “Demo Day” in form of a video confer-
ence (for more information see https://os-aps.de/demo/, accessed on 6 December 2022)
takes place, where interested parties are invited to test the current state of the software and
give feedback. The input from the “Demo Day” participants is taken into account with
regard to the development of OS-APS.

For the final release of the software and documentation, see the methodological
announcements in Section 2.2.4.

4. Discussion

4.1. Possible Necessary Exceptions to the OS-APS Workflow

The OS-APS software development project is currently on schedule with its planned
milestones. The basic objectives described in the introduction are being achieved. However,
the tests conducted so far show that not all special cases that might occur in manuscripts
can be implemented graphically in, e.g., PDFs in an ideal way.

This applies primarily but not exclusively to art volumes in which various figures
must have exactly the same arrangement as in the original manuscript, grouped figures
(e.g., as a block of four or six) with one caption, large, rotated tables, nested tables with
multiple content types (e.g., images in different cells of the table), Word text fields or images
originally drawn in Word itself with multiple image elements, and much more.

In addition, there may be quality requirements from both publishers and authors that
necessitate very thoughtful, small-scale, manual typesetting in InDesign, for example. Ex-
amples could include art and exhibition volumes. Here, too, the fully automated approach
may not meet these individually high-quality requirements.
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4.2. Discussion about Embedding the New Output Formats

What publishers or platforms do with the new output formats remains deliberately
open and up for discussion. Those who previously only distributed PDFs via OJS, OMP
or repositories (e.g., the university repository, in the case of university presses), must
think about how and where they integrate the HTML or EPUB files when using OS-APS,
e.g., whether they provide viewers or corresponding plug-ins and whether they also
archive them over the long term (or continue to only archive PDF/A). Making publications
available as HTML on publisher’s or journal websites can be very useful: HTML is a
mobile-compatible, easily accessible, indexable, and human- and machine-readable format.
These features are also valuable for bibliometric analysis.

In addition, they have to think about URL, DOI and, for eBooks, ISBN registration
with regard to the new output formats. In the case of repositories and the use of one front
door under which all formats hang, a single DOI could still be used, for example. However,
according to the German “Verzeichnis lieferbarer Bücher” (https://vlb.de, accessed on 6
December 2022) as ISBN agency, each different e-book format needs its own ISBN.

4.3. Possible OS-APS Platform Extensions in the Future

The OS-APS platform was developed as open source software. In addition, however,
the project partner SciFlow will offer hosting; then for a fee, for those who do not want to
set up their own server to run the software or do not want to worry about support.

In the context of this support, further extensions are conceivable, for example with re-
gard to special viewers, such as for EPUB or HTML, depending on the existing information
infrastructure, or in terms of accessibility support. The project team is happy to enter into
discussions.

5. Practical Application of OS-APS

Regarding the application of OS-APS, there is not yet any finished user case because
the software is still being developed. The tests with manuscripts from the ULB-SA do not
map the entire workflow, but refer to individual components as well as the connections
with OJS, OMP and DSpace.

However, when comparing OS-APS at its current state with other XML conversion
tools, a few major differences can already be detected. Firstly, OS-APS is supposed to be
a lean tool for the browser, so that it can be used without large initial efforts. Secondly,
it does not aim to establish new standards, but instead relies on open standards that are
already established in publishing houses (e.g., connection to OJS and OMP as widely used
open source tools). This should make it easier for publishers to switch to a workflow that
includes the use of OS-APS.

Thirdly, a unique feature of the software is that it aims to require as little technical
know-how in the field of IT to work with it as possible. This way, user groups without
much or any knowledge in XML or programming (this includes, e.g., most authors and
editors) should be able to work comprehensively with OS-APS. The XML stays in the
background behind an easy-to-use interface. The only case in which IT knowledge, in
particular skills in web programming, would be needed is for the programming of entirely
new templates or export formats.

The combination of these three aspects distinguishes it from other tools, e.g., those
that focus purely on individual aspects such as XML editing (e.g., XML Copy Editor,
https://xml-copy-editor.sourceforge.io, accessed on 6 December 2022, or Oxygen XML
Editor, https://www.oxygenxml.com/xml_editor.html, accessed on 6 December 2022
as a more powerful tool) or those that support more holistic media-neutral publication
processes with an XML extraction, editing and typesetting system, but rely on strong
embedding in local processes and require in-depth technical know-how; e.g., in Germany
Heidelberg Monograph PublishingTool (https://github.com/withanage/heimpt, accessed
on 6 December 2022) or the XML-first typesetting system of OA-STRUKTKOMM (https:
//oa-struktkomm.htwk-leipzig.de/forschungsprojekt/publikationsserver/, accessed on
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6 December 2022). Internationally, Kotahi (https://kotahi.community, accessed on 6
December 2022) could be functionally comparable to some extent, but it is less streamlined
and with more functionalities, e.g., regarding peer review, while OS-APS can be used
flexibly and as needed in or apart from existing publishing processes (e.g., use of OS-
APS for normal, text-heavy manuscripts, while art volumes are set with InDesign in a
classical way).

6. Conclusions

Preparing manuscripts for various formats such as HTML or EPUB can pose chal-
lenges for small- and medium-sized, as well as non-commercial (e.g., university) academic
publishers. A high level of professionalism often requires extensive technical expertise as
well as the use of cost-intensive XML content management systems.

The third-party funded project “Open Source Academic Publishing Suite (OS-APS)”
provides relief in this area. It is intended to enable academic publishers to publish in a
media-neutral way using XML-based workflows. The XML is automatically extracted from
Word manuscripts and the corporate design of the exported PDFs can be controlled via
templates. Institutions or publishers using OJS or OMP can also reuse the workflows and
connections documented in the project. OS-APS is thus closely integrated into the open
science landscape.
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Finding Pathways for Viable Open Access Models
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Abstract: (1) Background: Open access to scholarly works is globally recognized as a goal to be
achieved as soon as possible; however, there is not yet a general understanding of how to achieve open
access for books. In considering the most appropriate models of transition, an accurate and detailed
insight into national and regional specifics can be of great importance. The aim of this research is to
show the current state of scholarly book publishing in Croatia: recognising the key stakeholders, their
characteristics, and the current level of open access to scholarly books. (2) Methods: The existing data
from two different sources were used: the data about the public subsidies for book publishers by
the Ministry of Science and Education and the data on published books from the Croatian Scientific
Bibliography CROSBI, both for the period from 2018 to 2021. (3) Results: In the four-year period,
224 Croatian publishers were awarded subsidies to publish 2359 book titles. The majority of the
publishers received support for only a small number of titles and relatively low amounts of subsidies.
More than half of the titles are published by small private commercial publishers. However, the
uptake of digital publishing among commercial publishers is very modest. Open access to scholarly
books is almost entirely in the domain of non-commercial publishers. Most open access titles are
available on the websites of their publishers. (4) Conclusions: The analysis of the data from these
two sources have resulted in an overview of the current state of book publishing in Croatia. Such an
overview provides a good basis for designing future measures and creating a national open science
plan and can also be a useful contribution to international discussions.

Keywords: Croatia; open access books; scholarly book publishing

1. Introduction

Open access (OA) to scholarly works is globally recognized today as a goal to be
achieved as soon as possible. Currently, pathways for achieving OA for journals (in spite of
multiple obstacles still being present) are far clearer than for books. Even organizations
firmly oriented towards OA to all results of publicly funded research, such as cOalition
S, acknowledge the complexity of book publishing and recognize that OA to books will
require more complex models of realization over a longer period [1]. The central role
of books in scholarly communication in humanities and social sciences has resulted in
intensified discussions on possible models for achieving OA in recent years, especially
within organizations such as OPERAS [2], Science Europe [3], SPARC Europe or Open
Access Book Network [4]. These documents and discussions portray European book
publishing as a fragmented space, with many smaller nationally oriented markets in which
there is no domination of several large publishers. It is clear that the models of transition to
OA will not be unique for the whole European area. Diverse mechanisms and sustainable
business models will be appropriate for different contexts.

There are many studies and extensive research into the evaluation of books that have
shown the importance of long-form publications (monographs and edited volumes) for
scholarly communication, especially in some fields of scholarship. In the introductory
overview of national landscapes studies, Giménez-Toledo et al. show that in social sciences
and humanities, a substantial share of research outputs is published in monographs or
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edited books, at least in several European countries (Norway, Belgium, UK, Spain, Den-
mark) [5]. However, as they point out, there is an absence of comprehensive international
databases covering long-form publications, probably due to “an intrinsic heterogeneity of
scholarly books themselves (e.g., disciplines, languages, formats, peer review and other
editorial standards, etc.)”, and such absence has prompted several European countries
to develop their own custom-built information systems for the registration of scholarly
books and publishers [5]. In a subsequently published paper resulting from the ENRESSH
activities, the evaluative systems for 19 European countries were analysed, where 8 of them
rely on categorization or a ranked list of book publishers: Denmark, Finland, Belgium,
Norway, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Spain [6]. Such lists could possibly offer a good
source of insights into the types of publishers of nationally relevant book publishers and
possible models for achieving OA for books.

Although on the international level, there is a strong and, in some areas, well-
coordinated effort to transition book publishing to OA, it is not equally applicable to all
national landscapes, especially in the areas that are not dominated by major international
publishers, and where books are published mostly in national languages.

To date, several studies have shed some light on the national landscapes of scholarly
book publishers. A key study in this area was the one performed within the Knowledge
Exchange organization on the topics of the inclusion of OA monographs in OA policies,
funding streams to support OA monographs, and business models for publishing OA
monographs [7]. The study presents a very clear and detailed overview of developments
in the OA books arena, and includes county studies for countries that were, at the time,
members of the Knowledge Exchange group (Denmark, Finland, Germany, Netherlands,
the United Kingdom, and France) with the addition of Norway and Austria. Importantly,
Ferwerda et al. recognize the significance of national contexts (“country size, language(s)
of publication, presence of multinational corporations and socio-economic cultures of
countries”) [7]. However, not all parts of Europe are portrayed in this study, as it completely
lacks the countries from Eastern Europe. Within regions that are portrayed, some countries
with important OA books development are not covered (for instance, Sweden, from the
Nordic region). Within the countries covered, significant differences were observed with
respect to the key stakeholders involved, incentives for OA, available public funding and
available joint infrastructures, types of books published and the audience expected, as well
as peer review practices. Publishers are never a homogenous group, not even on the county
level. In some countries, especially if there is a funder’s mandate and available funds for
book publishing charges (BPCs), the commercial publishers will take a lead in OA, whereas
in others, the learned societies or institutions could have a larger role. The study ended
in 2017, and some important developments took place after that (most notably, under the
influence of Plan S).

Few additional studies have provided more detailed or more recent insights into the
country-specific developments in Sweden [8,9] or Finland [10,11]. The Finnish studies
are especially interesting, as they enable a comparison of national journal publishing and
national book publishing.

Similarly, a study by Horvat and Velagić on the Croatian publishing landscape for the
period 2012–2018 stresses the difference between journals and books [12]. According to
the authors, both journals and books in Croatia are largely dependent on public subsidies,
but all journals funded by the government are available in OA, whereas books are domi-
nantly not. Moreover, public subsidies for journals are overwhelmingly granted to public
institutions or associations, while most recipients of book subsidies are private publishers.
In the studied period, only 1.25% of book titles were available in digital format, which
clearly indicated that publishers had not seen e-books as a viable business. Furthermore,
the authors notice a lack of expertise in peer review, database indexing and OA availability
among private publishers. They conclude with the observation that the current subsidy
system for books does not promote development and is not successful in enhancing the
availability of scholarly e-monographs.
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Both at the national and international levels, many important elements of the scholarly
OA books landscape are still unknown, not just those related to business models, but also
to the prevalence of OA books, their visibility, discoverability and preservation. These
were the issues addressed by the recent study Open access books through open data sources:
Assessing prevalence, providers, and preservation [13]. As Laakso notices, there is no single
data source that could comprehensively collect and expose metadata on all OA books, and
combining or deduplicating records from multiple sources is difficult for various reasons
(most notably, the inconsistent use of persistent identifiers, and using multiple ISBNs
for different manifestations of books). One of the results of the study is the insight into
the distribution of web domains that offer full-text access to OA books, deduced from
the available DOIs and the URLs that they resolve to. According to Laakso, there are
several dominant domains, followed by a long tail of smaller websites, including some
“clearly volatile services” such as institutional webpages or Dropbox and Google Drive [13].
Moreover, it needs to be pointed out that these are the results of investigating books
that have DOIs assigned by their publishers, whereas the results for books without DOIs
would likely show us an even more worrisome distribution of hosting domains, with clear
implications on the discoverability, quality and preservation of OA book content. Although
there are significant international developments, and important OA book infrastructures
are already in place [14], they are not equally accepted and employed throughout Europe.

In considering the most appropriate models of transition to OA book publishing,
an accurate and detailed insight into individual national and regional specifics can be of
great importance. The aim of this research is to show the current state of scholarly book
publishing in Croatia: recognise the key stakeholders, their characteristics, and the current
level of OA to scholarly books. The existing data from two different sources will be used
for this purpose.

This study addresses the following research questions: (1) What type of publishers
publish scholarly books in Croatia and what are their shares in overall scholarly book
production?; (2) How prevalent are OA books and who are the publishers of OA books?;
and (3) What is the preferred model for OA books and where are they hosted?

2. Methods

The main source of funding to cover the costs of scholarly book publishing in Croatia
are the direct subsidies from the Ministry of Science and Education (MSE). Given that data
on grant recipients are publicly available, it is possible to gain insight into who publishes
scholarly books and what are the main types of book publishers. The analysis was based on
data from a recent period (2018–2021). The insights from the previously published analysis
of the same funding scheme conducted by F. Horvat and Z. Velagić [12] in the earlier period
were also considered.

All of the results of public calls for subsidies are publicly available on the website of
the Ministry of Science and Education [15]. The documents are published in a pdf format,
containing the information on publisher, book title, authors or editors, amount requested
and amount approved. For the purpose of this research, the files were downloaded and
converted to spreadsheets. The names of publishers were sometimes used inconsistently;
therefore, they were cleaned and unified in order to get a list of unique values.

There are some limitations to this dataset (MSE dataset):

- There is information on co-publishers for only nine records. However, from the
other dataset used (CROSBI, the Croatian Scientific Bibliography), it is visible that
co-publishing (often between for-profit and institutional or society publishers) is a
very common practice. In the analysis of the MSE data, the co-published books were
regarded as published by the first indicated publisher.

- From the available data, for some books, it is not clear if the responsible persons are
authors, editors, translators or series editors.

- Furthermore, sometimes it is not possible to discern the type of books (monographs,
edited volumes, university textbooks, critical editions, reference works, works for the
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popularization of science or translations). Therefore, all of the books on the lists were
included in the analysis.

The publishers in the MSE dataset are grouped according to the typology of publish-
ers based on previous studies and adapted to the Croatian publishing landscape. In A
Landscape Study on Open Access and Monographs, a distinction was made between for-profit
and non-profit publishers, and between traditional university presses, new university
presses, and academic-led presses [7]. In a study by Late et al., the publishers were divided
into the following types: learned societies, universities and university presses, other re-
search organizations, commercial publishers, and other publishers [10]. Horvat and Velagić
used the distinction between for-profit private publishers (“privately owned legal enti-
ties registered as companies, crafts, or cooperatives”) and public publishers (institutions,
associations, art organizations, local government and religious organizations) [12].

In the course of this study, the following types or groups of publishers were recognized
in the sample and used for further analysis:

1. small or medium-sized private companies, for-profit commercial publishers (SME);
2. higher education institutions: universities, faculties, academies (HEI);
3. research institutes (RES INST);
4. public academic organizations: academies, centres, non-governmental organisations

with academic character (PUB ACAD);
5. professional and scholarly associations or learned societies (SOC);
6. others: public bodies, religious organisations, archives, museums, libraries, non-

academic public institutions, or associations (OTH).

Another useful source of data on the books published by Croatian authors can be
found in CROSBI, the Croatian Scientific Bibliography [16] (CROSBI dataset). The data on
scientific books (monographs and edited books) published in the same period (2018–2021)
were reviewed and from the results, it was possible to obtain additional information
about book publishers who are currently active in Croatia, but also about the existence
of e-editions, and especially e-editions in OA. The information on different models of
OA was particularly useful: OA books on publishers’ platforms (“gold” model) and in
open repositories (“green” model). Based on this analysis, we could gain insight into
the preferred mode of OA for different types of publishers. For open books available on
publishers’ platforms, we could find out to what extent they meet some of the standards of
digital publishing (use of persistent identifiers, standardized metadata and discoverability).

All metadata from CROSBI are publicly available, under the terms of the Creative
Commons BY-NC-SA licence, in multiple formats. For the purpose of this study, two csv
files were downloaded in September 2022, containing the records on authored books and
edited volumes published in the period 2018–2021. The records in CROSBI are deposited by
authors–researchers, and (lightly) controlled and edited by the administrators. Extensive
cleaning of the downloaded records was performed to eliminate, as much as possible:
books published outside Croatia (based on the place of the publisher), books of abstracts,
translations, books labelled as ‘non-scholarly’, exhibition catalogues without peer review
and brochures (with less than 30 pages).

It is important to note that the two datasets, MSE and CROSBI, were not combined,
but were used to answer different research questions. Furthermore, although both sets refer
to the period 2018–2021, the MSE dataset contains titles that were planned in those years
(some of the listed titles from recent years have not yet been published), while CROSBI
contains records on books already published.

Both sets of the collected data are available as open datasets.

3. Results

3.1. Publishers of Publicly Subsidised Books

Academic book publishing in Croatia has traditionally been largely dependent on
public subsidies and continues to be so. There are diverse sources of public funding
available to publishers and authors (county or city offices for culture, public and private
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endowments, Ministry of Culture, and others), but the most significant one is the Ministry
of Science and Education (MSE). The Ministry regularly announces annual calls for grants
to interested publishers (all types of publishers are eligible). The subsidies are awarded
to publishers for individual book titles (scholarly books and higher education textbooks),
based on the pre-published quality criteria, and according to the assessment performed
by the Ministry’s Committee on Scholarly Publishing. All publishers who apply should
provide at least two independent peer review reports with each manuscript. Subsidies
are awarded to publishers of print and digital (or hybrid) editions, without distinction.
The Ministry’s quality criteria do not include OA requirements or recommendations. The
annual call for financial support by the MSE is an important point in the publishing cycle
of all academic publishers in Croatia, and the MSE’s application criteria have a strong
influence on the publishers’ practices.

3.1.1. Awarded Public Subsidies

The data published by the MSE provide insight into the amounts and the pattern of
public investment. In the 2018–2021 period, the total amount of MSE subsidies for books
varied from approximately EUR 1 to 1,5 million (a significant decline occurred in 2020),
which is a continuation of the period from the 2015 onwards [12].

Between 550 and 610 titles per year were subsidized (Table 1).

Table 1. Total amount of all awarded subsidies and a number of subsidized titles in the period
2018–2021, according to MSE dataset. (at the time of the analysis, EUR 1 equals HRK 7.5345.)

Year Awarded Subsidies No of Subsidized Titles

2018 HRK 11,949,706.00 602
2019 HRK 11,338,645.00 550
2020 HRK 7,172,131.00 597
2021 HRK 11,808,206.00 610

The average amount awarded per title is HRK 17,918.05; however, it varies consider-
ably, from HRK 1323.00 to HRK 117,117.00.

3.1.2. Size of Publishers (According to Number of Titles and Received Funding)

From the MSE set, we can see that in the four-year period (2018–2021), 224 Croatian
publishers were awarded subsidies to publish 2359 book titles. Most of the publishers
received support for only a small number of titles (Table 2), while only three received
subsidies for 100 or more titles, indicating that most Croatian publishers are either small
(in terms of number of published titles), or scholarly books make up only a fraction of their
publishing portfolios.

Table 2. Number of publishers according to the number of subsidized titles (from the MSE dataset)
in the period 2018–2021.

No of Subsidized Book Titles No of Publishers

>100 3
50–99 8
10–49 52

2–9 86
1 75

Eleven publishers who received funding for more than 50 titles are: Filozofski fakultet
Zagreb, Medicinska naklada, Hrvatska sveučilišna naklada, Školska knjiga, Srednja Europa,
Matica hrvatska, Jesenski i Turk, Naklada Ljevak, Hrvatska akademija znanosti i umjetnosti,
TIM press, and Sveučilište u Zadru.
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Similarly, most publishers received relatively low amounts of subsidies, while a small
minority received more than HRK 1 million (Table 3)

Table 3. Number of publishers according to the total amount of awarded subsidies (from the MSE
dataset) in a period 2018–2021. (at the time of the analysis, EUR 1 equals HRK 7.5345.)

Total Awarded Subsidies No of Publishers

HRK > 2,000,000.00 3
HRK 1,000,000.00–2,000,000.00 7
HRK 100,000.00–1,000,000.00 72

HRK 10,000.00–100,000.00 119
HRK < 10,000.00 23

Ten publishers who received more than HRK 1,000,000.00 in subsidies are: Filozofski
fakultet Zagreb, Medicinska naklada, Hrvatska sveučilišna naklada, Školska knjiga, Matica
hrvatska, Hrvatska akademija znanosti i umjetnosti, Srednja Europa, Književni krug Split,
Hrvatski institut za povijest, and Fakultet hrvatskih studija.

The same three publishers who received the largest amounts in subsidies were the
ones with the largest number of planned titles.

3.1.3. Types of Publishers

When we look at the publishers who were receiving subsidies from the Ministry and
group them according to the types (as they are listed and defined in the methodology
section), we can see that small or medium-sized private companies are the largest group
(SME), followed by the higher education institutions (HEI) and professional and scholarly
associations or learned societies (SOC). A smaller number of publishers are from other
types of organizations, including public bodies, religious organisations, archives, muse-
ums, libraries, non-academic public institutions or associations (OTH), research institutes
(RES INST) and public academic organizations: academies, centres, non-governmental
organisations with academic character (PUB ACAD) (Table 4).

Table 4. Number of publishers (from the MSE dataset) according to their types.

Publisher Type No of Publishers % of All Publishers

SME 77 34%
HEI 61 27%
SOC 38 17%
OTH 20 9%

RES INST 14 6%
PUB ACAD 14 6%

Although this principle of grouping was considered adequate for the analysis in
this study, it could be pointed out that there is further diversification within many of the
listed groups. Some of the private publishers are dominantly specialized in textbooks
or translations. Others are closer to what is today called ‘scholar-led’, and very much
mission-oriented (as well as less profitable). For some of the learned societies, publishing is
their core business, while for many, it is only a supplemental activity.

When we look at the distribution of approved titles and awarded subsidies, we observe
even greater shares of private commercial publishers (SMEs) compared to other types. More
than half of all titles and financial grants received are in the domain of private publishing
(Tables 5 and 6).
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Table 5. Number of titles (and shares in total number, from the MSE dataset) according to the
publisher types.

Publisher Type No of Subsidized Tiles % of All Subsidized Titles

SME 1250 53%
HEI 568 24%

RES INST 192 8%
PUB ACAD 153 6%

SOC 138 6%
OTH 58 2%

Table 6. Amounts of awarded subsidies (and shares in the total amount awarded, from the MSE
dataset) according to the publisher types.

Publisher Type Awarded Subsidies % of Total Amount

SME HRK 21,866,528.00 51.73%
HEI HRK 9,379,605.00 22.19%

RES INST HRK 3,963,749.00 9.38%
PUB ACAD HRK 3,157,243.00 7.47%

SOC HRK 2,924,828.00 6.92%
OTH HRK 976,735.00 2.31%

3.2. Open Access for Scholarly Books in Croatia

The MSE data enabled us to gain a certain overview of the main stakeholders in pub-
licly supported book publishing in Croatia and the patterns of public spending. However,
this dataset does not contain any information on the format of the published books, whether
they are available in print, online or both. In addition, if they are available online, there
is no information on whether they are available as paywalled books (via subscription or
purchase) or as books in OA.

More information on the format is available in the CROSBI dataset. Among 2674 records
for books published in the period 2018–2021, there were 188 records with information in the
field ‘URLS’ (intended to provide URLs for editions other than OA). However, on further
inspection, it was established that the majority (186) of these URLs were either not valid
anymore, were resolved to descriptive-only landing pages (without full text), or were in
fact OA editions.

For 427 records, the URLs for OA editions were provided.

3.2.1. Commercial Publishers and Open or Paywalled e-Books

The analysis of the MSE dataset uncovered the importance of commercial private
sector in the scholarly book publishing in Croatia. However, given the overall context of
book publishing in a small national circle with limited readership, it could not have been
expected that digital innovation would be taking place among private publishers on a
significant scale or that it could be fostered by their commercial interests.

The CROSBI dataset confirms that the uptake of digital publishing among commercial
publishers is very modest. Only two such publishers offer paywalled scholarly e-books.
One is the publisher of books specialized in business and economics that offers institutional
subscriptions to e-books in e-pub format, but without the usual access control mechanisms
(based on IP ranges, shibboleth protocol or proxy access). The other one offers only the
option of individual purchases (predominantly titles in popular science).

The evidence of OA models for books among Croatian private publishers is even
scarcer. In the CROSBI sample, only two titles in OA were recorded. One is from a small
niche publisher: there is a pdf document on the publisher’s website, but without associated
metadata. The other is from a larger publisher specialized for textbooks: there is a copy
in an institutional repository self-archived by the editor. In both cases, the initiative for
making books open clearly came from the author or the editor, and not the publisher.
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3.2.2. Publishers of Open Access Books in Croatia

According to the CROSBI data, OA to scholarly books is almost entirely in the domain
of non-commercial publishers: higher education institutions, scholarly societies, research
institutes and other public organizations (government offices and NGOs).

Four publishers with higher number of recorded titles in OA (if the editions co-
published by several organizations were excluded) are:

1. Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u Zagrebu (35 titles on two platforms, ‘FF Open Press’
and ‘Stilistika’);

2. Sveučilište u Zadru (21 titles on the platform: ‘Morepress’);
3. Filozofski fakultet Sveučilišta u Rijeci (14 titles on the website of ‘Izdavaštvo FFRI’);
4. Sveučilište Jurja Dobrile u Puli (13 titles deposited in the institutional repository).

All four are higher education institutions (faculties or universities).
In addition to looking at who is providing OA books, it is also interesting to look at

the models of delivery (Table 7).

Table 7. Models of providing OA to books recognized in the CROSBI dataset.

OA Host Number of Records % of Total No

Web site 280 66%
Publishing platform 46 11%

Scholarly networking site 42 10%
Repository 38 9%

General hosting service 15 4%
Digital library 6 1%

In some of these models, OA is accomplished through the effort of the publisher; in
others, the author or the editor will take that responsibility.

Only 11% of titles in the sample are published in OA on the specialised publishing
platforms maintained by their publishers. Both such platforms (Morepress and FF Open
Press) are developed by using the open-source software PKP Open Monograph Press, and
they enable efficient dissemination of full text content and standardized metadata through
established discovery channels.

An additional 10% of titles are available in digital libraries (1%) and institutional
repositories (9%) that provide interoperability of standardized metadata. However, it is not
clear from the data if the books are self-archived to the repositories by their authors/editors,
or they are deposited by the publishing institution (examples of both cases are known to
the author of this paper).

A non-negligible share of books (10% in the sample) is available in OA due to their
authors sharing them via scholarly networking sites, such as Academia.org or ResearchGate.
Although it is disputable whether this is an actual OA model, it is indicative of the need of
the authors to provide wider access and secure readership and visibility.

Fifteen titles (4%) are made available on several general hosting services, free or paid
(Google Drive, Issuu, Scribd, Dropbox).

However, most titles are available on the institutional websites of their publishers.
Generally, that means that there are no standardized landing pages, metadata dissemination
or compliance with interoperability standards.

Further evidence of slow acceptance of professional standards of digital publishing
is the low number of Digital object identifiers (DOIs) registered by Croatian publishers:
in our sample we found only 32 records with DOIs from 3 institutional publishers (one
publisher had 2 titles with DOIs, one had 5 and one had 25).

However, it should be recalled that this analysis of OA titles and their hosts is
based on a limited sample of 427 records for which the OA URLs were provided in the
CROSBI dataset.
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4. Discussion

The fact that most of the Croatian scholarly book publishing is happening in the private
sector has a considerable impact on the way the future OA books’ infrastructure should be
designed and implemented. The existing and available national scholarly infrastructure is
currently primarily intended for academic institutions, and some mechanisms (for instance,
the authentication based on the eduroam identities) prevent the inclusion of non-academic
stakeholders. However, the Croatian repositories infrastructure could be, with some effort,
adapted for the needs of book publishing. Functionalities that would need to be added
are, for instance, the existence of tables of contents and relations from book title to book
chapters, or the possibility to distinguish between books published by the institution from
the institution’s research output in the institutional repositories.

Unlike large international publishers who are incentivised to innovate and operate
in a digital environment, Croatian private commercial publishers are still very traditional
and slow in embracing newer technologies. Several reasons for that could be identified:
a fragmented market with many small players (and each of them without individual
capacities and expertise), low collaboration, and a small market (limited readership of
academic content in the national language). Currently, several initiatives are found among
higher education institutions that are actively and thoughtfully approaching OA book
publishing. However, such OA publishing, entrenched in the public sector and dependent
on in-kind contributions and public subsidies, has its own challenges and limitations, as
described in the collection of case studies detailing the business models of a range of OA
academic book presses [17].

The pattern of governmental subsidies has shown both stability and dedication (the
amount awarded has stayed in the same range over years) as well as the volatile nature of
the system (a single drop of more than 1/3 of the total amount in one year shows that the
scheme can easily collapse due to a change in government or a financial crisis).

It is important to note that financial difficulties are not the only challenge for the
sustainability of academic book publishing. Expertise, knowledge, and experience in all
areas of digital scholarly publishing are lacking among most Croatian book publishers.
That becomes even more obvious from the information on hosting domains, or from
the prevalence of permanent identifiers. The inability to comply with the established
interoperability standards is seriously compromising the visibility and discoverability of
book content, despite its open availability. Collaboration and developing joint national
infrastructure and support systems seem to be the only ways forward for overcoming the
existing shortcomings.

Many international debates on OA to scholarly books focus on new business models,
book publishing charges (BPCs) or innovative (often collective) funding mechanisms, such
as crowdfunding, “opening the future” or library memberships. There is no evidence
of any Croatian academic publishers trying out any of the mentioned business models.
Although some of the experiences from those models could surely be instructional even
for Croatian publishers, the overall landscape of scholarly communication (including the
way the research activities and libraries are funded, as well as the dominant language and
readership of books) makes it highly unlikely that they could be fully adopted and relied
upon. The current system of public subsidies still appears to be the most rational and
efficient way of supporting academic books, and the MSE’s requirements for awarding
subsidies are the main area where improvements could be sought.

One very important distinction of the Croatian landscape, as opposed to the countries
that have already achieved a more successful transition to OA books (such as the cases of
Austria, Sweden, or the UK), is a lack of a clear policy from the funder (either from the
research funder, the Croatian Science Foundation, or the grantor of public subsidies to
publishers, the Croatian Ministry of Science and Education). Currently, there is no national
open science or OA policy, and no requirement from the main national research foundation
that would be binding for book authors. Hopefully, that will change in the near future,
as the result of the work of the Croatian Open Science Cloud Initiative (HR-OOZ) [18].
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The HR-OOZ working group is currently defining a future Croatian national OS plan that
would also address books.

The results of this research provided us with some important insights into the land-
scape of book production in Croatia, especially regarding the publishing of OA books.
However, there are also certain limitations of the chosen approach, which primarily relate
to the features of the data available for analysis. The research used already existing publicly
available data that could provide an overview and typology of the main stakeholders
and ways of achieving OA; however, these were insufficient to reveal the motives and
challenges faced by individual publishers or groups of publishers. Since knowing the
motivations and barriers to achieving OA among publishers can help us identify the most
effective ways of transition, it would be extremely important to conduct research in the
future that would examine the views of publishers using a survey, qualitative interviews or
focus groups.

5. Conclusions

By analysing data from two sources, the MSE and CROSBI, we formed an overview
of the current state of book publishing in Croatia. It has become clear that most of the
books subsidized by the government are published by small and medium-sized for-profit
publishers. At the same time, private publishers hardly ever engage in publishing OA
books; therefore, OA to scholarly books is almost entirely in the domain of non-commercial
publishers: higher education institutions, scholarly societies, research institutes and other
public organizations. Most of the OA books (66%) are hosted on the institutional websites
without standardized metadata. A smaller number is available on specialised publishing
platforms (11%) or hosted in institutional repositories (9%). Such an overview gives us a
good basis for defining future measures and designing a national open science plan that is
feasible and realistic with regard to scholarly books. It could also be a useful contribution
to international discussions.

The information gathered has shown us the importance of public policies and con-
ditional funding that will require or at least reward OA. To be sustainable, the public
funding model needs to promote development, to encourage change, foster collaboration
and incentivise adoption of the international standards.

Furthermore, this landscaping exercise made apparent the weaknesses of book pub-
lishing infrastructure and showed us another area where major improvements could be
envisaged and planned. The importance of public, available and reliable publishing in-
frastructure needs to be considered. The development of common national infrastructure
for OA book publishing could use and adapt the models developed elsewhere in Europe,
or even use some of the lessons from the development of the Croatian journal publishing
platform, Hrčak. The need to be included in the wider international networks and infrastruc-
tures, such as OAPEN or DOAB, will be the key in securing visibility and discoverability.
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Abstract: The aim of the study was to identify the traits of 100 European universities across 26 coun-
tries that did or did not support one particular library crowdfunding initiative for open access (OA)
monographs over the past few years. By relying on the rankings of four sources, including THE,
ARWU, QS, and Leiden, the study identifies some of the traits of the universities that have shown
strong interest in the model by already taking part in an established library crowdfunding initiative,
as well as those that may play a vital role in its sustainability. The study’s results show that the
institutions that are likely to participate in library crowdfunding initiatives for OA monographs may
be defined as highly ranked and produce research in quantity, quantity, relevance, and timeliness.
The study’s key revelation is the high academic standing of the institutions that rarely participate in
one crowdfunding initiative. These institutions may not be as “international” in their outlooks, but
they stand out for their high-quality and significant research output. As such, they may accelerate
the model’s adoption with more consistent participation in library crowdfunding.

Keywords: open access publishing; open access monographs; open access scholarly books;
library crowdfunding; open access business models; sustainability of open access business models;
sustainability of open access monographs

1. Introduction

Since its beginnings, the open access (OA) movement has been growing in many ways.
It was designed to remedy the “perceived failings” of the broken publishing system, which
mainly concerned the rising prices of journal subscriptions [1]. For this reason, the story
of OA began with journals and institutional repositories (IRs), with some scholars still
associating the story of OA with journals exclusively. However, other types of scholarly
content have since been published OA, including, for example, conference proceedings,
scholarly videos, scholarly blogs, and monographs.

In 2015, Pinfield identified the dominant themes in the analysis of OA publishing:
uncertainties around the green vs. gold OA possibilities; the development of evidence to
inform OA discussions; researchers’ disinterest in and skepticism about OA; policies or so-
called “mandates” that encourage OA; OA infrastructure (i.e., repositories); the emergence
of OA journals; the OA-related challenges for institutions; and the impact of OA content
beyond citation scores [2]. One notices the absence of academic books (i.e., monographs)
after examining these early themes. While studies were already underway that considered
the possibilities of OA monographs at the time [3,4], they were in their early stages. The
idea of publishing monographs OA, in fact, is still considered to be in the early stages [5].

Therefore, academic journals and IRs were the first “delivery vehicles” that dominated
the distribution of OA content and the low-hanging fruit of the OA movement from its
start [6]. This was because journal authors had little to lose from publishing OA. Unlike
article authors, book authors receive advance payments and royalties for monographs.
Although these payments may not be as high as the advances and royalties earned in
commercial publishing, book authors do not want to lose these royalties. The fact that
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authors do not receive financial compensation for publishing articles means that there is
little interest in protecting any income by restricting access to articles. This, however, is
the key trait of print monograph publishing [7]—access must be restricted only to those
that purchase it or buy rights to access it, such as libraries. In addition, journal articles are
much shorter than monographs, which makes them less risky investments. Conversely,
monographs involve significant assets [8]. Owing to the sheer number of stakeholders
involved in the production of monographs, the business models that would make the
publishing of OA monographs possible needed an entirely different approach [9].

1.1. The Emergence of OA Monographs

The monograph—which may be described as “a long, academic and peer-reviewed
work on a single topic normally written by a single author, and also extended to include
peer-reviewed edited collections by multiple authors” [10]—is a vital medium through
which the humanities achieve impact [11]. Authored books have an important place in
the humanities and social sciences (HSS) [12]. Further, the publishing of monographs
through university presses has formed an essential component of the tenure evaluation
for scholars [5]. Moreover, the monograph has remained “the” vehicle for articulating
arguments from extensive research. As Cheshire puts it, “If the academic monograph is no
longer valued, why do we require an 80,000-word thesis from doctoral students?” [13]. In
short, publishing a thesis as a printed monograph is still “the proxy for being recognized as
serious researchers” [14].

Notwithstanding its relevance in the HSS community, the monograph has been in a
state of crisis since the turn of the century [5], or since the OA movement began to shift
the direction of academic publishing. This is one reason why OA monographs have taken
a while to catch up to OA journals [15,16]. The landscape of the business models for OA
monographs is now expanding owing to the demand from scholars, funders, and the public
to make scholarship widely available [17]. Today, OA publishing has become an integral
part of the businesses of publishers—corporate and nonprofit alike—including university
presses. In fact, new kinds of university presses have begun to emerge that are committed
to OA and “born digital” content [18].

As the Ithaka S + R Faculty Survey recently showed, scholars now recognize that the
importance of the print monograph has declined, and that monographs in digital format
remain essential for their teaching and research [19]. According to a recent study published
in the Journal of Librarian and Information Science, academics’ awareness of OA increased
significantly during the pandemic [20]. In mid-2019, the Directory of Open Access Books
(DOAB) listed fewer than 20,000 OA books, compared with some 86,000 monographs
published internationally every year [21]. In late 2022, the DOAB listed 62,500 OA books,
which is a significant jump in a relatively short period. A strong argument could be made
that the limiting conditions of the pandemic contributed to the increase in the awareness of
the need to accelerate OA publishing, including monographs.

There is a growing interest in European countries in investing in OA monographs.
The Plan S initiative for OA publishing is a good example. Launched in September 2018
by cOAlition S, a global consortium of research funding organizations, Plan S advocates
that scientific publications that are funded by public money must be published OA. As
stated on the European Science Foundation’s website, cOAlition S’s main principle is
tied to the following statement: “With effect from 2021, all scholarly publications on the
results from research funded by public or private grants provided by national, regional
and international research councils and funding bodies, must be published in Open Access
Journals, on Open Access Platforms, or made immediately available through Open Access
Repositories without embargo” [22].

In its current statement on open access for academic books, the coalition states that
it “recognizes that academic book publishing is very different from journal publishing.
Our commitment is to progress towards full open access for academic books as soon as
possible, in the understanding that standards and funding models may need more time to
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develop” [22]. Further, the UK Research and Innovation funding council announced its
OA policy in the summer of 2021. It states that academic books, including monographs
and edited chapter books, must be published OA from January 2024, with a permissible
one-year embargo. This development has resulted in UK researchers questioning the
ramifications of OA book publishing [16].

Although their OA funds have primarily focused on OA journals, librarians have
generally supported the progress of OA monographs. The OAPEN-UK 2014 librarian
survey was among the first that revealed how positive librarians were about OA monograph
publishing in its nascent phase [4]. The same survey showed that 80% said that they would
support OA monograph publishing as a matter of principle, and that they were willing
to fund the publishing of OA monographs in the face of uncertainties, lack of experience,
and pressures imposed on them by the rising costs of monographs. A 2022 survey of
European librarians also confirmed their interest in supporting OA monographs as a matter
of principle [23].

1.2. Business Models for OA Monographs

Various business models have been tested to determine how to publish OA books in
financially viable ways for authors, publishers, and researchers, and that do not call into
question the integrity of either authors or publishers [24]. Collins et al. [3] first identified
the following business models for OA monographs: the author payment model (the author
pays a fee to the publisher, known as a book processing charge, or BPC); the selective
open access model (other activities of the press subsidize monograph publishing); the
collaborative underwriting model (libraries join forces to meet the price of a publisher set
for a title to become OA and share the cost); the crowdfunding model (publishers pitch a
title and seek funding from the “crowd”, which can include individuals or institutions); the
embargo/delayed OA model (a monograph is released OA after a publisher has had time
to gain revenue from the sale of the title); the new university press model (new university
presses emerge at institutions and receive subsidies for publishing); the freemium model
(the basic version of the monograph is free, while the premium version, with more content
and features, is sold in a different format).

Speicher et al. [25] also divided the OA models into several groups, some of which
overlap with Collins’ approach: the author processing charge (APC) model (authors pay
publishing fees); the freemium model (one simple version of the work is free, while others
are not free); the collaboration model (institutions join forces to open knowledge globally);
the community model (researchers in specific disciplines join forces with the common goal
of making the literature in their field OA); the library model (libraries cover the cost of OA
publishing).

To date, no model has become dominant, as each faces unique challenges [25]. The
APC model, for example, recognizes the costs behind quality publications that need to
be financed, but little funding is available to HSS scholars. The freemium model works
to generate extra revenue for the publisher, but it remains unclear if it is beneficial in the
long run. The collaboration model brings together communities with similar views and
goals, but it must prove its sustainability. The community model brings publishing to the
academic community, but funding and resources remain an issue. If budgets are not an
issue, then the library model works well with the existing library workflows and distributes
funds similarly to how funds are allocated for subscriptions. However, it can only succeed
if libraries continuously set aside funds for OA monographs.

Informed by these two breakdowns, OAPEN published its list of updated business
models for OA book publishing in 2022 [26]: book processing charges (BPCs); the freemium
model; institutional subsidies/new university presses; library membership; library con-
sortiums (institutional crowdfunding); subscribe to open (libraries subscribe to collections
of closed-access books, and the subscription fees are used to fund OA for new books);
crowdfunding (individuals pledge fees to make a book OA). “Library crowdfunding”—the
term used in this paper—was also identified as a specific revenue model two years earlier
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in a COPIM report and defined as an intermediating platform “connecting publishers to
‘unlock’ or ‘unlatch’ a title” [27].

1.3. The Library Crowdfunding Model

The scholarly community has, over the years, reiterated the importance of collab-
oration in the publishing ecosystem [28]. Because collaboration is about joining forces
and sharing, the library crowdfunding model encourages libraries to share the cost of
publishing peer-reviewed OA monographs to take the financial burden off researchers [29].
For this reason, the model has been considered innovative and possibly sustainable long
term [30]. In this model, libraries worldwide join forces to “open” a number of scholarly
monographs (or collections of monographs) every year because they have similar beliefs
regarding how scholarly content should be published and made available [31]. The money
collected from the participating institutions is then distributed to publishers and authors to
cover the cost of the BPCs.

The crowdfunding model’s advantage is that the funds collected from the participating
libraries are used to cover author fees. When enough funds are collected, selected mono-
graphs are published OA with various Creative Commons (CC) licenses assigned to them.
They then become available to the institutions that fund them, and to any user online [32].
Several OA initiatives rely on institutional crowdfunding to finance the publishing of OA
monographs, both frontlist titles (never-before-published titles) and backlist titles (older
books that already exist in print and are being permanently “flipped” to OA), including,
for example, Reveal Digital, Unglue.it, and Knowledge Unlatched [33].

As explained on its website, Reveal Digital “collaborates with libraries to produce OA
primary source collections from under-represented voices.” Libraries can participate in
three ways: via a one-time contribution model (to support a single collection or project), via
multiyear funding to a publishing program, and by contributing content to collections [34].
Unglue.it is rooted in the idea that “the gifts from many readers can free e-books from the
DRM [Digital Rights Management] chains that bind them” [35]. Once a funding goal for a
title is set, the organization collects pledges from individuals or institutions and distributes
the collected funds to the rights holder, who can publish an OA title under a CC license. The
model started by primarily focusing on commercial backlist titles, but it eventually included
frontlist monographs [36]. Unlike Unglue.it, Knowledge Unlatched (KU)—the focus of
this study—aims to provide open access to books from established scholarly publishers by
inviting libraries to support large batches of books [33]. The libraries that participate each
year form a global consortium that collectively funds the publishing of OA monographs
via KU.

Many factors influence an institution’s decision to participate in library crowdfunding
initiatives, including, for example, it’s budget, the local significance of the content published,
the author’s affiliation with the institution, the reputation of the crowdfunding initiative,
etc. Previous research has indicated that the budgets of institutions are a strong reason why
libraries participate in crowdfunding initiatives for OA monographs. Surveys have also
shown that one of the main reasons that institutions participate is the belief of librarians in
the principle of OA. Further, librarians are more likely to support OA content that is closely
tied to their institution’s research interests [23].

1.4. Knowledge Unlatched Crowdfunding Initiative

The COPIM report identified KU as the initiative that pioneered the library crowd-
funding model [27], and OAPEN’s most recent list of available models for OA monographs
also identifies it as the key example of “institutional crowdfunding” [26]. Since the 2013
pilot, KU has been “unlatching” new collections of OA monographs every year and has fa-
cilitated the publishing of about 4000 monographs, with over 670 institutions participating
in the crowdfunding to date [37]. It is best known to libraries for KU Select HSS Books, a
multidisciplinary collection of peer-reviewed monographs in English that cover various
HSS disciplines. The titles to be “unlatched” are selected each year by the KU Selection
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Committee, which comprises over 260 librarians worldwide. The committee members
participate each year in a democratic voting process online [37].

After the titles have been selected, libraries worldwide are invited to make “pledges”,
with the option of supporting the complete KU Select package (frontlist and backlist),
Frontlist Only package, or individual subject packages within KU Select (e.g., Anthropology,
History, Politics, etc.). KU collects funds from libraries and passes them on to publishers,
who then use the funds to publish OA monographs and pay the authors. After the pledging
cycle closes, the crowdfunding results are assessed, and the “unlatching” process begins.
The more funding KU receives from libraries, the more books from the “planned” KU Select
HSS Books collection are published OA.

COPIM’s 2021 report on collective funding models [38] identified positive and negative
sides to KU’s annual library crowdfunding campaign. On the positive side, KU was
perceived as providing a large amount of varied content from reputable publishers and
given credit for involving librarians in the selection process. Librarians decide which
titles will receive support from the crowdfunding efforts, and they may join the Selection
Committee regardless of whether their institution participates in the crowdfunding. KU
was also perceived as providing libraries with clear assurances around digital preservation
and long-term access, as well as being transparent about their earnings. In contrast,
KU’s transition from a nonprofit entity to a for-profit organization has drawn criticism,
disappointing some librarians in the process, who fear that KU’s for-profit status—and,
most recently, Wiley’s acquisition of KU, which was announced in December 2021—might
“monetize” the OA movement and compromise its core values [38].

1.5. Rankings as Tools for Identifying University Traits

In the past two decades, various ranking sources have sprung up that claim to offer
reliable quantifications of the achievements of universities worldwide, including, among
many others, the Times Higher Education (THE) World University Rankings and Academic
Ranking of World Universities (ARWU). The methodologies of these sources have been
criticized over the years, and mainly the focus on research performance and reputation,
which may not accurately reflect the attributes that make up a “quality” university [39,40].
Studies have pointed out that universities in English–speaking countries dominate uni-
versity rankings [40,41]. Likewise, concerns have been raised about the inconsistencies
in the methodologies applied to rank universities, leading scholars to question whether
the rankings underserve many institutions, and particularly non-Western ones [40]. While
such concerns are valid and the shortcomings of university rankings should be emphasized
when used as research tools, they may still provide relevant information to researchers,
students, and funders, among other stakeholders, when used responsibly [42]. They may
offer a useful international comparative perspective and make an institution’s strengths
visible [42].

University ranking sources have also been studied for their accuracy [43], stability
over time [39], and usefulness in improving research [41]. In OA publishing, they have
been studied in the context of OA journal publishing and whether the citation impact of the
research articles published OA contributes to improving an institution’s ranking [44]. There
appear to be no studies that use university rankings to profile institutions that support a
business model for OA publishing, and particularly the library crowdfunding model for
OA monographs—the focus of this paper.

Because the aim of this study was to identify the traits of the universities most or
least interested in one specific business model for OA monographs—KU’s library crowd-
funding model—the following four ranking sources were chosen for this research: Times
Higher Education, Academic Rankings of World Universities, Quacquarelli Symonds World
University Rankings, and Leiden Ranking.

Times Higher Education (THE) evaluates research-intensive universities across their
core missions: teaching, research, knowledge transfer, and international outlook. The
performance indicators are divided into five areas: teaching (the learning environment);
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research (the volume of research produced, income, and reputation); citations (the universi-
ties’ role and impact in spreading new knowledge and ideas); international outlook (staff,
students, and research); industry income (knowledge transfer) [45].

The Academic Rankings of World Universities (ARWU) uses six indicators to rank
universities, including the number of alumni and professors that have won Nobel Prizes
and other awards; the number of highly cited researchers (according to Clarivate Analytics);
the number of articles published in Nature and Science; the number of articles indexed in
the “Science Citation Index—Expanded and Social Sciences Citation Index;” the per capita
performances of universities [46].

The Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) rankings are based on six key indicators: academic
reputation based on its academic survey, which collates the opinions of over 130,000 in-
dividuals (40%); employer reputation based on the QS Employer Survey (10%); the fac-
ulty/student ratio (20%); citations per faculty (20%); the international faculty ratio (5%);
the international student ratio (5 percent) [47].

What sets the Leiden Ranking apart from the other three sources is that it does not
use any data obtained directly from universities (e.g., via surveys). Leiden’s exclusive
focus is on the university performance. It is also the only one of the four ranking sources
that examines the impact of the institutions’ OA research, measuring the volume and
proportion of OA publications [48], which makes it an important—perhaps the most
important—addition to this study. Although the data collected by Leiden are focused on
OA journal publications and not monographs (the exclusive focus of this study), this is a
unique indicator that helps to explain an institution’s current commitment to publishing its
research OA.

1.6. The Study’s Aim and Direction

This paper is a reworked, modified, and updated version of a portion of the author’s
doctoral thesis (“Sustainability of the crowdfunding model for Open Access academic e-
books”), defended in 2021 in English at the Department of Information and Communication
Sciences, the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, the University of Zagreb. The
tables included were updated in the summer of 2022 to reflect the most recent rankings,
and the methodology was revised (the Leiden ranking was not part of the original research)
to investigate the library crowdfunding model’s sustainability from the perspective of
institution rankings to determine the possible characteristics that may be assigned to the
European institutions that participate or that are likely to participate in one specific library
crowdfunding initiative for OA monographs. The study explores the institutions’ traits
in the context of only this business model, and only one initiative that is based on the
model—KU Select HSS Books—for several reasons:

� KU is the longest-running library crowdfunding campaign, and it is identified as a
pioneer of the model [27], with enough history and data to warrant relevant results;

� Owing to KU’s cooperation, obtaining accurate information on the annual participa-
tion of libraries in KU’s initiatives has not presented challenges;

� KU Select HSS Books is a multidisciplinary collection of monographs in the HSS fields
most relevant to long-form scholarship;

� KU Select HSS Books is international in its approach, featuring a wide range of
international authors and global publishers;

� The “internationality” and collaborative aspects of KU Select HSS Books significantly
support the argument that OA must function as a movement that supports interna-
tional rather than national interests.

The study relies on the data supplied by KU to assess the characteristics of the institu-
tions that participated in KU’s annual crowdfunding and, therefore, financially supported
the multidisciplinary collection between 2016 and 2021. While KU runs several library
crowdfunding initiatives each year, this study only focuses on KU’s “in-house” collections:
KU Select HSS Books and KU Focus Collection (a “topical” extension of KU Select HSS
Books).
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The study seeks to answer how various universities “score” according to the four
university ranking sources, and how their rankings relate to their participation in KU’s
crowdfunding campaign over the past six years (the participation data supplied by KU
show which European institutions supported KU’s legacy multidisciplinary collection
over a six-year period between 2016 and 2021). The ranking data used in the study were
collected from the websites of the four sources, focusing on five scores/indicators:

1. World ranking—determines an institution’s overall reputation on the world stage;
2. Citation impact—determines an institution’s role in spreading new knowledge and

ideas, and the global influence of its scholars;
3. Research impact—determines the volume of an institution’s published research, as

well as the reputation and perceived excellence of the published research;
4. Research published open access—determines the proportion of an institution’s re-

search that is published OA;
5. Internationality—determines an institution’s commitment to international collabora-

tion and its investment in attracting international students and faculty.

To remain impartial and mindful of the constraints of ranking sources, the study
adhered to the following principle highlighted in a 2017 blog post on the Leiden’s Center
for Science and Technology’s website [42] regarding the use of university rankings: “An
exclusive focus on the ranks of universities should be avoided; the values of the under-
lying indicators should be taken into account.” For this reason, specific indicators (and
subindicators)—qualitative and quantitative—were selected from the four ranking sources
to highlight the institutions’ strengths and characteristics.

As mentioned, no studies have used university ranking sources to determine the
characteristics of the institutions that participate in library crowdfunding initiatives for OA
monographs. The goal of the study is to add to the growing body of literature focused on
OA monographs, and particularly with an understanding of the acceptance of the library
crowdfunding model in its early stages, and the determination of the types of institutions
that are likely to support it in the future. Although the study focuses on one type of
crowdfunding initiative, it aims to give insight into the kinds of institutions that are likely
to support similar initiatives with the aims of interdisciplinarity, internationality, and global
collaboration.

As surveys confirm, librarians have recognized the role of their institutions in helping
to sustain the publishing of OA monographs [23]. While their motives are likely to draw
attention, they are not the focus of this study. The study’s goal is to serve as a starting
point from which initial conclusions can be drawn about the types of institutions that have
shown interest in supporting global library crowdfunding by participating in a widely
spread and well-known initiative of this kind.

1.7. Research Questions and Hypotheses

By examining the various rankings of European universities, and by focusing on one
library crowdfunding initiative for OA monographs, KU Select HSS Books, the study seeks
to answer the following:

1. What types of European universities participate in well-established global library
crowdfunding initiatives involving various disciplines, authors, and publishers?

2. How do the institutions that participate in library crowdfunding for OA monographs
via one library crowdfunding initiative (KU Select HSS Books) differ from those that
do not participate (or that rarely participate) in terms of their world rankings, citation
impacts, general research output, open access research output, and internationality?

The hypotheses include the following:

1. Research-intensive universities that rank high in their overall reputations and re-
search output will most likely participate in large multinational library crowdfunding
campaigns featuring international scholarly content, authors, and publishers;
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2. Institutions that do not currently participate (or that rarely participate) in library
crowdfunding on a global level are ranked lower overall, have a smaller research
output, do not invest in OA research, and are less focused on building international
academic communities.

2. Materials and Methods

This research traces the rankings of 100 European institutions in 26 countries that
supported or did not support KU’s annual crowdfunding initiative for OA monographs,
known as KU Select HS Books, over the course of six years (2016–2021). The sample
includes institutions from various countries, which ensures a broad scope, variety, and
internationality.

2.1. Institutions’ Participation Data and Measurements

Each institution in the study was given a Support Score, which ranged from 0 to 6, to
reflect the number of times that the institution participated in KU’s initiative, starting in
2016 and ending in 2021 (Tables A1 and A2). (These data were provided by Knowledge
Unlatched (KU) and reflect each institution’s participation on an annual basis for six consec-
utive years, including 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021. The listing of institutions that
participated in KU’s crowdfunding initiatives since the pilot is available on KU’s website
(https://knowledgeunlatched.org/library-partners/ [37] accessed on 1 September 2022). If
an institution received a 0, then it participated zero times; if it received a 1, then it supported
KU’s collection only once in the past six years, which makes it a “rare supporter”. If an
institution received a 6, it participated in this crowdfunding initiative every year since
2016, making it a “consistent supporter”. It is important to note that this study does not
consider the funds that each institution contributed to the initiative. Although pricing is
an important factor to consider, the study is not concerned with the amount of funding
set aside by each institution, but rather solely with the institution’s participation and,
consequently, its interest in supporting the publishing of OA monographs via a specific
business model.

To establish the necessary averages, the study divided the 100 institutions into 4 dis-
tinct groups based on the Support Scores: those that do not support (Score 0); those that
support rarely (Scores 1 and 2); those that support often (Scores 3 and 4); those that support
the most (i.e., those that participated five or six times in the past six years) (Scores 5 and 6).
Those that “support rarely” only supported the initiative once or twice in six years, while
those that “support often” supported three or four times. These four groups were further
broken down as follows (Table A1):

• Institutions that support the most (Scores 5 and 6): 9 institutions;
• Institutions that often support (Scores 3 and 4): 15 institutions;
• Institutions that rarely support (Scores 1 and 2): 21 institutions;
• Institutions that do not support (Score 0): 55 institutions.

The objective was to collect the participation data for the institutions according to the
four distinct groups, profile them by relying on four university ranking sources—chosen
for their prominences, diverse methodologies, and transparent rankings—and establish the
averages in each ranking category. Table A2 lists the 100 institutions by country.

2.2. University Ranking Data and Measurements

The four ranking sources used in the study differ in how they calculate various
indicators and are broken down as follows:

THE indicators for the year 2022:

� World ranking (combining the scores for teaching (30%); research (30%); citations
(30%); international outlook (7.5%); industry income (2.5%));

� Citation impact (the average number of times a university’s published work is cited
by scholars in the literature globally);
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� Research impact (including three indicators: a university’s reputation for research
excellence based on the institutions’ responses to the THE’s reputation survey (18%),
research volume (6%), and research income (6%));

� International outlook (including three indicators: the proportion of international stu-
dents (2.5%), proportion of international staff (2.5%), and proportion of a university’s
total relevant publications that have at least one international coauthor (2.5%)).

ARWU indicators for the year 2022:

� World ranking (combining the scores for award-winning alumni (10%); award-winning
staff (10%); highly cited researchers (20%); papers published in Nature and Science
(20%); papers indexed in the Science Citations Index and Social Science Citation Index
(20%); per capita academic performance (10%));

� Highly cited researchers (Clarivate Analytics’ list issued in November 2021 was used
to calculate the “Hi-Ci” indicator for 2022. Only the primary affiliations of highly
cited researchers are considered);

� Research output (the number of papers indexed in the Science Citation Index—
Expanded and Social Science Citation Index).

QS indicators for the year 2023 (which were published in 2022 and are therefore
comparable to the THE, ARWU, and Leiden rankings):

� World ranking (combining the scores for academic reputation (40%); employer repu-
tation (10%); the faculty/student ratio (20%); citations per faculty (20%); the interna-
tional faculty ratio (10%); the international student ratio (10%));

� Citations per faculty (the university’s research quality is measured with a citation-per-
faculty metric, which takes the total number of academic citations in papers produced
by an institution in five years);

� International faculty ratio (the ratio of international faculty staff to overall staff);

The Leiden indicator for the year 2022 (published in 2022):

� The proportion of articles published open access in all disciplines (in the period
2017–2020).

Although some information provided by the four university ranking sources used in this
research—THE (the data were collected from the following website in the summer of 2022 and
leading up to 1 September 2022: https://www.timeshighereducation.com/world-university-
r%C3%A0nkings/2022); ARWU (the data were collected from the following website in
the summer of 2022 and leading up to 1 September 2022: https://www.shanghairanking.
com/rankings/arwu/2022); QS (the data were collected from the following website in
the summer of 2022 and leading up to 1 September 2022: https://www.topuniversities.
com/university-rankings/world-university-rankings/2023); Leiden (the data were collected
from the following website in the summer of 2022 and leading up to 1 September 2022:
https://www.leidenranking.com/ranking/2022/list)—is similar and may overlap, each of
these sources offers insight into at least one unique aspect that the others do not. To provide
the most accurate data that help to “profile” institutions, only the institutions ranked by
all four ranking sources for at least one of the five chosen indicators were included in the
analysis. Below is the breakdown of the examined indicators in the order in which they are
presented in the Results section of this paper:

• World ranking—from three sources: THE, ARWU, and QS;
• Citation impact—from three sources: THE (average citations per publication), ARWU

(highly cited researchers), and QS (citations per faculty);
• Research impact—from two sources: THE (research volume, reputation, and income)

and ARWU (volume of papers indexed);
• Research published open access—from one source: Leiden;
• Internationality—from two sources: THE (international outlook) and QS (international

faculty ratio).
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3. Results

The tables in this section show how the 100 institutions rank in general in each category
(i.e., indicator) and when divided into 4 distinct groups (do not support, support rarely,
support often, and support the most). The tables break down the numbers and averages
per group for consistency and clarity, always stating the overall average in the first row.
In all cases, the groups are presented in the following order: all institutions; institutions
that support the most; institutions that support often; institutions that support rarely;
institutions that do not support.

3.1. World Ranking

The first factor considered is the world university rankings according to three sources:
THE, ARWU, and QS.

The THE world ranking is made up of scores for teaching (30%), research (30%), cita-
tions (30%) (as indexed in Scopus), international outlook (7.5%) (including the proportion
of international students and staff, as well as the institution’s international collaboration),
and industry income (2.5%) (how much research income an institution earns from the
industry).

Table 1 shows the THE average world rankings for all institutions combined and for
each group. The average THE ranking for all 100 institutions is 277.6. When we calculate
the average ranking within each group, the institutions that support the most (5 or 6 times
out of six) receive the highest ranking (i.e., the lowest number): 148.1. The institutions
that did not support KU crowdfunding over the past six years receive the lowest ranking
(i.e., the highest number): 370.2. In other words, while the THE ranking of the institutions
that participate in some capacity (either the most, often, or rarely) is well above the overall
average, the average ranking of the institutions that do not support is significantly below
the overall average.

Table 1. THE average rankings of institutions.

Institutions THE Avg. Ranking

All institutions (100) 277.6
Support the most (9) 148.1

Support often (15) 162.1
Support rarely (21) 173.1
Do not support (55) 370.2

Unlike the THE’s world ranking approach, the ARWU places the most emphasis
on faculty achievements. Award-winning alumni, award-winning staff, and highly cited
researchers make up 50 percent of the overall score. Table 2 shows the ARWU average
world rankings for all institutions combined and for each group. The average ARWU
ranking for all 100 institutions is 257.5. When we examine the average ranking within each
group, we see that the highest ranking (i.e., the lowest number) is given to those institutions
that support the most: 188.1. The lowest ranking is given to the institutions that do not
support KU’s library crowdfunding initiative: 297.9. The average ARWU ranking of the
institutions that participate in some capacity (the most, often, or rarely) is above the overall
average, while the average ranking of the institutions that do not support is below the
overall average.
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Table 2. ARWU average rankings of institutions.

Institutions ARWU Avg. Ranking

All institutions (100) 257.5
Support the most (9) 188.1

Support often (15) 205.0
Support rarely (21) 218.9
Do not support (55) 297.9

Like THE, QS relies on survey data to determine each institution’s reputation among
academics and employers. Half of its overall ranking score is based on opinions and not on
calculable data. The other major indicator for QS is the faculty–student ratio, which points
to the quality of the teaching and learning environment and makes up 20% of the overall
score (compared with THE, for which the faculty–student ratio makes up only 4.5 percent
of the overall score).

Table 3 shows the QS average world rankings for all institutions combined and for
each group. The average overall QS ranking for all institutions is 284.2. When we examine
the average ranking of each group, we see that this time the highest ranking is not given
to those that support the most but to those that rarely support (190.2), while the lowest
ranking is given to the institutions that do not support KU crowdfunding (351.1). While
all the institutions that participate in some capacity rank higher than the overall average,
those that rank the highest this time are those that rarely support.

Table 3. QS average rankings of institutions.

Institutions QS Avg. Ranking

All institutions (100) 284.2
Support the most (9) 197.0

Support often (15) 222.7
Support rarely (21) 190.2
Do not support (55) 351.1

The more institutions that support the KU crowdfunding initiative for OA mono-
graphs, the higher their world rankings. The institutions that support the most (five or six
times in six years) on average rank higher than the institutions that support often (three or
four times in six years), rarely (one or two times in five years), or never (no participation
in six years). However, as the QS ranking shows, the most supportive institutions do not
consistently rank higher than those that rarely support (three or four times in six years).
What is evident is that the institutions that support in some capacity (always, sometimes,
or rarely) rank higher, while the institutions that do not support at all rank the lowest, and
lower than the overall average of all institutions.

One way to explain the discrepancy in QS’s ranking is by comparing the sources’
methodologies. Of the three sources, QS is the most dependent on survey results. Half of
its overall score rests on academic and employer reputation survey results. In comparison,
the ARWU develops its scores by relying solely on quantifiable data, with great emphasis
placed on the academic achievements of faculty. This may also explain why its average
score for all institutions is the lowest of the three sources. Lastly, the THE’s score combines
reputation survey results (33%) and other quantifiable parameters. In other words, the QS
scores may deviate from the pattern because the QS methodology relies on survey data,
which may not always reflect accurate and reliable answers and opinions, and may even
reflect subjective thoughts and unmotivated participants.

What is also noticeable when comparing Tables 1–3 is that the three groups that
support in some capacity are much closer in score than the overall average ranking or the
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group that does not support. We can also see that the institutions that support rarely have
high average world rankings. Consequently, while we may conclude that institutions that
support KU crowdfunding are ranked higher than average, it is also accurate to conclude
that institutions that support rarely rank high.

3.2. Citation Impact

The citation impact analysis led to similar conclusions to those of the analysis of the
world rankings. This category assesses the quality of the faculty, how much their research
is shared, and to what extent it influences the academic community. THE examines this
influence by capturing the average number of times that a university’s published work is
cited by scholars globally. Its bibliometric data supplier, Elsevier, examined over 108 million
citations to 14.4 million journal articles, article reviews, conference proceedings, books, and
book chapters published over five years. The data include 24,600-plus academic journals
indexed by Elsevier’s Scopus, and all indexed publications between 2015 and 2019 [46].

Table 4 shows that the average number of citations per work for the most supportive
group is the highest, 86.2, while it is the lowest for the group that does not support, 68.9.
Upon closer examination, it becomes apparent how close the numbers are for the three
groups that support crowdfunding in some capacity—the most, often, or rarely—leading
to the conclusion that the institutions that support crowdfunding to some degree employ
researchers whose works are cited significantly more than those of the institutions that do
not participate in this type of library crowdfunding.

Table 4. Average citations per publication: THE.

Institutions THE Avg. Citations

All institutions (100) 76.0
Support the most (9) 86.2

Support often (15) 83.9
Support rarely (21) 84.7
Do not support (55) 68.9

The ARWU focuses on the number of “highly cited” researchers of an institution
selected by Clarivate Analytics, considering only the primary affiliations of highly cited
researchers. Table 5 shows that the highest number of highly cited researchers belongs to
the institutions that support the most (19.7), while the lowest belongs to the institutions that
do not support (12.8). However, the institutions that support rarely do not trail far behind
the institutions that support the most, and they score higher (19) than the institutions that
support often (17). The only group with a significantly low score in this category is the
group of institutions that, to date, have not supported crowdfunding (12.8). The results in
Table 5 point to the closeness in the scores between the “Support the most” and “Support
rarely” groups compared with the others. Again, the data reveal that the institutions that do
not support KU crowdfunding score low in the number of highly cited researchers—lower
than the overall average for all institutions. However, the “Support rarely” group ranks
higher than the “Support often” group.

Table 5. Average number of highly cited researchers: ARWU.

Institutions ARWU Avg. Score for Highly Cited Researchers

All institutions (100) 15.3
Support the most (9) 19.7

Support often (15) 17.0
Support rarely (21) 19.0
Do not support (55) 12.8
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While the THE citation score captures the average number of times that a university’s
published work is cited by scholars globally and the ARWU captures the number of highly
cited researchers at an institution, the QS measures the research quality by using the citation-
per-faculty metric, taking the number of citations in papers produced by a university in a
five-year period. Table 6 shows that the highest number of citations per faculty belongs to
the “Support often” group (55.2), compared with the “Do not support” group (33.5). Table 6
reveals that the highest scores for the number of citations per faculty belong to the three
groups that support in some capacity (the most, often, or rarely). The numbers for these
three groups are not far apart, whereas the difference between the institutions that support
in some capacity vs. those that do not support at all is notably greater (33.5 vs. 51.2–55.2).

Table 6. Citations per faculty: QS.

Institutions QS Average Citations per Faculty

All institutions (100) 42.2
Support the most (9) 53.2

Support often (15) 55.2
Support rarely (21) 51.2
Do not support (55) 33.5

Although the way that the citation impact is measured differs from source to source—
with THE focusing on the average citations per published work, the ARWU focusing on the
number of highly cited researchers, and QS focusing on the number of citations per faculty—
all three sources give insight into the influence of the institution’s produced research and
researchers. It can be concluded that the institutions that support KU crowdfunding the
most have the greatest citation impact overall, while the institutions that support often
and rarely have above-average citation impacts when compared with the average for all
institutions. This again points to the quality of the institutions that have not yet fully
embraced the crowdfunding model for OA monographs, but that have not entirely ignored
it either.

3.3. Research Impact

The next examined indicator is the research output and reputation, as assessed by two
sources: THE and the ARWU. Because the two organizations do not apply the same criteria
for evaluating this indicator, their numbers do not reflect the same metric, but when taken
together, they give insight into each institution’s research output and the perception of that
output in the scholarly community.

According to the THE website, the most prominent indicator in this category looks at
the university’s reputation for research excellence among its peers, based on the responses
to the THE’s annual Academic Reputation Survey (18%); however, the category also takes
into account the number of journal publications indexed by Elsevier’s Scopus database per
scholar, scaled for institutional size (6%) and research income (6%). Table 7 shows that the
average THE research score of all institutions is 40.5. The average research score for the
“Support the most” group is 47, while the average score for the “Do not support” group
is below the overall average (35.7), which is consistent with previous findings. However,
the “Support rarely” group scores higher in this category (48.2) than the “Support the
most” group (47). This finding again points to the high performance of the “Support rarely”
group—higher than the other two groups that support the KU initiative the most—while
the overall average for the “Do not support” group (grey) is lower than the overall average
for all institutions.
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Table 7. Average scores for research volume, income, and reputation combined: THE.

Institutions THE Avg. Research

All institutions (100) 40.5
Support the most (9) 47.0

Support often (15) 43.3
Support rarely (21) 48.2
Do not support (55) 35.7

The ARWU examined the number of papers indexed in Clarivate’s Science Citation
Index—Expanded and Social Science Citation Index in 2021 (identified on the ARWU
website as the PUB indicator). As explained, “to distinguish the order of author affiliation,
a weight of 100 percent is assigned for corresponding author affiliation, 50 percent for
first author affiliation (second author affiliation if the first author affiliation is the same as
corresponding author affiliation), 25 percent for the next author affiliation, and 10 percent
for other author affiliations” (ARWU Methodology, 2022). Table 8 shows that the average
score for all institutions for the PUB indicator (i.e., the number-of-papers index in 2021) is
43, while the average PUB score for the institutions that do not participate in crowdfunding
is below average: 42.4. The scores for the “Support rarely” and “Support the most” groups
are similar, with a slightly higher score for the “Support rarely” group (44.5 vs. 44.4). What
is surprising here is that the score for the “Support often” group is lower than the overall
average (42.2 vs. 43), as well as the average of the “Do not support” group (42.2 vs. 42.4).
In other words, the institutions that support rarely have the highest number of papers
indexed in the two citations indexes, which again points to the productivity of the research
of these institutions.

Table 8. ARWU papers indexed in Science Index and Social Science Index.

Institutions ARWU Avg. PUB Score

All institutions (100) 43.0
Support the most (9) 44.4

Support often (15) 42.2
Support rarely (21) 44.5
Do not support (55) 42.4

In summary, the THE and ARWU indicators that are focused on some aspect of
research productivity—including the volume of published articles, volume of indexed
articles, income, and reputation—show that the institutions that support KU crowdfunding
rarely have the highest performances in terms of their overall research output and impacts,
which are lower in the other groups. When we combine this finding with the findings on
the citation impact, we conclude that the institutions that do not support KU crowdfunding
have the lowest scores in all aspects of the citation and research impact. In contrast, the
institutions that support KU in some capacity always perform higher than those that do not
in terms of the research volume, research excellence, and research influence. Further, while
the institutions that support KU crowdfunding the most may be defined as producing the
highest number of the most influential (“highly-cited”) researchers, the institutions that
rarely support stand out for their research volume and the perception of their research in
the scholarly community.

3.4. Research Published Open Access

If we next consider the extent to which these same institutions produce their re-
search OA—including gold, hybrid, green, or bronze OA journals (the focus of the Leiden
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ranking)—then we obtain a better understanding of these institutions’ current commitment
to OA (even if it is not specific to monographs).

Table 9 shows the percentages of OA journal publications at the 100 institutions, with
the overall average for all institutions at 71%. This means that, on average, 71% of the
publications that these institutions produce are published OA. For the institutions that
support the most, the number goes up to 80.6%, while for those that do not support, the
number goes down to 65.5%. What the data in Table 9 reveal is that the institutions that
support the most and the institutions that support often publish over 80 percent of their
research (in journal format) OA, which is significantly higher than the OA output of the
institutions that do not support it.

Table 9. Proportion of OA publications: Leiden.

Institutions P.P. (OA)

All institutions (100) 71.0%
Support the most (9) 80.6%

Support often (15) 80.4%
Support rarely (21) 74.5%
Do not support (55) 65.5%

When we combine the results of the Leiden ranking for OA with the results focused
on the research impact, we conclude that those institutions that do not support KU crowd-
funding rank below the overall average regarding their overall research output and the
percentage of their research published OA. In addition, the more institutions that partici-
pate in crowdfunding initiatives for OA monographs, the greater the percentages of their
current research that is published OA in journals.

3.5. Internationality

The last indicator considered is not related to an institution’s rank or reputation, or to
the volume or quality of its research output. Instead, it looks at the “internationality” of
each institution (i.e., the extent to which each institution is international in its structure and
approach to building diverse cultures and encouraging cross-cultural and cross-university
collaborations—one of the pillars of the OA movement).

The THE’s international outlook score (which makes up 7.5 percent of the overall
ranking score given to an institution) comprises three indicators: the proportion of inter-
national students, proportion of international staff, and international collaboration. The
third indicator is especially relevant because it shows how much an institution collaborates
with other institutions and promotes various “collaborative” endeavors. Here, THE calcu-
lates the proportion of a university’s publications with at least one international coauthor
in five years [46]. The three indicators give each institution a score that determines its
“international outlook”.

Table 10 breaks down the scores per group, showing that the institutions that do not
support KU crowdfunding scored 63, which is below the average for all institutions (72.2).
The institutions that support the most and those that support rarely received the same
score: 81.8, while the institutions that support often (but not the most) received the highest
score: 86.8.

QS’s international faculty ratio indicator compares the international staff ratio to the
university’s overall staff. The term “international” is determined by the faculty’s citizenship,
and in the case of dual citizenship, the deciding criteria are the citizenship obtained through
birth or the first passport in possession. This QS indicator may complement the THE’s
international outlook indicator, which seeks to determine an institution’s internationality
by looking at the proportion of international students and staff and the “international
collaboration”. The QS’s international faculty ratio zooms in only on the staff that have
contributed to academic research or teaching for at least three months.
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Table 10. International outlook scores: THE.

Institutions THE Average International Outlook

All institutions (100) 72.2
Support the most (9) 81.8

Support often (15) 86.8
Support rarely (21) 81.8
Do not support (55) 63.0

Table 11 shows the international faculty ratio results, which are similar to the “interna-
tional outlook” results. The lowest international faculty ratio is assigned to the “Do not
support” group (40.3%), while the highest ratio is assigned to the “Support often” group
(88.9%).

Table 11. International faculty ratios: QS.

Institutions Average International Faculty Ratio

All institutions (100) 59.3
Support the most (9) 80.8

Support often (15) 88.9
Support rarely (21) 78.6
Do not support (55) 40.3

The analysis of the universities’ “internationality” shows that the most “international”
of all the universities are not those that support the most but those that support often, and
that although the institutions that support rarely show strong rankings in the categories
of research output in general, they appear not to be as “international” as the universities
that support KU crowdfunding often or the most. However, they are still well above the
overall average even in this category, and they are above the average when compared with
the “Do not support” group.

4. Discussion

By taking a closer look at several university ranking indicators given by four ranking
sources—THE, ARWU, QS, and Leiden—we arrive at some observations about the types of
institutions that are presently most inclined to support KU’s crowdfunding initiative for
OA monographs (and thus possibly also the library crowdfunding approach in general).
We also arrive at some observations about the types of institutions that are currently not
considered to be drivers of the success of KU’s library crowdfunding model because they do
not support it consistently, but do support it, which may result in stronger future support
by these institutions and thus contribute to the sustainability of the model. Lastly, the
results reveal the institutions that have remained uninterested in this type of “international”
library crowdfunding.

4.1. Key Findings

The following are the study’s key findings:

� Institutions that financially support OA monographs through crowdfunding in some
capacity (rarely, often, and the most vs. never) have higher overall world rankings
than those that do not financially support. On average, the institutions that support
crowdfunding the most (i.e., that supported five or six times in the past six years)
obtained the highest overall world ranking scores compared with other institutions;

� Institutions that have not yet participated in KU’s crowdfunding initiative consistently
rank below average in every category examined. This is particularly noticeable when
comparing their “internationality” to that of all the other institutions;
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� Institutions that support crowdfunding in some capacity (rarely, often, and the most)
perform higher than those that do not in terms of research volume, research excellence,
and citation influence;

� Institutions that support crowdfunding the most may be defined as producing the
highest number of the most influential researchers;

� Institutions that support KU crowdfunding the most also have the greatest citation
impacts, while those that support often and rarely have above-average citation im-
pacts;

� Institutions that support rarely rank higher than institutions that support often in
terms of their citation impacts;

� Institutions that support rarely stand out for their research output and the overall
perception of their research in the scholarly community, pointing to their overall
research productivity;

� Institutions that do not support KU crowdfunding rank below the overall average
when it comes to their overall research output, as well the percentage of their research
published OA, while the institutions that support crowdfunding the most produce
the most significant (i.e., the highest) proportion of research OA;

� The most “international” of all institutions are not those that support the most but
those that support often.

In conclusion, the institutions that are most likely to participate in library crowdfund-
ing initiatives for OA monographs, such as the KU initiative, may be defined as highly
ranked overall and productive of relevant and timely research in quantity, quantity, rele-
vance, and timeliness. They already publish a significant proportion of their research OA
in article/journal format, and they are highly invested in advancing HSS scholarship and
maintaining their international outlooks.

The study confirmed the hypothesis that research-intensive universities that are ranked
highly tend to be the most inclined to support library crowdfunding initiatives. The study
also revealed that institutions that support rarely rank significantly higher than those that
do not support at all in terms of their research output and influence. Therefore, the most
significant revelation of this study is the high academic standing of the institutions that
support rarely (i.e., the institutions that have participated in KU crowdfunding but have
not shown consistent commitment). These institutions may not be as “international” in
their outlooks, and they may not be as productive on the OA front as the institutions that
support the most, but they stand out for high-quality and significant research output, and
particularly when compared with the institutions that do not participate. This finding
points to the fact that the library crowdfunding business model for OA monographs is still
maturing, as many high-quality institutions worldwide have not embraced it; at best, they
have tested it or encountered it in some small capacity over the past few years.

Further, given their high academic standing, the “Support rarely” institutions may be
recognized as the type of institutions that could significantly contribute to the sustainability
of the KU crowdfunding initiative (and thus library crowdfunding for OA monographs), as
their future participation is needed to ensure the success of international library crowdfund-
ing campaigns, such as KU. It may be argued that if these institutions participate in more
significant numbers, then the KU crowdfunding model for OA monographs would become
more widely accepted and eventually lead to more acceptance among the institutions
that have not yet embraced it. It may also be argued that the consistent participation of
some institutions may have led to the proliferation of other types of library crowdfunding
campaigns for monographs in recent years—not only by KU, but also by various other
entities and publishers that now embrace the model (which are not covered in this study).

4.2. Limitations of the Study

This study was guided by the assumption that the institutions ranked by all four
sources put significant effort into cooperating with the ranking organizations to ensure that
they appear on various ranking lists. However, this does not imply that the institutions not
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ranked by all four sources (and not included in this study) do not warrant a closer analysis
in the context of their support for OA monographs and the library crowdfunding model
(through KU or otherwise). There could be a number of reasons why an institution is not
ranked by one or all four sources. While the study aimed to diversify the sample as much
as possible by including institutions that represent a wide range of European countries,
only those institutions ranked by all four sources were examined. Likewise, other ranking
sources that were not the subject of this study may yield different results.

The study relied on the data of only one of several existing library crowdfunding
initiatives for OA monographs. It is possible and to be expected that the institutions that
do not participate in KU’s crowdfunding initiative support other initiatives (including but
not limited to crowdfunding) for OA monographs, and that the results of this study may
not give a complete picture of their interest in library crowdfunding for OA monographs.
Given the controversies surrounding KU’s for-profit status, it is also to be expected that
some institutions may not support KU not because they do not support the idea of library
crowdfunding through such a scheme, but because they do not wish to support the model
if it is not rooted in nonprofit ideals.

The study also did not focus on the amount of funding set aside by each institution
for each year that it participated; the focus was on the institutions’ ongoing commitment
or lack thereof. Library budgets are important in determining an institution’s ability to
support OA publishing. If library budgets are limited, and particularly those that may be
allocated for OA monographs—as often may be the case in the institutions that receive
lower ranking scores overall—then they may be the main reason that these institutions do
not participate.

Further, the study attempted to build on the existing knowledge of the possible indica-
tors that point to the sustainability of an innovative business model for OA monographs.
While the findings indicate some of the characteristics of the institutions most likely to
participate in global library crowdfunding, they do not give a complete picture of the
likelihood of support in the future. They may, however, point us in the right direction.

Lastly, the study did not consider the academic focuses of the 100 institutions. While
many institutions comprise a range of HSS and STEM programs, some may have a more
pronounced focus on and investment in STEM programs. Given that monographs are
closely tied to HSS disciplines, they are expected to be most supported by the institutions
that are most heavily invested in the humanities and social sciences.

4.3. Recommendations for Further Research

When examining the traits of institutions that embrace the global library crowdfunding
model for OA monographs, future studies should go beyond KU Select HSS Books (one
of several initiatives run by KU), consider other library crowdfunding initiatives by other
players in the OA ecosystem, and compare their findings with this study. Future studies
should also evaluate additional indicators that help identify the institutions most likely
to keep the library crowdfunding model going, including, for example, their OA budgets.
It is common knowledge that libraries worldwide are under pressure to keep investing
in OA on tight budgets. The questions that naturally arise from this study are whether
the institutions that support the most also have the most OA monographs, and what
proportions of their budgets are allocated to OA monographs, compared with those that
support rarely or never.

Future studies should also examine the relationship between the ranking of an institution
in a specific academic discipline (rather than the overall ranking) and its participation in crowd-
funding initiatives that aim to publish OA monographs in that same discipline to determine
the likelihood of an institution supporting the fields most relevant for its community.

A future survey with librarians that explores the reasons for their institutions’ support
of OA monographs—and particularly on the types of crowdfunding models supported
and their positions on supporting for-profit vs. nonprofit initiatives—would complement
this study. Lastly, an assessment of the kinds of library crowdfunding initiatives currently
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supported by the institutions would provide further insight into the current prevalence of
the KU Select HSS Books initiative compared with other library crowdfunding initiatives
for OA monographs.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Breakdown of institutions and their scores.

Support Score

Total number of institutions examined
in the study: 100 –

Institutions that supported the most in the given
period (2016–2021): 9/100

Score 5 (supported 5 times in 6 years)
Score 6 (supported 6 times in 6 years)

Institutions that supported often in the given
period (2016–2021): 15/100

Score 3 (supported 3 times in 6 years)
Score 4 (supported 4 times in 6 years)

Institutions that rarely supported in the given
period (2016–2021): 21/100

Score 1 (supported 1 time in 6 years)
Score 2 (supported 2 times in 6 years)

Institutions that did not support in the given
period (2016–2021): 55/100 Score 0 (did not support)

Table A2. Institutions included in the study, by country, including Support Score for each.

Country Institution Support Score †

Austria Johannes Kepler University Linz 0
Austria University of Innsbruck 0
Austria University of Vienna 0
Belgium Ghent University 0
Belgium Hasselt University 0
Belgium University of Antwerp 0
Belgium Vrije Universiteit Brussel 0
Croatia University of Zagreb 0
Czechia Charles University, Prague 0

Denmark Aarhus University 0
Denmark University of Copenhagen 0
Denmark University of Southern Denmark 0
Denmark Aalborg University 1
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Table A2. Cont.

Country Institution Support Score †

Estonia University of Tartu 1
Finland University of Eastern Finland 0
Finland University of Helsinki 0
Finland University of Turku 1
Finland Tampere University 2
France Grenoble Alps University 0
France Paris-Saclay University 0
France Sorbonne University 0
France University of Bordeaux 0
France University of Lorraine 0
France University of Strasbourg 0

Germany Goethe University Frankfurt 0
Germany University of Munich 0
Germany University of Freiburg 1
Germany University of Hamburg 1
Germany University of Bonn 2
Germany Bielefeld University 4
Germany University of Cologne 6

Greece National and Kapodistrian Univ. of Athens 0
Greece University of Crete 0

Hungary Eötvös Loránd University 0
Ireland University College Dublin 0
Ireland Trinity College Dublin 1
Ireland University College Cork 2
Ireland University of Limerick 2

Italy Sapienza University of Rome 0
Italy University of Bologna 0
Italy University of Genoa 0
Italy University of Milan 0
Italy University of Padua 0
Italy University of Siena 0

Lithuania Vilnius University 0
Netherlands Maastricht University 0
Netherlands Utrecht University 0
Netherlands Erasmus University Rotterdam 2
Netherlands University of Amsterdam 2
Netherlands University of Groningen 3
Netherlands Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam 5
Netherlands Leiden University 6

Norway University of Bergen 0
Norway Norwegian Univ. of Science and Technology 3
Norway University of Oslo 4
Norway UiT The Arctic University of Norway, Tromsø 6
Poland Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań 0
Poland Jagiellonian University 0
Poland University of Warsaw 0
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Table A2. Cont.

Country Institution Support Score †

Portugal NOVA University of Lisbon 0
Portugal University of Lisbon 0
Portugal University of Porto 0
Romania Babes, -Bolyai University 0

Serbia University of Belgrade 0
Slovakia Comenius University, Bratislava 0
Slovenia University of Ljubljana 0

Spain Autonomous University of Barcelona 0
Spain Autonomous University of Madrid 0
Spain Complutense University of Madrid 0
Spain University of Barcelona 0
Spain University of Navarra 0

Sweden Lund University 0
Sweden University of Gothenburg 0
Sweden Uppsala University 0
Sweden Stockholm University 5

Switzerland University of Geneva 2
Switzerland University of Basel 4
Switzerland University of Bern 4
Switzerland University of Zurich 6

United Kingdom University of Oxford 0
United Kingdom University of Birmingham 1
United Kingdom University of Cambridge 1
United Kingdom University of Glasgow 1
United Kingdom Loughborough University 2
United Kingdom UCL, University of London 2
United Kingdom University of Edinburgh 2
United Kingdom University of Liverpool 2
United Kingdom University of Southampton 2
United Kingdom Durham University 3
United Kingdom Queen Mary University of London 3
United Kingdom University of Bath 3
United Kingdom University of Exeter 3
United Kingdom University of Kent 3
United Kingdom University of Sheffield 3
United Kingdom King’s College London 4
United Kingdom University of Nottingham 4
United Kingdom University of Surrey 4
United Kingdom University of Reading 5
United Kingdom Lancaster University 6
United Kingdom University of Manchester 6

† Notes: For each year that an institution participated, the institution received 1 point, totaling 6 points for the
institutions that participated every year between 2016 and 2021. If an institution received a 0, then it did not
participate in KU crowdfunding in the period between 2016 and 2021.
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Abstract: Citizen science has many definitions but it is commonly known as collaboration between
professional scientists and the rest of society. Although there have been cases of its implementation
in the past, the term became globally known in 2012. Citizen science activities cover a wide range
of academic disciplines and vary widely in what is required of the activity participants in terms of
knowledge, time commitment, travel, and the use of technology). For the past ten years, libraries
have often introduced citizen science in order to encourage greater interaction between science and
society as a form of their services or specially organized activities. The types of libraries that often
conduct citizen science are academic, public, and research libraries. Each of these library types has a
specific user population; academic libraries have students and scientific and teaching staff; public
libraries have the local community; and research libraries have researchers. However, libraries usually
carry out CS activities separately, and very rarely in cooperation with other types of libraries. Some
collaboration challenges are related to its complexity, the uncertainty regarding research cocreation,
and participant retention strategies. Such cooperation is one of the aspects explored by the LIBER
project CeOS_SE Project—Citizen-Enhanced Open Science in Southeastern Europe Higher Education
Knowledge Hubs. The main goal of the project is to raise awareness of mainstream Open Science and
CS practices in Southeastern (SE) Europe. As a project partner, the National and University Library
in Zagreb, in cooperation with the University Library of Southern Denmark, conducted a survey that
included other European countries in addition to SE Europe to examine and collect good practices of
civil engagement in university libraries.

Keywords: CeOS_SE project; citizen science; libraries cooperation; National and University Library
in Zagreb; organizational challenges

1. Introduction

As a term, citizen science (hereinafter CS) has many definitions that depend on various
factors. Mordechai et. al. stated that CS definitions depend on diverse perceptions, cultural
differences, and varied contexts in every world country [1]. In the case of Europe, we can
extract the definition from the Ten Principles of Citizen Science developed by the European
Citizen Science Association, led by the Natural History Museum, London. From these
principles, it can be assumed that CS projects include citizens in scientific research who
produce new knowledge and have an original scientific outcome where both the scientists
and the citizens can benefit [2]. CS has numerous goals such as research, education, and
action, imbued with a variety of different individuals, and as such, it has proven to be an
excellent opportunity to develop and implement inclusive practices [3].

There are a few CS platforms on the web, but the world’s largest platform is SciStarter
(scistarter.org, accessed on 14 September 2022). SciStarter was founded in 2011 by Darlene
Cavalier, Professor of Practice and Senior Global Futures Scientist at Arizona State Univer-
sity, and it represents an online hub developed to expedite, explore, and popularize CS
projects from all around the world. It offers an overview of more than 3000 CS projects,
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and brings together people who are interested in science, and offers them various tools
and ideas to successfully participate in scientific activities [4]. The platform is significant in
education and socialization, but it also encourages the cooperation of various institutions
such as libraries, schools, universities, and museums, among others. It has also developed
some CS events such as Citizen Science Month, which takes place in April [5]. SciStarter
has also issued a guide The Library and Community Guide to Citizen Science for Libraries so
that they can learn more about CS and the integration of such activities into their business,
listen to the interests of the local community, connect existing community programs with
SciStarter projects, access information sources for conducting CS, etc. [6].

In the USA, there are many examples of CS conducted with the help of all kinds
of libraries. In 2015, the Library of Congress launched a crowdsourced transcription
program named By the people in which all interested individuals from all around the world
could participate by making transcripts of historical document (e.g., Wm. Oland Bourne
Papers, Branch Rickey Papers, Elizabeth Cady Stanton Papers, Rosa Parks Papers.) [7]. By
1 November 2022, more than 580,000 pages of completed transcriptions have been collected
in seven cataloged datasets and more than 32,000 participants have registered accounts [8].
The National Library of Medicine has been conducting a national CS activity since 2018
called the #CiteNLM Wikipedia Edit-a-thon. The main goal of this activity is to increase
the credibility of Wikipedia content related to medicine and health by adding citations
from the National Library of Medicine sources. By spring 2020, more than 300 participants
edited more than 500 articles and added 700 references [9]. In 2020, several institutions
collaborated in North Carolina’s Candid Critters (NCCC) Project including 63 public
libraries that helped with distributing camera traps to CS participants in 100 counties in
North Carolina, USA. The main aim of this CS activity was to analyze whether large-scale
CS camera trapping surveys were useful for gathering wildlife records. The project had
a great response, 580 volunteers joined and collected more than 120,000 wildlife records
and more than two million photos [10]. A similar activity, but with an emphasis on
biodiversity and collective observations of animals and plants, was conducted in 2017 by
the San Francisco Public Library. In this way, the aforementioned library supported the San
Francisco Biodiversity Policy resolution and gathered citizens to observe and collect data
about San Francisco’s biodiversity and changes in the environment through the iNaturalist
application by the crowdsourcing method [11].

Vohland et al. divided CS activities in Europe into several geographical regions. They
established that in Western and Northern Europe, CS relies on learned associations and is
very well-developed. In Central and Eastern Europe, there are not as many CS activities,
mostly because of the uneven knowledge management, but a great involvement of volun-
teers was observed. For Southern Europe and the Balkans, there are even fewer CS activities,
mostly because of the economic development of countries, but the activities that are carried
out are mostly oriented on sensing and monitoring projects [12]. It should be emphasized
that most European CS projects relate to natural and technical sciences, while activities
related to social sciences and humanities are rarer [13]. In addition, European policymakers
still hesitate to utilize data obtained in CS projects with the goal of decision making. What
would improve the credibility of CS data is defining its minimum standards [14].

The fundamental concepts we associate with CS are scientific standards, collaboration,
open science, communication, and data management. All of these terms can be related to
librarianship, so it is not surprising that libraries are stakeholders in the CS implementation,
serving not only as a bridge that connects citizens and science, but also as the main
bearers of ideas and initiators of activities in the community in which they operate. Ignat
et al. suggested a few roles that libraries could play in conducting CS activities such
as establishing skills to employ in CS projects, fabricating a toolkit to design CS library
projects, forming collections of data forms and educational resources, bid infrastructure,
and advertising a positive mindset toward CS and much more [15].

CS activities in European libraries do exist, but unfortunately there have been few
case studies in the literature written and available in the English language. More impor-
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tantly, some libraries that have implemented such projects are not familiar with the term
“citizen science”. For example, University College London and their library developed
a participatory project named Transcribe Bentham, with the main goal of engaging the
citizens and the wider public in the online transcription of Jeremy Bentham’s unstudied
manuscripts [16]. They did not call it citizen science, but Ignat et al. recognized it as such
because the traits of that project are similar to CS activities. The University of Southern
Denmark and their library are actively involved in creating CS activities, and they have
projects such as A Healthier Funen, Active Living Area, community-driven journalism,
and narrative medicine [16]. The ETH Library from Zurich has a successful CS project
for their image archive where citizens had to locate areas, date photographs. and identify
people and objects, and in this way, they improved the image archive metadata [17]. The
Barcelona Network of Public Libraries organized a CS activity named Science and Citizen
Action, which was also characterized as a behavioral experiment where data about the
housing market simulation were collected [18]. These are just a few examples of the CS
practices in European libraries, and considering the names of the activities and their topics,
it is possible to conclude that libraries can organize CS activities related to many types of
scientific disciplines.

To ensure networking in the implementation of CS, library organizations have begun
to implement projects related to CS at the international level. One of them is the Erasmus+
Program under Cooperation Partnerships in Higher Education project Citizen-Enhanced
Open Science in Southeastern Europe Higher Education Knowledge Hubs led by LIBER (Ligue des
Bibliothèques Européennes de Recherche—Association of European Research Libraries).
One of the project’s goals is to train and upskill the librarians in Southeastern European
countries in the field of OS and CS because such activities are lacking in that part of Europe.
The project started on 1 January 2022 with the end date of 1 January 2025 (more information
on https://ceosse-project.eu/, accessed on 1 December 2022). The project partners are
LIBER (Netherlands), University Library of Southern Denmark (Denmark), University of
Torino (Italy), University of Patras (Greece), University of Cyprus (Cyprus), University
Library “Svetozar Marković” (Serbia), National and University library in Zagreb (Croatia),
and the University of Library Studies and Information Technologies (Bulgaria) [19]. Each
project partner is in charge of carrying out a part of the project.

The National and University Library in Zagreb’s role is PR2 (project results from
project package number two) Report on implementation of citizen-enhanced open science in
various open knowledge hubs in SE Europe. PR2 facilitates transfer and participation in SE
Europe between university libraries (project partners) and public libraries (associated
partners) for a social purpose by means of citizen engagement in OS. Therefore, PR2
seeks to trigger and build up the dialog and partnership between the mentioned types of
libraries as knowledge and innovation hubs in SE Europe that will be carried out together
in CS activities [20]. To create the report, the National and University Library in Zagreb
conducted several surveys and a guided interview, and it turned out that there have been
few examples of the implementation of CS activities organized through the cooperation of
universities and public libraries, which requires the development of a deeper study.

It turns out that there are some barriers to conducting library activities in cooperation
between different library types. Although cooperation between several library types
has a positive effect on their management, libraries can face various barriers in the joint
implementation of services, programs, and activities. Regardless of the fact that it may
be a matter of collaboration between different types of libraries, certain barriers are more
common than others.

Looking at studies regarding the cooperation of American schools and public libraries,
Fitzgibbons claimed that there were three main problems in creating joint activities: a
lack of staff, insufficient resources, and a lack of unique goals. The author offered some
collaboration recommendations such as shared goals, the development of a managing
process and its evaluation, strong commitment, good communication channels, decent
funding, and adequate staffing [21]. Moreover, LaMaster explained that the greatest barriers
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to cooperation are the lack of time, lack of professional training and education, lack of
common interest in cooperation, and negative feelings about actual past cooperation. As
solutions to overcome the mentioned barriers, the author suggested the establishment
of informal networks and an improvement in shared ambitions [22]. A similar nuance
was indicated in a study by Masterson, who concluded that the biggest barrier in such
cooperation was the lack of time. Other more frequent barriers are a lack of money, lack of
interest in collaboration, and a lack of support from superiors [23].

Sarjeant-Jenkins and Walker investigated collaboration between Canadian academic
and public libraries and showed that the greatest challenge was a lack of time, followed
by the lack of resources, finding compromises, and funding problems [24]. A very com-
prehensive study of higher education and public library partnerships in England was
commissioned and published by the Arts Council England. This study recognized the lack
of resources, funding, and capacity as the biggest obstacles in creating partnership activities.
Other frequent barriers are different organizational priorities and the lack of a clear idea
about the potential activities. To overcome these barriers, the study indicated that both
types of libraries have to find the right point of contact, good funding, sufficient resources
that will back the activity, and to try and identify cooperation as a sustainable way of saving
costs [25]. Lauddusaw and Wilhem explored the cooperation between Texas academic and
public libraries, where they referred to the low amount of such cooperation. They set a
premise that the cause of this was a reluctance to connect on the part of public libraries,
and the fixation of academic libraries on research rather than activity development [26].

While many studies have been written about successful collaborations between dif-
ferent types of libraries, there is a lack of studies that indicate the problems that libraries
may encounter when organizing joint activities. It is interesting that studies on cooperation
between university and public libraries are very rare. It has previously been mentioned that
more frequent co-operational problems such as a lack of unique ideas, time, and funding
can be the main cause of this. Libraries probably face the same challenges while creating
CS activities as well as the lack of knowledge about what CS is and what its benefits are
for the library community and the community in general. Proposed solutions such as firm
and proper management, identifying a common vision, and the constant reminder that
all this is undertaken for the needs of library users can serve as guidelines for libraries to
overcome these barriers.

2. Materials and Methods

This study was based on two data collection methods: online surveys and interviews.
Both methods were not fundamentally related to the main topic of this research, but to CS
activities in cooperation with university and public libraries. However, it was assumed
that there were a few joint mentioned activities, so the research also included a section on
organizational barriers. The main research questions for this study are as follows:

(1) What are the challenges of conducting CS activities in cooperation with university
and public libraries?

(2) What are the possible solutions to those challenges?

The online survey was conducted in partnership with the University Library of South-
ern Denmark, which, as a project partner, was in charge of implementing PR1 (project
results from project package number one):”. The main goal of the survey was to identify
attitudes toward open science and CS as well as good practices and challenges. The survey
consisted of several parts: OS engagement, CS engagement, assessment of involvement
(typology), projects, policies, and partnerships (OS and CS), skills, competences and po-
tential barriers, cooperation and partnerships, and public libraries. The National and
University Library in Zagreb participated in the creation of survey questions to explore the
cooperation between university and public libraries related to CS activities. The part of
the survey for which the National and University Library in Zagreb was in charge referred
to the segment about public libraries. This joint survey was conducted because the target
respondents were the same—European universities and higher education libraries. Only a
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few European examples of the mentioned activities were found by studying the literature
as well as talking to project partners and by searching the web, which was the reason why
part of the survey questions were related exclusively to co-operational barriers. In that
survey, we tried to study the first research question—what are the challenges of conducting
CS activities in cooperation with university and public libraries? This was investigated
in the part of the survey regarding cooperation and partnership with a special section on
partnerships with public libraries.

The online survey was pretested by project partners to improve its quality. It was
created by the SurveyXact tool, launched on 15 March 2022, and was available for comple-
tion until 15 May 2022. The survey took approximately 15 min to conclude. Considering
that all the project partners dispatched the survey to university libraries in their country
and even the geographical region, it is difficult to say how many surveys were sent. The
total number of responses was 82. All of the partners sent out at least two reminders to
university libraries. After removing the responses that were not valid or incomplete, we
retained a total of 56 responses. It can be assumed that such a small response to filling out
the survey was due to a lack of knowledge and the lack of interest in CS topics as well as
because of the language barrier (the study was in English). Over and above, 52 university
libraries responded that they never had CS activities co-organized with a public library,
which was 92.8% of the total responses.

In the survey, university libraries could voluntarily write their name and 46 of them
chose to do that. At least 18 different European countries participated in the research.
If we use the UN geoscheme [27] for European regions, most respondents (34.7%) were
from Southern Europe, immediately followed Northern Europe (30.4%). A smaller number
of libraries from Eastern Europe (19.5%) and Western Europe (15.2%) participated in
the survey.

The part of the survey related to barriers included four questions. The first question
was a Likert-type scale to rate the organization of CS activities in cooperation with the
public library and included eight claims for scaling: lack of resources (staff, time, institu-
tional funding), bad previous experiences in organizing joint events, lack of experience
in co-organizing events, different work culture in higher education and public libraries,
administrative barriers, financial barriers, insufficient technical equipment, and lack of
knowledge about CS. The other three questions were of the closed-end type and they
wanted to find out whether university libraries believe that it is possible to bypass these
barriers with good organization and cooperation, whether university libraries are well-
connected with their local community, and whether they are considering cooperation with
the national library in creating CS activities in the future. All three questions could be
answered with “yes” or “no”.

As far as the results about the actual CS activities in cooperation with university and
public libraries, university libraries from four countries (Serbia, Denmark, Portugal, and
Finland) answered that they had conducted such activities. To explore the examples of
successful cooperation more deeply, personalized emails were sent to all the librarians
who answered positively, asking if they would like to participate. Three of them answered
positively, so interviews via Microsoft Teams were conducted. Languages that were used
for the interviews were English (in the case of Denmark), Spanish (in the case of Portugal),
and Croatian (in the case of Serbia), and the interviews were recorded, transcribed, and
translated later. The interviewed librarians were, among other things, asked how they
overcame the challenges in co-organizing joint CS activities and how the data for research
question number two (What are the possible solutions to those challenges?) were collected.
Their proposed solutions were analyzed and compared in order to create guidelines to
prevent challenges in cooperation.

3. Results and Discussion

This paper was based on partial results from the above-mentioned survey, that is,
only answers regarding cooperation between university libraries and public libraries in
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organizing CS activities were considered as well as the barriers they encountered. Accord-
ing to the answers, we distinguished two groups of university libraries: (G1)—university
libraries that have not yet cooperated with public libraries in organizing citizen science
activities, and (G2)—university libraries that have thus far cooperated with public libraries
in organizing citizen science activities.

There are 56 university libraries in the first group (G1) and there are only four uni-
versity libraries in the second group (G2). This number alone indicates that cooperation
between university and public libraries is not common and that there are certain barriers.

3.1. First Group (G1)

The first group (G1) had to answer four questions related to the cooperation between
university and public libraries in organizing CS activities (reference Supplementary Materials).

The first question (On a scale of 1–5, in which 1 means ‘strongly agree’ and 5 ‘com-
pletely disagree’, how would you rate the organization of citizen science activities in coop-
eration with your library?) was rated using a Likert scale (1—strongly agree; 5—completely
disagree) of the following statements:

1. Lack of resources (staff, time, institutional funding);
2. Bad previous experiences in organizing joint events;
3. Lack of experience in co-organizing events;
4. Different work cultures in university and public libraries;
5. Administrative barriers;
6. Financial barriers;
7. Insufficient technical equipment;
8. Lack of knowledge about citizen science.

For the first statement “lack of resources (staff, time, institutional funding)”, the
majority of libraries said that it was the biggest obstacle. In contrast, only six libraries
agreed with the second statement, “bad previous experiences in organizing joint events”.
Almost 50% of libraries expressed no opinion here. The results led to the conclusion that the
collaboration had not yet occurred or it had but had gone well. For the third statement “lack
of experience in co-organizing events”, the distribution of answers was almost symmetrical.
Almost half of the libraries agreed with the fourth statement “different work culture in
university and public libraries”. It can be said that there was an attitude that there was
a difference in business between the two types of libraries, but that a certain number of
libraries considered this to be an obstacle and did not engage in cooperation. Answers to the
following three statements “administrative barriers”, “financial barriers”, and “insufficient
technical equipment” confirm the first statement of “lack of resources”. It is evident that
libraries feel that they lack the resources to initiate CS activities. The last statement (lack
of knowledge about citizen science) showed that libraries were aware that they did not have
enough knowledge about the term CS itself.

Analyzing the responses, the conclusion was made that a large number of responses
were undecided (neither agree nor disagree) with regard to certain questions as 30–45% of
university libraries checked that option, that is, they did not have an expressed opinion.
These data indicate that this research has its limitations (i.e., that at least a third of libraries
do not have any opinions about barriers or about overcoming these barriers (Figure 1)).
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Figure 1. Results.

The analysis of the data led to the conclusion that university libraries see the lack of
resources (staff, time, institutional funding) and financial barriers as the biggest obstacle
in cooperation with public libraries in organizing CS activities, which is in line with the
aforementioned previous research on the co-organization of joint activities of various types
of libraries. Previous bad experiences in co-organizing joint activities were rated as the
smallest obstacle, which was not the case in previous research (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Average score (1 strongly agree; 5 completely disagree).

The second question read: Do you believe that it is possible to bypass these barriers
with good organization and cooperation? Only six libraries out of 56 answered negatively,
that is, it is evident that the majority of university libraries believe that with certain
investments, these obstacles could be overcome.

The third question was: Do you think your library is well-connected with your
local community? Twenty-seven libraries answered negatively, and twenty-nine libraries
answered positively.
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The fourth question read: Are you considering cooperation with a public library
in conducting citizen science activities in the future? Twenty-three libraries answered
negatively, and thirty-three answered positively.

The analysis of the last two questions led to the conclusion that there was a slight
difference in the responses of libraries that were thinking about cooperation with national
libraries and those not thinking about cooperation. It shows that university libraries that did
not think about cooperation with public libraries answered seven out of eight options from
the first question closer to the mean value (3), that is, they had a less pronounced attitude.
Only for one option (bad previous experiences in organizing joint events) did they express
greater agreement than the other group (i.e., libraries that are considering cooperation with
public libraries in organizing citizen science activities) (Figure 3)

Figure 3. Possibility of cooperation.

In conclusion, libraries from group G1 did not have a strong opinion about cooperation
between universities and public libraries in organizing CS activities. However, the lack of
resources (staff, time, institutional funding) and financial barriers were cited as some of the
more important obstacles. It was assumed that for this reason, university libraries did not
even decide to establish cooperation with public libraries. This conclusion is in line with
previous research that stated that the lack of resources was the most common obstacle in
organizing or co-organizing CS activities.

3.2. Second Group (G2)

The second group (G2) included only four university libraries that have so far coop-
erated with public libraries in the organization of CS activities (reference Supplementary
Materials). One library was in Finland, another from Denmark (D1), the third from Portugal
(P1), and the fourth from Serbia (S1). In response to the question from the sent questionnaire
that referred to their collaboration with public libraries (Please evaluate the Citizen Science
collaboration between your library and the public library), they rated the following statements
using a Likert scale (1—strongly agree; 5—completely disagree):

1. It was easy to organize citizen science activities in collaboration with the public library;
2. The implementation of citizen science activities in collaboration with the public library

was successful;
3. Participants in citizen science activities were satisfied with the activity/activities;
4. We plan to organize more citizen science activities together in the future.

The mean values of the responses were taken for analysis as follows:

1. The mean value for the first statement was 2.00;
2. The mean value for the second statement was 1.75;
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3. The mean value for the first statement was 2.25;
4. The mean value for the first statement was 1.75.

The obtained results showed that the libraries evaluated the cooperation with the
public libraries relatively positively.

However, in order to obtain more precise results, it was decided to invite the afore-
mentioned libraries that stated having conducted citizen science activities and agreed to
be contacted for an interview through which the aforementioned cooperation would be
explained in detail, and the obstacles encountered in the organization of these activities
would be additionally discussed and potential solutions found.

Unfortunately, the library from Finland did not respond to an additional invitation to
participate in an in-depth interview to which the other three libraries agreed. All interviews
were conducted during June 2022. The interview with the university library from Portugal
(P) and the one from Denmark (D) lasted half an hour, and the interview with the library
from Serbia (S) lasted an hour.

The results obtained after the conducted interviews confirmed some of the claims of
group G1.

One of the most prominent obstacles was the lack of resources (staff, time, financial
funding). Namely, even during the collaborations, it was confirmed that there were certain
obstacles in the form of lack of time, staff, etc. in the joint organization of such activities:

P1: “There were approximately 10 organizers who donated their personal time
and weekends. Cooperation among colleagues was never a problem because in
each region in Portugal, there is a library network where all types of libraries
cooperate together.”

P1: “Another difficulty was to secure people who would be in charge of security
because the activity was held in nature. We told everyone to participate at their
own risk, but people still came. Ensuring security was complicated.”

P1: “And one difficulty is that all of us have other jobs and we all depend on
hierarchical orders to be able to advance and it is slightly difficult to reconcile
everything, but we will see.”

D1: “Then another barrier is mapping of skills at libraries. In addition, to be
honest, I think that could be a barrier in research libraries as well, because I can
see from my own library that a lot of the skills our staff have are transferable
skills that we use in citizen science projects, and I will bet that at many Danish
public libraries the same skills are there.”

The interviewed libraries confirmed that one of the obstacles was the lack of financial
resources. Namely, it is evident that the activities were often carried out through the
enthusiasm of the organizers, but the established system requires secured funds:

S1: “We have no finances.”

S1: “On the other hand, we do not have any big expenses to organize it, except
travel expenses where we go or people who come to us. Serbia is not a very
big country, we have an incoherent system, librarians know each other—a lot
is based on personal acquaintances. I know a librarian there, this one knows
the director there, this one knows the deputy director there, when a project is
being made—we will work with them easily, let us take them, these are interested
in digitization, these have manuscript materials, these want to learn. Someone
knows someone who knows someone. Here in Serbia, things mostly work on the
basis of personal acquaintance, and there is no money.”

D1: “In Denmark, public libraries have been cut almost 20% in budgets the last
few years. [ . . . ] So, in the public sector in Denmark, and it is also true. For
example, in our own library we have to do more for less money.”
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P1: “The major barrier was the financing of the activity because the support was
given by the University of Beira.”

Only one of the libraries stated that insufficient IT equipment was an obstacle when
organizing these activities, but this obstacle could be compared to the first two.

S1: “Indecent technical equipment. Good IT support is key.”

Through interviews, it was proven that the awareness of CS itself was insufficiently ex-
pressed in public libraries and that there was certainly room for the development of awareness.

S1: “We did not even understand that what we do is citizen science.”

D1: “I think there is a big barrier in knowledge in public libraries: What is citizen
science? Why should we do it? Why is it good or potentially good, and why does
it live up to the things we should be doing? Therefore, advocacy is a big barrier.“

D1: “They are good of all kinds of things. However, they are not aware that they
that it fits into citizen science.”

P1: “As for prior knowledge in the organization of citizen science activities, only
I and my colleague were familiar with open science.”

In the same way, the university libraries confirmed that the cooperation was very
fruitful and that the public libraries had resources for cooperation on activities, that is, CS
projects. Public libraries have better contact with the local community, good connections
with the media, and they have special skills...

S1: “We received participants of those activities. Our users are very limited, we
do not have that much contact with citizens. Through public libraries, we come
into contact with the local community. The National Library knows its users well,
the different types of audiences.”

D1: “They are good at doing events. They’re doing good at communicating. They
are good at doing evaluation, they are too good at doing reading groups. They
are good of all kinds of things. However, they are not aware that they that it fits
into citizen science.”

D1: “I think there is an enormous potential not only in research libraries, but
also in public libraries. In addition, when I discuss with library management and
also the head of the Danish Public Library Association, why, why, why are there
public libraries? Well, it is to enhance knowledge society, it is for democratic
conversation to happen. It’s that we have free and clear knowledge for everybody.
It’s available for everyone. It’s to mitigate fake news. I mean, those are some of
the wise for citizen science. It is exactly the same for public libraries.”

Ultimately, the surveyed libraries from group G2 offered certain solutions for coopera-
tion between university and public libraries in organizing CS activities. We can explicitly
state the following suggestions:

1. Mapping of transferable skills in libraries:

D1: “Then another barrier is mapping of skills at libraries.”

D1: “I think primarily skills from my own stuff at the research library, they have
been fairly trained, they have been on a number of projects. I think their skills
will, we always learn something to pick something new up, hmm but we lack
the competences that we have at our library for every single employee and make
sure that they can live up to that so we don’t put people in the wrong position at
the wrong product. However, I think something that could easily be worked on
is a more systematic skill set for public libraries.”

2. Strategy and advocacy:
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D1: “And then there is a truly interesting component. That is leadership and
prioritization. Because you cannot go out to an employee at a public library and
say we think you should work on this citizen science project. If it is not a part of
their strategy, if they’re not trained for it, and if they’re not told that they should
do it, it is not a voluntary exercise. In addition, you need to be very on point. We
are prioritizing this just as we do as lending books out, for example.”

D1: “I think there is a big barrier in knowledge in public libraries: What is citizen
science? Why should we do it? Why is it good or potentially good, and why does
it live up to the things we should be doing? Therefore, advocacy is a big barrier.”

3. Collegiality:

S1: “The teams we work in are designed so that the people in those teams get
along well. Collegiality is crucial.”

D1: “Yes, I would say when we do it, it is excellent. I would wish that we do it a
lot more. I would wish that we had public libraries as partners in every single
project that we had. Right now it is more on when there is a really good fit. In
addition, it is usually by libraries we know very well.”

In conclusion, university libraries that cooperated with public libraries in organizing
CS activities have a positive attitude about cooperation, although they state that certain
obstacles exist, which is stated as a lack of resources and financial barriers, but also a lack of
awareness and knowledge about what citizen science is. For even better cooperation, they
suggest the mapping of transferable skills to accurately understand the human resources
in libraries as they believe that better leadership and prioritizing are needed so that CS
activities become the basic activities of the library, and they believe that collegiality is
crucial to carry out these activities.

These results show that cooperation between different types of libraries has a positive
impact and should be undertaken more. Of course, as previously said, more can be done,
but this study showed that different types of libraries bring greater value to the projects.

4. Conclusions

Project Citizen-Enhanced Open Science in Southeastern Europe Higher Education Knowledge
Hubs is a project led by LIBER (Ligue des Bibliothèques Européennes de Recherche—
Association of European Research Libraries). One of the project’s goals is to train and
upskill librarians in Southeastern European countries in the field of open science and CS
because such activities are lacking in that part of Europe.

Although cooperation between several library types has a positive effect on their
management, libraries can face various barriers in the joint implementation of services,
programs, and activities. Regardless of the fact that it may be a matter of collaboration
between different types of libraries, certain barriers are more common than others.

While many studies have been written about successful collaborations between dif-
ferent types of libraries, there is a lack of studies that indicate the problems that libraries
may encounter when organizing joint activities. It is interesting that studies on cooperation
between universities and public libraries are very rare. Co-operational problems such as a
lack of unique ideas, time, and funding can be the main cause. Libraries probably face the
same challenges while creating CS activities as well as the lack of knowledge about what CS
is and what its benefits are for the library community and the community in general. In the
literature, there have been some proposed solutions such as firm and proper management,
identifying a common vision, and the constant reminder that all this is carried out for the
needs of library users that can serve as guidelines for libraries to overcome these barriers.

This study was based on two data collection methods: an online survey and interviews.
Both methods were not fundamentally related to the main topic of overall research but to
CS activities conducted with the cooperation of universities and public libraries, however,
it was assumed that there are a few mentioned joint activities, so the research also included
a section on organizational barriers.
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The analysis concluded that a very small number of higher education libraries (four
out of 56) have had any cooperation with public libraries in organizing CS activities, thus
far. Higher education libraries that have not yet cooperated with public libraries in the or-
ganization of CS activities state that their biggest obstacle is the lack of resources. Likewise,
they believe that insufficient knowledge of the term CS is an obstacle. Additionally, from
the results, it can be read that there is a certain prejudice against cooperation with public
libraries, mostly due to the opinion that there is a different work culture.

Libraries that have organized CS activities in cooperation with public libraries confirm
that the lack of resources and insufficient knowledge of the concept of CS is the largest
obstacle. Furthermore, they state that cooperation with public libraries was very fruitful,
precisely because of the different work culture, that is, the different roles of public libraries
in society. Different skills, different stakeholders, and different user groups all contribute to
better and more successful cooperation.

In conclusion, university libraries that cooperated with public libraries in organizing
CS activities have a positive attitude about cooperation, although they state that certain
obstacles doo exist. They state that it is a lack of resources and financial barriers, but
also a lack of awareness and knowledge about what citizen science is. For even better
cooperation, they suggest the mapping of transferable skills to accurately understand the
human resources in libraries, as they believe that better leadership and prioritizing are
needed so that CS activities become the basic activities of the library, and they believe that
collegiality is crucial for carrying out these activities, which is in line with previous solutions
that the management should be firmer, that the common vision should be identified, and
that all of these are conducted for the needs of library users.

These results indicate that greater cooperation between universities and public libraries
in organizing CS activities is necessary precisely because of the different roles of these
libraries in society. Raising awareness of the concept of CS and its importance needs to
be carried out through advocacy among all stakeholders—librarians, management, the
public, and financiers—to reduce all of the mentioned obstacles and increase the reach of
both libraries.
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